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THE B.C. CABINET will be sitting in Terrace on Thursday, 
September 23. It is hoped that statements will emminate from 
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this historical meeting re-establishing some degree of hope and 
confidence despite .the depressed economy of the region. 
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Tri-porty study .of 
amalgamahon nrnplication$ 
Representat ives  of 
Distrzct of Terrace, 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine and School 
District 88 met recently in a 
closed meeting to discuss 
the pros and cons of Greater 
Terrace amalgamation. 
Mayor Gordon Rowland 
said at his press conference 
Thursday the most 
significant thing about the 
meeting was that elected 
officials from the three local 
levels sat down to discuss a 
mutual problem for the first 
time. 
Rowland said it is im- 
possible for anyone to voice 
a reasonable opinion either 
fororagainst 
amalgamation because at 
this time there is not enough 
information on the subject. 
The three elected levels 
are presently making their 
own preliminary studies on 
whether amalgamation may 
be the answer or Thornhill 
should become a separate 
municipality. 
The administration of 
Terrace and the Regional 
District have been ordered 
to make a general overlay of 
the pros and cons of 
amalgamation with some 
concrete ideas on ad- 
vantages and disadvantages 
of amalgamation. 
Both council and the 
regional board will look at 
me costs of making a study requirements: ocial sex- 
before they decide what vice costs -- find and outline 
future action to take. the operational costs of the 
The following letter, dated following: t 
August 6, was sent to Hugh (a) Thornhill Communi y
Curtis, Minister of Centre specified area 
Municipal Affairs, by Joe function of the region 
Banyay, chairman of the (b) Tbornhiii Volunteer 
regional board. Fire Department specified 
Dear Mr. Minister area function of the region 
Thank you for your letter (c) Thornhiil street 
of July 20, 1976 to this numbering system specified 
Regional Board. I would like area function, of the region 
to bring you and your (d) Terrace Arena 
department up to date on Recreat ion Complex 
what the Regional District recreat ion  programs 
staff is currently doing in specified area function 
regards to planning for the shared betweenTerrace and 
Greater Terrace area and the unorganized area • 
what participation we would (e) Terrace Library 
expect from your depart- 
ment. 
The Regional District has 
produced a medium scale 
base map 1":800' which 
covers the Greater Terrace 
area, i.e. Thornhill, Kalum 
Lake Road north and the 
Airport. The Regional 
District staff is presently 
working with the District of 
Terrace staff to jointly map 
the following information 
for the entire Greater 
Terrace area: 
1. current land use 
2. land ownership 
3. topographical and 
geophysical information 
4. utilities and utility 
distribution 
5. transportation and 
street layouts 
6. population , and 
~tion densities popula 
7. zoning anu agricultural 
land reserves. 
It is anticipated that this 
program will bring both the 
District of Terrace and the 
Regional District, totally up 
to date on all relevant 
planning information and 
provide an empirical basis 
on which we might examine 
future land use alternatives 
and infrastruetural ser- 
vicing alternatives. 
Phase II 
The second phase of the 
Greater Terrace area study 
will be to examine the cost Seve  Sisters o, improving:the service 
Opposit ion mo t to of Thornhill (most needy Uil  S n ' standards of certain areas • ser~,ices) to the sanii~ level 
: . . . . . . . . . .  ~"~'-~"'~-~'~ ........ " - -  " " " . . . .  " ' " : ' : ' " "  ............... ' Terrace. The following are 
: C-ltv"Brian.(;l:~gg According to one forest with the residents in the Tom Walertand. Fore~itry ih'eir opposition to this Waterland 
lena Campagnolo. Skeena service spokesman the : prel~arationofslide film and "Minster -requesting/'~ihat proposal and trust i! wdl I)e AI Maci'hersml. distrwt, felt tb be priorities: 
M.P., has joined Cedarvale forestry is waiting for video tape material for a " permission not !)e granted t-d pessd)i6 Jor you ,~ cCzlrlhy Ioresler m Prince Huperl. I. a water distribution 
residents in their opl~osition Iecdback from these other public hearing to he held at proceed with this project." and Walerland~ toilflervene .~md lasl month he sees no systerh toservice the lower 
to proposed logging agencies, the Kitwanga }lall Sop- Campagnolo states, in this matter on their reason tostoplheloggmgof area with three or more 
operations by MacGiilis and The largest imber stands tember 23 at 7:30 p.m. '.It would seem to me that behalf." the Seven Sislers. alternative sources' to be t'ampagnoio goes oil Io lie said tlw I)rc)i)(s,'t| assessed: 
Gibbs on the Seven Sisters on the mountain are suggesl it may bc possible to cutting area ',~dl ,-: be (a) the present school 
system installed in 1975 
Wayne Weber. a the safest way at ensuring 
Mountain. hemlock and halsam with lU spokesman for MaeGillis that the Seven Sisters'are 
The residents at Coda-r- to [5 percent of the stands aiidGibbs ays his'company, removed from the threat of have the Seven Sisters visible Ior at Icasl Iwo or 
vale say they are seeking being cedar, wiiloutline full details of the loggng is to ~ hav.e this declared.a provin.cial park three,years and even then (b) a well system 
supporl from other According to a forestr.y proposed cutting plan at the particular area declared' d "in m'der to preserve them o1113;two c rners el it will bt. " to) aline extension across 
residents in the northwest to spokesman the timber to be public hearing, provincial park." , : '  in futurity from any further seen by t'edarvale- the new bridge from 
protect the Seven Sisters by logged is ovcrmature and Weber says the mountain In her letter to McCarthy such threats to their W!mdcock'residcnt.~ .n the Terrace 
making it a scenic reserve, logging will be permitted itself will be. untouched she says the "Seven Sisters beauty/',' 1 north side el the 5kt'L.IIt| 2. the feasibility of a Meanwhile~ the citizens' River. sanitarysewer s.ystem to 
the lower area of Thornhill. under Ihe sustained yield becauseit has no.treeson i t are one of the most unique 
Don Thompsoq. who philosophy of preliminary but logging would occur in and striking : 'natura! committee continues to None el the logging area 
heads the committee to protec  m untain, says cedar logging followed by the basin between Highway monumentsofnorthern B.C. collect signatures or will be visible Irom Isit necessary orare septic 
making the mountain a park clear-cut logging. - 16 and the mountain..ISee and to despoil them in any petitions opposing . the Yellowhead 16, .Mact'herson tanks for mediumdensity an 
us not enough because Ccdarvale residents are picture for more detaits.i way would, be a shocking proposed logging at the -said. adequate form of sewage 
CAMI,AiINOLO betrayal of our legacyto mountain. MacPherson said lie disposal? 
logging and mining ac- worried that the shortage of tlvities go.on in.parks, timber supply in the nor- OPI'i)SEI) . . future generations. . One copy of the petition " expects the actual logging 3. surface upgrading of 
Hebelieves by making ita thwest may eventually ead. Campagnolo m'ade her "'lamin fullsupport 01' the _.containing 74 names, has ~ will begin sometime in the major road arteriais in 
scenic reserve the aesthetic to I'utl-scalc clear-cut opposition to the proposed residents of Cedarvale in already been sent to new year. Thornhill, Laketse Lake Road, Clark, Riv rside, 
qualities will be totally logging operations on the logging known in response m o d e  fo r  SWine Queensway.' 
protected from future mountain, to a reque~t by Mrs. Wi l l i am-P lans  4. surface drainage im- 
logging which may ."We are not opposed to H. Essex, of Cedarvale, a provement or ditching of. 
ultimately destroy both the logging," says Thompson. member of the citizens' major arterials 
aesthetic and ecological "we just don't want to see committee opposing 'the 5. street light system for 
values of the mountain area. logging that will affect the proposed logging, influenza i n o t i o n s  Thornhil, and cost of con- 
The Provincial Forest recrdation value of the In a reply to Mrs. Essex, v a c c  struction maintenance 
Service has prepared a Seven Sisters Mountain." Campagnolo said that since 
resource folio with input Cedarvale residents have logging is within the The Honourable R.H. would be allocated to this mass  zmmunizat ion  6. total outline of 
from all departments: and received support from the provincial jurisdiction, it is McClelland, Minister of province or given a definite program for healthy per- Terrace's ten-year service 
MacGillis and Gibbs has National Film Board's not possible for a federal Health, said recently that date when the first shipment sons if human A-Swine in- plan, i.e., water-plant 
sent a development proposal Challenge for. Change MP to be of direct the Health Department had would arrive in British fluenza is reported distribution and extension, 
which has been =:eferred to" program through its nor- assistance, still not been informed how Columbia. anywhere in the world. ' sewage - expansion and 
! 
t 
all '  agencies concerned thwest researcher Sharon 
within the provincial McGowan. 
go . . . . . . .  ,t McGowan will be working 
Seven Sisters ~c~ntain, an hours drive east of 
Terrace has become the concern of Cedarvale 
residents, MacGillis and Gibbs of Terrace, has 
requested permission to log in the basin area below 
• 'But I have written to. much of the 
Grace McCarthy, B.C. vaccine being imported by 
Recreation Minister and  the Federal government 
t 
]ne  iRoun l~ l l l l . . .A r row lU l l . l lq i .a  i t ;o  i i i i ;  u !  ~u v . . . .~  . . . . . . . . .  
logged. See story for mare details. {Jason Katz 
photo}. 
influenza Until we have this in- 
formation, Mr. McClelland 
said, it is impossible to 
proceed with detailed 
planning for the proposed 
fall vaccination program. 
The minister saidthat two 
types of vaccine were on 
order. One type will provide 
protection against both the 
current A.Victorm strain of 
influenza virus and the A- 
Swine virus. This type will 
be offered, as soon as it 
arripns, to persons of all 
ages who have chronic 
illnesses that could be made. 
worse by an attack of in- 
fluenza. Any surplus of this 
type of vaccine will then be 
offered to persons over 65 
years of age. 
The second type of in- 
fluenza vaccine that is being 
purchased will protect only 
against the A-Swine in- 
fluenza virus. 
Because there have been 
no further cases of human' 
swine influenza anywhere 
since the outbreak in the 
United States at Fort Dix 
last spring, the Health 
Department, on the 
recommendation of the 
British Columbia Medical 
,Health Officers, plans to 
have this .4econd type ready 
for instant use and will 
conduct .a province-wide 
The Minister went on to 
say that most of the vaccine 
that would be available this 
s ear was being imported in ulk form from a number of 
other countries and that the 
final stages of manufacture 
and testing would be carried 
nut in Canada. 
. So far it is not known 
whether United States 
manufacturers will have 
any surplus influenza 
vaccine available to sell to 
Canada, because of the.huge 
order., placed by the 
American government. 
The bivalent vaccine will 
be given by Public Health 
staff at community clinics 
and by nursing staff where 
the recipients are living in a 
care facility." An- 
nouncements as to the time 
and location of the public 
clinics will be made as soon 
as it is known when the 
vaccine will be available. 
distribution, transp rtation Joe Banyay 
7. other service Chairman of the Board 
Power potential 0f 
Stikine and Iskut Rivers 
Mr. E.H. Martin, 
Assistant general Manager, 
Engineering Group, B.C. 
.Hydro, in a .letter to 
Regional District Planner 
Ray Parfitt in regard to 
future dam alternatives on 
the Iskut and Stikine Rivers 
states:- 
"Future  power  
~ttissibilities on ~e Iskut and 
kine Rivei~'~itt~ being 
currently assessed by B.C. 
Hydro and studies for this 
assessment include routine 
assessment ear the end of 
1976, we should be in a better 
position to advise you of the 
various alternatives that 
may be involved. 
"It may be of interest to 
you that Iskut Pulp Power 
Limited has been granted an 
extension to their water 
reserve held on the Iskut 
River until 31 October 1978. 
The Department of En- 
vironment has authorized 
Iskut Pulp Power Limited to 
carry out studies related to 
field reconnaissance which the development of 
robably is that mentioned hydroelectric energy on the 
your letter. Upon the Iskut River and its 
completion of this tributaries." 
NDP President here 
Police news Yvorme Cocke, President' p.m. in the Skeena Room 2 
Vandals were active of the B.C. New Democratic of the Terlace Hotel. 
September 4 on Lakelse Party, and her husband Their topic is "Current 
Avenue. "They broke win- Dennis Cooke, M.L.A. for state of gover'nment in 
B.C..". ": ' daws in the government New Westminster and 
building, forestry building, former Minister Of Health 
Dairy Queen,' Twin City will beladdreasing a public ,~1 "NDP members .and 
Meats and Fred's Fur- meetingor~Monday, 13th of supporters are cordially 
niture. . r September starting at 7:30 invited to attend. 
operation costs -- to go to 
referendum as a specified 
area function in November 
1976 
(f) solid waste management 
Thornhill Dump specified 
area function of the region i 
(g) transit system for 
Greater Terrace as per 
region's 1975 brief to Transit 
Authority 
It is intended to recom- 
mend a comprehensive plan ! 
on what is the most ! 
favourable land use, land 
servicing and municipal 
growth objectives to pursue. 
The second phase will ! 
examine the present '~ 
assessment disparities 
between Thornhill and i 
Terrace, the  different 
taxation structures between 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
Phase lit 
The third phase wou ld  
determine a system of 
administration t  govern.the 
Greater Terrace area, i.e., 
Thornhill as an independent 
municipality with an in-. 
dividual municipal ad -  
ministration, p.ossibly 
District Municipahty status 
or Thornhill-Terrace in- 
corporat ion  or  
amalgamation, elected 
officials and one municipal 
administration. It would. 
also determine the most 
feasible assessment and tax 
structure for the Greater 
Terrace area. 
Participation of Respective 
Agencies ,. 
It is anticipated that 
engineering, planning and 
management consulta/its 
will have to be used to help 
gather and present he in- 
formation i  phases two and 
three. Unfortunately, the 
Regional District has not the 
staff nor resources to totally 
undertake these phases nor 
does the District of Terrace. 
We would suggest that 
once a budget is finalized for 
phases two and three, that a 
cost sharing formula of 50 
percent provincial, 25 
percent Regional District 
and 25 percent District of 
Terracebe agreed on by the 
three parties in order to .. :' 
pursue the terms of 
reference with consultants , 
to undertake the necessary 
study programs as soon as 
possible. 
' Your immediate con- 
sideration ofthe program as 
outlined would be ap- 
preciated as the Regional 
Distrist is anxious to 
proceed with this 
devel6pment program 
before the year end. I trust 
we shall hear from you or 
your senior administration 
at your earliest possible 
convenience. 
Yours truly 
' PAGE ~1, THE HERALD, Wednesday, September 8, 1V76 
Two target program 
at French Peak Mine 
Smithers area of central 
• west B.C. has long been 
' known for both its high 
, grade mines and its large 
tonnage, lower grade 
" deposits• Examples of the 
high grade mines are the 
Silver Standard Mine, 
~, Cronin Babine and the large 
• tonnage mines are Granisle, 
Bell Copper and the Sam 
Goosley. In the spring of 
" 1976, Aalenian acquired an 
option to buy a 100 percent 
" interest in the French Peak 
, Silver mine, located ap- 
proximately 40 miles nor-. 
• theast of' Smithers which 
: has a history of very high 
i. grade silver production, a 
good potential fo r  sub- 
stantial tonnages of ad- 
ditional high grade silver- 
lead-zinc production and a 
geological environment 
favourable for the discovery 
of a large tonnage massive 
sulphide ore body. 
Access to the property is 
by way of a government 
road to within six miles of 
the workings with the 
- * balance of the road recently 
up-graded to all weather 
status by the  company. 
There is ample water supply 
on the property and ex- 
perienced crews arc 
available in Smithers.. 
hi early May, the corn- 
... pany initiated a drilling. 
trenching and geophysical 
i prospect ing program 
designed to test the two 
targets on the i)roperty. 
. I ' ; l i ' g* ' t  | l i l t '  
:; II1~,11 (AIL%I}I'; SII,%'I':i{- 
( ,Ol. I)-C()l ' l ' l ' ; I t  VEIN 
"~ .~I'iLL'CI'L I{E. 
Tlic' lh'st target had been' 
: located I)y previous 
': properly nwm,rs who 
t r t ,  ncht ,d  t i l t '  ve in  on sur face  
~" and shipped 44 Ions which 
- averaged 161 ounces silver 
per ton. plus 14 percenl lead. 
The initial drill hules tested 
: Ihns shuwing at depth with 
• .~ut't't's.~i'ul r csu l t s  as seen i l l  " 
~" lilt, lablt' ~}1 .,~says. When 
Ihe pr.gram began, Ihe 
kllO%~,ll l i |n le ra [ i za t ion  wtls  
i5 It,cl I.ng .n surlacc, The 
In'.~l pllase e×lendcd this to 
'120 left hmg strike and to a 
~,mnmunl dcptl~ o1 80 feet. 
~ 'l'hi.~ area conh|ins an in- 
d lC , l t ( 'd  In ln t ,  ra [  reserve  
.~ ;~ltln a gl'o.~s value of ill 
cxcc.~s ol $IIIII.IX)U,0IH) which 
will generate a significant 
.~ casll IIo~v aJld profit upon 
:, tanning. I 'rosliecting and 
~.: 
:; 
:: 
~ three years, and during her 
:. stay many additions have 
~ been made to the library. 
, There has been an extension 
~;  the actual building, so of 
that it can house the 
geological mapping has 
traced this vein structure 
over a length in excess of 
1,500 feet. The structure 
disappears under over- 
burden at both ends and is 
open to further extension 
with additional surface 
work or drilling. 
An underground program 
of 600 feet of drifting is now 
underway, to upgrade the 
• presently dn=~l indicated 
reserves in th~..,~roven class 
and prepare for mining and 
production. 
Drill testing for the ex- 
tension of this ore shoot and 
for other ore shoots along 
the 1500 feet of the vein 
structure will be undertaken 
as conditions permit. 
Target Two 
K U l{ 0 K 0 T Y P E 
Vt)I.CANO(;ENI(' 
3IAHSIVE SULPI I IDE 
DEPOSIT 
Second target on this 
property is a large tonnage 
ore body of the type 
described as massive 
sulphides and associated 
with acid tuffs formations 
with geological similarities 
to the Texas Gulf-Kidd 
• Creek deposit. There are a 
number of geological and 
geophysical features on the 
French Peak property 
which encourage the search 
for such a large target. One 
of the features of a massive 
sulphide deposit is a cap 
rock or marker bed of 
hematite overlying the 
massive sulphides. Such a 
hematite horizon has been 
indicated on the'Aalenian 
property. In addition, a 
large e lec t romagnet ic  
anomaly has been drill 
tested by five holes. Each of 
the holes encountered 
massive sulphides. These 
holes carried sections 
assaying in 17 ounces ilver 
per ton, plus 0.06 ounce gold 
per ton. Disseminated 
tetrahcdrite, a highgrade 
copper -s i lver  minera l ,  
similar to the Sam Goosely 
deposit, was encountered in
these holes. A further 
feature is tile location within 
Mayor Gordon Rowland presents Eleanor Hyzims with the keys to the 
Datsun B210 she won in the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 raffle. 
Looking on are Jack Davis, left and Jack French, legion steward. 
Bissell to discuss status 
of women update 
• Legal charges above 
reach of many 
Diana Bissell, education 
consultant on women's 
issues, and one of the guest 
speakers at the Terrace 
Women's Organizat ion's 
May 1976 conference, will be 
guest speaker at  the 
Terrace Business and 
Profess ional  Women's 
September 15 meeting. 
The dinner meeting: 
begins at 7:15 p.m. at Gim's 
Restaurant and anyone 
wishing further information 
should contact" Bee Retbedt, 
of Bee's Children's Wear at 
. 635-2425. ~ ' 
Bissell has worked with" 
the Vancouver Status~.of 
Women as .membership 
coordinator from June 1974 
The cost of legal services 
in Canada is so high that 
most Canadians can't get 
the help they need, the new 
president of the Canadian 
Bar Association said. 
A. Boyd Ferris, QC, of 
Vancouver, who was elected 
to head the association for 
the coming year, spoke of, 
the need for more 
reasonably-priced legal 
services in a speech at the 
58th annual meeting in 
Winnipeg. 
The cost of legal services 
is just one of the issues 
Ferr is  said the 18,590 
lawyers in the Canadian Bar 
Association must face up to 
in the years ahead. • 
He asked his audience 
what research, experiment 
or innovation has been tried 
to bring down or control the 
cost of legal services. In his 
opinion, little .has been done. 
No prepaid legal plan exists 
in Canada. As for legal aid, 
much more than "modest 
means" is necessary to 
qualify. 
"It is a fact that the legal 
needs of the vast lower 
income group of Canada r/re 
being neglected and the 
major reason is that the cost 
of n~eeting such needs is far 
beyond their ability to pay," 
Ferris said, "Consequently, 
this group only seeks legal 
services when driven to do 
so, such as to meet a 
criminal charge." 
He said the profession 
must respond to this need, 
and one suggestion was to 
increase the use of 
paralegals. But, he said, the 
profession does not train 
Pcaaralegals anywhere in 
nada. 
"We' are not grappling 
with the cost of legal ser- 
'vices with the same sense of 
education courses should be 
implemented to allow 
lawyers to retain or re- 
acquire that competency. 
Ferris pointed out that the 
CBA was in existence for 6$ 
years before it opened the 
deliberations of zts gover. 
ning council to the media. 
He said the public must be 
cont inuously  informed 
about the profession and one 
way is for the leaders of the 
profession to speak out on 
zssues of the day. 
"I am firmly convinced 
that to fall into the practice 
of avoiding, temporizing, or 
declining public comment 
on the ground that the issues 
raised are not of pure law 
will curry public disap. 
pointment in the Canadian 
Bar Association and bring 
our relevancy into serious 
question,' Ferris said. 
Ferris, 47, is a senior 
partner in the Vancouver 
firm of Davis & Company, 
practicing in labor law as 
well as corporate and 
general litigation. 
l ie studied law at 
University of B.C. and was 
called to the B.C. Bar in 
urgency and  dedicated 
effort that the public in- 
terest requires,"  Ferris 
said. 
He said that people find it 
difficult to select a lawyer 
when one is needed. He 
suggested a study of the 
merits of controlled ad- 
vertising to allow lawyers to 
make their special services 
known to the public. 
Ferris laid emphasis on 
the fundamental  ~:espon- 
sibility owed by the 
profession to the public to 
ensure that those licensed to. 
practice law are qualified 
and competent. 
He said the licensing 
bodies in each province 1955. He has been active for 
should be able to demand many years in affairs of the 
proof of competency from CBA and has been a Ben- 
lawyers, and that greatly- cher of the Law Society of 
expanded continuing legal B.C. since 197;I. 
1 ;: collection. A children s area 
was added to provide a 
i~ ; pleasant place for children -. to enjoy themselves with 
:~: books. The adult section was 
,. • enlarged, and now includes 
~.~' an area with magazines and 
a relaxing corner to read 
, them in. The history and 
literature materials were 
updated and added to by 
Ph~te 63S-2444 
Terrace, B.C. • - 
Serving Kiflmat ~., 
TURN TO US 
WITH OONFINENOE 
Naogays 
Funeral 
Home 
turn to,,,, 
~ i - - ' ' " "  . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
: : CUT THE . HEATING COSTS BRANDNEWI • 
i : With this hoatolater fireplace. Attractive 2 Extremely well bu It 2 bedroom home, full • 
bedroom older home. House sits at back of basement, large lot, on paved road, some • 
' property amongst large trees for privacy.' 0nighing to be done. Lower offers will be • 
', TRY YOUR OFFERI Asking price $32,000.00 considered if you wish to finish yourself. • 
,. ~ CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS  POINTMENT TO V IEW - -  please • 
THE ABOVE, or any one of the: phone. • 
ii • many listings we have. FOR AP. , .  • 
i II I o , ,  
• '~'"1 When ~,, ., , 
who to ~ 1 ~  
She will speak on the 
status of women update 
during her visit to Terrace. 
sorry to see her leave. She 
will be joining her husband 
in Vancouver on September 
19. 
Mrs. Kate Indue, the new 
librarian, [[ave her first 
story hour on Saturday, 
September 4 at I p.m. There 
were stories, films and a 
puppet show to amuse the 
children. 
Our books are getting 
more and more used to 
being used[ Nearly 8,000 
books were borrowed last 
month and last Tuesday 700 
books went dial in one day. 
Library newS, 
It is with great regret hat Mrs. Guenther,. and ' the 
the Terrace Public Library collection grew to 30,000 
will be saying good-bye to its volumes. Membership has 
Chief librarian, Mrs. Mary grown by thousands over 
Anne Guenther. She has these three yearsand many 
been with the library for of the borrowers will be 
range. 
An extensive program of 
testing of the massive 
sulphide potential is. con- 
tinuing. 
 Person   eqmgAccounts a $200minimm balance.: 
A GREAT IDEA...Toronto Dominion no-charge chequing can save you 
money on every cheque you write. 
IT'S SIMPLE... just open a TD Personal Chequing Account (if you don't 
already have one): Keep abalance of $200 or more during a statement 
period and you aiatomatically get no-charge chequing. If your PCA balance 
falls below the $200, all cheques paid in that statement period will be 
charged the normal rate of 16¢ per cheque. 
ACT FASTI. ,No-charge chequing started with statement periods beginning 
; onor after August 21st. Any questions? Your TD branch has all the answers. :~ 
• r • 
TORO ODOMiNioN , ;., 
the bank where peop e make the diffe~mice 
.•" . • 
" . ! .: ::,:i 
"'.7: 
, ), . . . . .  
to May 1976. She was very 
• active in organizing the i i ' i ~ 
Women's Rally for Action on - ..i I i i: i 
the anomalous area of a March 22. Prior to that she . " 
trenchsome.~400.iee[south~of,.~.worked:for-.seven, years,;tii~.-.~,:.~,,' :, ~-~,-~:~:~.~.,-~+:,~:,--.~-~m.- • . ; • - 
the vein structure which has~ : sales and- personneD at '~ the"'?, ~ # "~-' : "  ~ '~ ~ '. ~;:, ~L: ~, ~,;~~..,,~v,:' ~ ~,
yielded grab samples m the ~"Hudson s Bay Co. ln~::Van, . . . .  • .... ~: ' i.t'::'~)::":::~:~ " ' '~'~"C.":: . 
100 ounces silver per ton couver. ,~... ~:~: . . . .  :: 
hpays to become customer! 
THIS-WEEK," 
:~~ from Ottawa 
Adequate housing at taken a number ef steps 
reasonable cost for all correct this situation -- and 
Canadians is One of the goals the evidence is that they are 
of our society, and it is a paying off. Rousing starts 
goal that the federal for June of this year (the 
• government is working very last month reported) are at 
hard to achieve. "an annual rate of 278,000, a 
SERIOUS TROUBLE' level which has been con- 
Jus t  two years ago that sistently reached for the 
goal appeared to become past half year, and a level 
increasingly remote. New well above the govern- 
housing starts bad declined ment's goal of 235,000 
drastically, and the housing housing starts for this year. 
industry was in serious What do all these figures 
trouble. Throughout he mean? 
Course of 1974, the number They mean that for 
of hous ing  starts had Canadians with average 
declined from an annual incomes - -par t icu lar ly  
rate of 295,600 in January to young Canadians -- the 
an annual rate of 170,000 in owning of a family home is 
December .  Adequate once again a reasonable 
housing was beginning to objective. They mean that 
lo0k like a luxury, not a the incredible scalation of 
necessity -- a situation housing prices we witnessed 
which Canadians cannot a couple or years ago has 
tolerate to happen, stopped, and a family need 
The federal government, no longer fear losing .up to 
under Urban Affairs several thousand ollars if 
Minister Barney Danson, they sell their home and 
has since that low point wait for a month or so bofore 
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buying a new one. They 
mean that major investors, 
operating both under 
pressure and with incentive 
from the federal govern- 
ment (both the stick and the 
carrot) are once again 
putting money, into mor- 
tgages for new homes, a 
field they had largely 
deserted. 
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
These figures also mean 
that the federal government 
-- now that the "housing 
crisis" has been turned 
around -- has more time 
and resources to devote to 
resolving specialized 
housing problems; the kinds 
of problems that can't be 
handled with the "broad 
brush" of nation-wide 
policies. 
Such a probiem is the 
question of housing in the 
rural and remote areas of 
our country. Under the new 
Rural and Remote Housing 
Program, areas of Canada 
-- including most of nor- 
thwestern B.C. ~ are 
receiving, for the first time, 
federal funding for houses 
which takes into account the 
special circumstances of 
these areas. 
The case is similar witll 
house is a lot cheaper than 
building a new one! 
We still have problems in 
the field of housing -- land 
assembly, the provision of 
rental units, severe shor- 
tages in particular com- 
'munities. But the crisis of 
the past two years has respect o the question of 
older houses, and run- passed, and we are now able 
down" neighbourhoods, to plan our housing policies 
Unde~ the Neighbourhood ~more effectively. This 
Improvement Plan (N.I.P.) 'hetterplanning willresultin 
and the Residential a continuing responsiveness 
Rehabilitation Assistance to local needs and special 
Plan (R.R.A.P.), federal problems, and real progress 
funds are being provided to towards the objective of 
restore and improve the adequate housing at 
quality of older residential reasonable cost for all 
areas. Repairing an old Canadians. 
The Chow, a dog which comes from China, is the only 
canine with a black tongue! 
B.C. Tel plans to remove their existing poles along South Eby Street and 
place their cable on Hydro poles. The relocation improves the general 
appearance of the area and allows sewer construction to proceed more 
quickly. B.C. Tel splicer Warner Janet relocates overhead cable near 
So~th Eby and Keith as sewer line construction nears completion. (B.C. 
Tel photo by Ran Drane). 
Native leader appointed 
The Hen. Judd Buchanan, dination, he spent 25 years 
Minister of Indian and working as a missionary 
Northern Affairs announced among Indians in Saskat- 
that Dr. Ahab Spence, 65, chewan. 
past  President of the In 1963, he was named 
M.an i toba  Ind ian  principal of the Pelican 
Brotherhood and a former Indian Residential School at 
~ l i cah  missionary and Sioux Lockout, Ont., and the 
~il.chdeae0n, has been ap- next year at the spring 
pointed Special' Adviser to " eon...v.OCra~v on of °fSaskth~ - 
P.C. Mackie, ASSlslan~. umv~ ~ y 
Deputy Minister of Indiad "~" chewan, he became the first 
and Eskimo Affairs. . Indian in Canada to receive 
an honorary degree of 
Department of Indian and 
Northern Affairs in Ottawa. 
He spent the next years 
working in Indian education 
in Manitoba. In 1973, be was 
a guest lecturer on the Crees. 
at the University of Bran- 
don. From 1974 to 1976, Dr. 
Spence was President of the 
Man i toba  Ind ian  
Brotherhood. 
Dr, Spence will advise Mr. 
Mackie on matters of.policy 
affecting Indian people and 
will Undertake a v~ii'i~ty:'of 
special prbjects 
Thb'~h-~5~0]h[Ment of Dr. 
Spence' -th~ i fi/'Sti:iCanadian i 
Indian ~to receive an 
honoi'ai'y degree of doctor of 
l~iwS, is the latest in a. series 
of moves by the Department ~
• of.,Andian and Northern 
Affairs to involve Indian 
~p le  more closely in the 
planning of policies and 
programs which will affect 
them. " 
The department recently 
announced the appointment 
of Fred Kelly, an Ojibway 
Indian, as Regional 
Director-General of Indian 
and Eskimo Affairs for the 
Ontario region and of Bill 
Thomas, 43, a member of 
the Pequis Indian Band of 
Central Manitoba, as a 
senior consultant o the 
Indian education program 
in Edmonton. 
Dr. Spence is on an 
executive interchange from 
the National Indian 
Brotherhood. The depart- 
ment in the past has loaned 
executives to the  
Brotherhood. This is the 
first' occasion where the 
process has been reversed. 
Born on the Split Lake 
Reserve in northern 
Manitoba Dr. Spence 
received his degree in 
theology from the Anglican 
Divinity School in Saskatoon 
in 1937. Following his or- 
Prior to his appointment 
as Special Adviser, Dr. 
doctor of laws. Spence taught a summer 
From 1968 to 1970, he was course, on Native ~Studies 
• • . . . .  ' ~'~ ~ . . . .  . . . . .  of 
q[. ommonwea l th  
0 Used  
i e 1969 10 x 42 Atco 
n 1972 Dodge Van•. 
1971 10 x 60Van Dyke Expando 
e 1970 12 x 60 Safeway " 
][~ 1965 8 x32 Marlette 
1974 12 x 68 Vista Villa 
I 1966 10 x 41 20th Century 
on location. Joey Shack 
RESERVE DID 
Of fe rs  Of fe rs  Of fe rs  
Great  Buys  .B ight  NoW 
Mon..'lhors. 8:30 a.m.4:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 8:30 a.m..5:00 
p.m. Sun. 1 p.m..S:00 p.m. After Hours by AppolntmJmt Only 
Quality Homes'at Affordable Prices 
COMMONWEALTH 
Mobi le  Homes  Ltd.  
A Division of Homco Industries 
1055 Hiway 16 East 635.6251 
DL-D25119 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
NOTICE 
I 
This notice is to advise that the Board of the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine intends to apply to the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council of British 
Columbia to extend the boundaries of the specified areas indicated to 
allow holders ofthe land described to participate in the specified area 
functions. 
!. Kitsumkalum Ski Hil!: Boundary extension to include District' Lot 
'479, Coast Range 5, within the Kits0mkalum Ski Hill Specified Area. . 
3, Recreation and Public Cemetery: Boundary extension to include 
District Lot 479, Coast Range 5, and District Lot 679, Coast Range 5, 
within the Recreation and Public Cemetery Specified Area. 
Any persons having 0biections to the proposed boundary extensions as 
outlined should submit these in writing, before September 24,1976, to: • 
Mr.  John Pousefle 
Secretary to the Board 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
~1o. 9,4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
0 
0 
19Y6 ACADIAN 
Serial No. 7B0816Y505073 
1.4 litre 4 cyl. 
4 speed manual transmission 
AM radio 
s3443°0 
1976 ACADIAN 
Serial No. 7B0816YS05218 
1.4 litre 4 cyl. 
4 speed manual transmission 
ANt rad io  
Custom cloth interior 
$ 
1976 CNEVETTE 
Serial No. IB08EGY221658 
Rear window defogger 
1.6 litre 4 cyl. 
4 speed manual transmission , 
Sport wheel covers 
Steel belted radial whitewall tires 
Cigar. lighter 
AM radio, rear speaker 
Bumper strips 
$ 
1976 CHIEVETTIE 
Serial No. 1B06EGY210055 
1,6 litre 4 cyl. 
4 speed manual transmission 
Sport wheel covers 
Steel belted radial whitewalls 
• AM radio 
• Custom Cloth interior 
s37|6  °° 
"we run a ver ple business 
, .  i 
- . , '  
i/! i:!! I¸.¸¸ 
Jim McEwan 
Motors (Terrace) Ltd. 
i~ ! '  ' Dealer Licence No. 1492A Z:  . / -  
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The Four-Way 
Test 
Of the things we 
think, say or do. 
Is it the TRUTH? 
Is it fair to all 
concerned? • 
Will it build GOOD 
WILL and BETTER 
FR IENDSHIPS?  
Wi l l  i t  be 
BENEF IC IAL  
to  a l l  concerned?  
The impossible dream 
By Stanley E. McCaffrey 
Remember the song "The Impossible Dream" from the 
famous Broadway musical, "Man of La Manchu?" Its 
haunting melody and magnificent words? To me they are 
always challenging and inspiring ... 
To dream the impossible dream 
To fight the unbeatable foe, 
To bear with unbearable sorrow, 
To run where the brave dare not go. 
To right the unrightable wrong, 
To love pure and chaste from afar, 
To try when your arms are too weary, 
and restore confidence in business, in go~Ternment, in
society as people of honesty and unquestioned integrity. 
Here indeedis a great and unique opportunity for Rotary. 
LOt us in Rotary make this "impossible dream" come 
true and restore faith, confidence, and trust in human af- 
fairs ! 
"The impossible dream" exists in every community 
throughout the world. You and I know that every com- 
munity has goals, ambitions, yes, dreams -- which despite 
the best efforts of generations ofleaders of that community, 
remain unfulfilled. These dreams consist of many things: To reach the unreachable star! 
This is my quest, to follow that star, ' the affording of equal opportunities to all citizens regar- 
No matter how hopeless, no matter how far; diess of race, religion, color or creed - -  for equal op- 
To fight for the right without question or pause, portunities in education, in employment, in housing and in 
To be willing to march into hell for a heavenly cause ! all aspects of life. They include the creation and es~blish- 
And I know if I'll only be true to this,~lorious,,uest ment of an educational, cultural, and recreational en- 
f f 'hs t  my h~ar t  wi l l  I ' ir~ rv~nor ,  f . I  an~ p lum "~ ' ' vironment that provides the good life for all citizens of the 
~°~en"I',~rn"la"i'd  to'm~;res~'t " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  community. This dream includes a vibrant, healthy, and 
And the world will I~ h,tt~r for thi~" growing economy -- and strong backbone for community 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' o o t t . . . . . .  That one man scorned and covered with sears gr wth and devel preen. Cer amly R includes a spmtual 
• . '  • ' atmosphere, ncouraging us to live as brothers, as men and Still strove with hm last ounce of courage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
To reach the unreachable stars - women ol gooa win, worrang togemer mr a hotter me for 
• ' all.' 
This song represents the thoughts and words of Don " 
Quixote in his quest for what he saw as "the impossible Now how can Rotary help achieve this "impossible 
dream." Don Quixote was a semitragic figure, who was dream" for a community? Well, you and I know that Rotary 
laughable while being sad •and whose quest was never- ~- throughout its 71 years has indeed been accomplishing 
ending, impossible dreams in communities wherever it has existed. 
t Yet I believe that every man has "an impossible dream,,,. 
hat every community has dreams which somehow never But, have we done all •we can toward the fulfillment of 
reach fulfillment. And we all know that mankind has had an today s impossible dreams in our communities? No, much 
impossible dream which has continued through the ai~es to remains to be done that we are qualified to do. I always 
be elusive and which we have not been successful in have the gnawing fear that we m Rotary may to some 
achieving --  the dream of peace among men, peace among degree rest on past laurels. Do we in Rotary share enough of 
nations, peace in the world, ourselves? Are we doing all we Can? I don't think there is a 
RoWhr!? d~!!n~h ~s ~mpossibledream' " h.ave:.:to d_o with Rotarian who would say that we are No ~ Weean ~ll o., 
thus everymmgto ao ~vim ~taryLttotary m~re ... and .we mus.t ~.do. more . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~,,.~. 
~. any ojectives, ideals, and programd~ and'they all . . . . . . . .  ' "~.' • [ ~ . " - 
, Jadd up to the fact that Rotary, of all the institutions and Today as never before, we in ttotary,,.snouid ne at  the 
organizations in the world, at this particular time in the cutting edge. We should be fighting that unbeatable foe, 
• course of human events, is uniquely qualified and prepared we should help people reach that "unreachable star" in 
to help achieve *'the impossible dream" --  to make that every community where Rotary exists. We should be 
i dream come true in the lives of individuals, in communities, tackling the toughest jobs, making sure that our efforts, as 
• and indeed throughout the world, well as the money we contribute, are directed toward those 
; .. - . . . . . . . . . .  • most crucial needs which confront every community where , How ao we go anout it, we in t(otary, ~o achieve me Rotary is established.Here indeed is a great and urgent 
'[ fulfillment of ,'the impossible dream';? opportunity for us in Rotary to rejuvenate ourselves, to 
!~ We begin, of course, with the individual Rotary club and rededicate ourselves to making better communities. We do 
: the men who make up the membership ofthat club. Men are it not only by "purse service," important as is our financial 
support, but also by active personal and group par- 
invited to become members of Rotary because of qualities ticipation. Build better communities, achieve impossible 
they have, potential they may have indicated, and a spirit dreams and make the lives of citizens of our communities 
they have demonstrated. Rotarians are leaders --  out- 
richer and better by our efforts through Rotary! standing men in their professions and in their communities. 
If ever there is a potential for a group of men to perform 
miracles, that potential resides in a Rotary club! , The most elusive dream of all, one shared by mankind 
throughout he world and through the centuries, is the 
,.: I firmly believe that every person who joins Rotary can achievement of understanding among peoples, of nations, 
:[: be helped to grow by having his life enriched by the friend- and peace in the world. Armies have fought for it, govern. 
, meats have negotiated for it, international organizations 
;. ship of bis fellow Rotarians, by having the opportunity to have been established to achieve it, and yet this ideal 
,,.'. serve his fellow man, and by becoming imbued with the remains a dream -- one for which we pray but one which 
spirit of service. 
surely has not yet been permanen.tly realized. 
(reqWerkn°TananleS~ ethfaotrt b~ ng ing  gm°t~t ~oeZ~in~t°inR;taerrY Iam conv incedthat  in Rotary  we have an organizat ion, a 
~-. ~ . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  Y mechanism, which can achieve moi'e .., which can make a 
~amr~C~UvOwi~o me ~eeO[Znmb~ee~itOfUr~l~n~eta~ennl~.~o e greater contribution towards the realization of the ideal 
. . . . . . . . .  ~,,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .^%~,~.~_ .  than perhaps any other movement  known to man[  We en- 
that  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :,_ ,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  urage negotmt|ons among nations, we support he efforts 
- -  - , , -  ,,,• ~.~,~, ~v, . , .u , , ,~y . ,e re  me younger  men, ano of tho ~I.;to,~ ~; , , .~  ,,,o boa ma ~, ;~, ,a - -~. t~ ,,t~..~. k . : . .  
men of minority grou s who we should seek to bnng in to . . . . . . . . .  JP . . . . . . . .  us at thin moment a measure of peace, unsteady though ~t enrich melr noes anoto help strengmen ~totary n amon men • may be. But for longlasting understa cling g , 
• • leading toward a rmanent peace among nations in the W~th these leaders, hopefully renresentatwe of every wo" . . . . . .  pc . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  rio, ~otary, wzm ~ts nonny 17,000 clubs in 151 countries, aspect oz me commumty ann lmDuen wnn me r~omry l t l ea l ,  can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
oe a mlgmy mrce tor me Zulzniment oz tins aream so we begin then with an instrument prepared to accomplish . . . .  
. . . .  precious to peopm everywhere the realization of the otherwise impossible dream. • 
Building a strong club, with strong members dedicated to . . . . . . . .  ,, . ±. , .  
" ot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Through our mternauona~ programs, mrougn The ttotary tt ary aeatcatea w serwce zms is where ic an oegms ' ' --  • ' Foundation, through contacts among the 151 nations who 
. . . .  are a part of this great international organization - - in all 
If there is one thing that stands out in society toaay --  in these w~,,~ h:.--'-^-'- ---, -- . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , _o - .~ . ,  . .u , ,u ,~ mm muu~anus oz programs ana 
the Unite(] ~tates ano mrougnout  me wona - -  ' ,c ~s mcx  u~ contacts each buildi on . . . . .  • " " s in ' ng e upon me omer, ~omry can confidence, trust and faith ill government, in OUslnes , become a --'-~'t-' " . . . .  ~-- "~'- - - ' -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" " " . . . . . . . .  t a " or  ~u l~u "y tu t t ; t :  lul" the  uu i i l ovemen[  o i  u la [ .  mug established institutions Can it me creuunu y g p • • 
• ' ' " o in sought, constantly elusive ideal of ace among men and what you wtll people do not have conhdence mleaders r ,~t; . . . .  ¢ ,k . . . . . .  ,a ,,,i.:. :. ~,^,___ ,l~ea . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . ,,,,,,,,,o ,,, ,.,,~ ,~u,u.  xm~ m ~umry  ~ grcuteut upporcunny, 
mshtutmns Rotar  ' ' • y s greatest  challenge. We must  do  al l  we can to 
• . ,, . constant ly s t ress  the impor tance  to every Rotar ian,  to 
I t  oS~e!y appoars to be "an  .=mpossible ~eam tor¢O - • every club, in al l  we do, that  we each have~a role in mak ing  
reesmnltsn connaence to reouna lalm to res 
• • . . . . . .  ' a contribution to the fulfillment of this ideal, peace in the 
credibility, world. 
Now isn't this an absolutely perfect, "tailor-made" op- 
portunity for Rotary? . . 
Rotary from its beginnings has exemplified the finest of 
ethics and .the highest of standards in businesses, vocations, 
and professions. The Object of Rotary and The Four-Way 
Testhave become an integral part of Rotary and.of the lives 
of Rotarians. Here is a rare opportunity for Rotarians to 
take the lead in the establishment ofthe moral fiber and 
strength of people throughout the world. In what field is 
Rotary better qualified than in this one of ethics, integrity, 
and standards? If every Rotarian set about o once again be 
a symbol as a leader in business, a profession, or in 
whatever his work may be -- one who is immediately 
recognized as having the finest of ethics, the highest of 
business practices, and being of unquestioned integrity --  
would this not set a tone for every community in which 
Rotary exists? Would it not have a very significant impact 
upon the moral fiber and character ofsoclety throughout 
the world? , 
The world cries out for leadership in this area, which isof  
such vital importance to the very/abric of our society. Let 
us as Rotarians and through Rotary, by our example and by 
~ur programs, exemplify these ethics and high standards 
There are still many impossible dreams held by in- 
dividual men and women, impossible dreams in every 
community still unfulfilled. That greatest impossible 
dream of'all, still unrealized, is peace in our~ world. In all 
these, I am firmly convinced that through our organiza'tion, 
Rotary International, we can help bring into reality that 
otherwise has been an "impossible dream." Let us 
rededicate ourselves with a new sense of purpose that we 
will help to imbue all those around us in Rotary to set forth 
on a c rusade ,  not the elusive quest of a Don Quixote - -  but 
a determined crusade of men capable of accomplishment, 
to enable "the impossible dream" to come true for in- 
dividuals, for communities, for the world. Through Rotary 
we can help men, communities, and the world ~ake the 
impossible dream come true, ' ' 
"And the world will be better for this" -that men -- not 
one, but nearly800,000 men in 151 countries - -  were true to 
• their quest, and strove with their last ounce of courage to 
reach the unreachable star. 
- The author, a Rotarian of Stockton, California, is presideni 
of the University'of the Pacific and a past vice president of 
R. I .  
From the Rotarian 
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Esperanto 
Dear Editor: , language, Es'perante. 
The Air Traffic Con- Anglophones disparage 
troller's dispute did not start other languages because of 
in  Canada. And yet most the position English has 
stories that I have read 
about the issue, reduce the 
whole sad mess into a 
strictly English versus 
French affair. 
The present arrogance of 
the Canadian Air Line 
Pilot's Association, that 
only English should be used 
at airports in Canada, is 
caused by the unjust and 
privileged position which 
English assumed abroad; as 
a result of British and 
American domination of the 
aircraft industry. Britain 
and America led the way in 
aviation technology• It was 
therefore inevitable that 
they would assume that 
English should be the 
"international language of 
aviation". Recent bumper 
stickers have proclaimed 
this fact - -  proof positive 
that the issue involves a 
large portion of English 
arrogance imported from 
the international scene. 
The International Civil 
Aviation Organizat ion 
deserves full blame for of 'keeping the airways safe' 
giving English a privileged is a simple case of racism." 
and  totally intolerable The real danger at large 
supremacy in the air. In the airports, exists precisely 
early stages of aviation because English is used 
expansion, the British and between foreign pilots and 
Americans imported their controllers. Tragedies have 
own controllers into foreign already occurred because of 
airports where landing a variety of pigeon English 
rights were obtained in non- sylables mispronounced, by 
Englishareas. Itwusjust an Japanese, Portugense and 
extension of this defacto other pilots while landing. 
situation, when English was English is not suited for 
named as the language to be international use at airports 
used between foreigners, and creates hazards. It is 
during landing procedures, not phonetic and is difficult 
The wrath and anger to learn. Tbe world, as well 
against the unjust use of as the Canadian problem 
English has been mitigated could be solved and safety 
by the fact, that to elevate achieved, only by adopting 
French or some other Esperanto as the language 
national language to take of aviation• Dr. Margaret 
the place already held by Mead, in an article for the 
English, instead of solving ~.. '~Mainliner" of.Los Angeles 
.the ,problem,'- would, only ~ wrote, '.'A second lingua/go 
g ive unequal! advantage ~ to!', would have to be introduced 
"ahollie~ national language.' simultaneously all over the 
The only just and workable world-- perhaps by satellite 
solution to the problem is to --  but especially in airports, 
strip English of its on planes, and in all in- 
pr iv i leged position and te rnat iona l  corn -  
replace it with a language munications." 
equally acceptable to all, Ed Watt 
the wor ld  auxiliary Whitehorse 
Minor hockey 
De a, r Editor: • has given so much of his 
• lne rerraee and District time to help us and the other 
Minor Hockey Association instructors, Richard Olsou, 
first summer hockey school Don McLeod, Bob Peacock, 
has come.to a.close. The Larry Hackman, Darvll 
schoo l  was. extremely deWynter, J im Gustafson,. 
successml ano all mose WhO Wayne Evans and Bernie 
attended benefitted greatly. Selcier. To these people we 
Tbe boys were all very • say thank you. 
eager andenthnsiastic vj;ith We would also like to 
much improvement oted as thank the following for their 
the school progressed, support and help. 
Tbe organization of an Lea Harrington of CFTK, 
undertaking of this kind Gordon Hamilton and the 
requires many long hours of. Herald, The Arena Staff, 
hard work by many people. Overwaitea Spee Dee  
Much of the success of this Printers, Totem Beverages, 
hockey school can be at- Dairyland, Royal Canadian 
tributed to the hard work of Legion, The Advertiser and 
Brian Triutt. Along with Woolworths. 
Brian there was Alex 
Leatham of Victoria .wl~o 
• K in  
Dear F r iend:  
Our  KIN-WIN Lottery 
concluded with the Final 
Draw held on August 18, 
1976. This, our first venture 
into this type of fund- 
raising, has been a sub- 
stantial success. And this is 
to express our great ap- 
preciation to you for your • 
generous and invaluable 
help in  publicizing the  
project. * 
We are indeed grateful. 
assumed as a consequence 
of western technology. We 
should remember, however, 
that only ten percent of the 
world population speak 
English. . 
The issue of air safety, as 
presented by CALPA, is. 
dishonest. Traditionally, 
around the world, nationals 
speak in their own native 
tongues for landing 
procedures. A Pole speaks 
m Polish when landing in 
Warsaw, and a German, in 
German, when landing in 
Berlin - -  certainly not in 
English. To extend the right 
to French Canadians to 
speak in French when 
landing in Quebec, is simply 
to extend the right, 
recognized internationally, 
to speak one's own official 
language when landing on 
home territory. That has 
been considered safe for 
decades, so why pretend 
that safety is at stake now. 
John Condit wrote in the 
July issue of MacLeans, 
"Beneath all the pious talk 
Don Parr 
President 
Vt/'in 
sum in excess of $175,000 
netted by  KIN-WIN. This 
money can now be devoted 
to assisting man~ people 
who are in neea of the 
services provided by the 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation and for whom 
funds would not otherwise 
'have been available. 
Once again our profound 
thanks. 
sincerely yours, 
Our gratitude is shared by Reg Courtney-Browne 
the  physically disabled of Director - 
B.C. who benefit from the Information Services 
f N 
UP YOUR BLOCK 
(and back again. That's 
as far as you need to 
walkto be a bit fitter 
than you are now). 
• paRrlL,iPa~Ofll'~ ° 
Walk  a b lock ,Today ,  
Seven 
The Editor: 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing this letter 
because I feel it is time 
someone started to speak 
out against he people who 
are constantly running down 
the logging industry. I feet 
these people definitely do 
not represent he majority 
of the people working in this 
province and that their 
views are very short-sighted 
and in many ways com- 
pletely unrealistic. 
The latest issue that 
comes to mind is their stand 
against any logging in the 
Seven Sisters area. 
Anyone who is involved in 
the logging industry knows 
that there is no way that 
logging would be allowed to 
do any environmental 
damage in this or any other 
area. The restrictions 
presently applied to logging 
by the B.C. Forest Service 
and the Fish and Wildlife 
Branches make logging in 
an improper manner ab- 
solutely impossible and in 
many cases economically 
impossible as well. I am 
convinced that these groups 
that are making all the noise 
and getting all the press 
coverage must be informed 
of the feelings of the 
working majority of this 
province. 
The thing that upsets me 
the most is that these small 
groups that make all the 
noise are generally made up 
Sisters 
of people who hold down 
good year round govern- 
ment jobs that are paid for 
with our tax doilai's ~. I 
wonder if they realize just 
how fast their jobs would 
disappear if it were not for 
the |0gging industry in B.C, 
This province is almost 
totally dependant on the 
forest industry and this 
industry must be controlled 
by the majority of the people 
of B.C. and not by a few 
short-sighted misinformed 
small action groups. 
The forests of B.C. are like 
the grain crops are to the 
prairies. They are a crop 
that when mature must be 
harvested and a new crop 
started for future 
generations. This is an 
economic fact of life in ibis 
province and it is time some 
people woke up and realized 
this fact. 
I would like to see people 
who agree with me Write to 
their local newspapers and 
let their views be known. 
It is time that these small 
action groups found out the 
real feeling of the working 
people,,~ of this province as 1 
am convinced that the 
majority of the working 
population realizes that. if 
we are to survive 
economically in this 
province that good common 
sense must p reva i l .  
Yours truly 
Brian Mould 
New Hazelton, BIC. : 
VIEWPOINT 
By Graham R. Lea 
,M.L.A. Prince Rupert 
Despite forecasts of early 
recovery, the economy of 
British Columbia remains 
sluggish and, only half way 
through the fiscal year, it 
appears certain that the 
Social Credit coalition 
government will fail in its 
goal to avoid a deficit by 
next March; 
Finance Minister Evan 
Wolfe's first quarterly 
report on the state of the 
government's finances 
indicated that the deficit 
will probably be about $125 
million. One reason for this 
growing deficit is the failure 
of the sales tax to bring in as 
much revenue as expected. 
It was Mr. Wolfe, of 
course, who raised the sales 
tax from five to seven 
percent last March over the 
protests of Opposition 
members and the public. 
Cutting the spending power 
of the consumers of British 
Columbia was no way to 
balance a budget, the critics 
told him. But Mr. Wolfe was 
not about o listen. Applying 
hardware store economics 
he simply raised the prices 
and sat back waiting for 
more money to come in. It 
did not and will not because 
consumers were responding 
to other measures of the 
Social Credit government --
increased auto insurance 
premiums, personal income 
tax, ferry rates, etc. as well 
as the increase in sales tax 
--  by cutting back on their 
personal spending. Within 
months of Social Credit 
financial policies being 
implemented, merchants 
throughout the province 
were complaining that 
purchasing was declining. 
The second most im- 
portant reason  why 
government revenues are 
not what the government 
expected they would be, is 
the continued low return 
from stumpage rates in the 
A 
forestry industry. Theyl are 
remaining at about where 
they were last year, one of 
the most depressed years to 
forest industry has ex- 
perienced in modern times. 
Recovery is still expected 
in the forest industry and 
elsewhere in the economy, 
but even the most optimistic 
observers• now see .:that 
recovery as very slow: and 
very delicate. ' 
The high hopes, hacked by 
campaign dollars, of the 
corporate stablishment of
British Columbia have been 
dashed in a few short 
months. This fading op- 
timism is shown clearly: in 
the business trends survey 
released recently by. the 
Employers Council:,: of 
British Columbia which is 
based on a poll of senior 
executives of 173 com- 
panies. 
The report shows that only 
nine percent of those polled 
would forecast business 
improvement within, the 
immediate future while 16 
percent said things would 
get worse• Compare this to 
the same canvass  six 
months ago whets 54.percent 
expected economic con- 
ditions would improve .and 
only five percent saw things 
getting worse. 
No doubt these senior 
executives have the ear of 
the Social Credit govern- 
ment. They should .be  
calling for more 
imaginative and productive 
financial policy in the near 
future. But, somehow, given .. 
the temper and record of the 
Bennett government with its 
zealous adherence to an 
ant ique  econo . ray  
philosophy, I don' t  think 
even this counsel  :will 
change the course of things 
to come. , ,  
Note to the Employers 
Council of B.C.: pat me on 
the list with those who think 
things will get worse : '  
Minor Hockey School 
The Editor: 
We as parents would like 
to take this time to let the 
people of Terrace know 
what a fantastic hockey 
school we had this year. 
• Thanks to Brian Triutt, 
Alex Leatham, Hob Peacock 
and .one hock of a lot of 
others that helped, We 
finally had a hockey school 
in this town that we can be 
proud• of. 
Alex or Big AI, as the kids 
called him was great, The 
kids loved him and learned 
lots. 
Anyone that didn't get' the 
chance or thought hat:S60 
was too much missed, =~ 
' . : , - 
The kids had fotwhqurs" of 
ice time a d a y , . . a l s o  
swimming ,  lectures "and 
films. Their days were busy 
for ten full days. At the lind 
they had a hockey' game, 
.Then hot dogs, chips, orange 
and grape juice. They .were 
then given crests and' ~er- 
tificates, i ~ 
It was worth the $6# ahd 
then some. : ! 
Thanks Brian Triutt. 
Brian and Alex were on ThankGodwehavea person 
the ice from six in the, like you in our town, • ~,.~:. 
morning till six at night, • Come back again next 
Each and every one of the year .Big AI, . ' ".  
kids enjoyed themselves. "st t - Parents 
They had fun, as well as I eros ea 
their learning. ' Mr. & Mrs, Olson 
t & ,J, 
• . . , . 
• : "  t  il, THIS WEEK na C mp no o - ' , , '  Io a ag I :::~ ,,, # 
.... • !~:;~- 
TH E HE RALD, Wednesday, 
citizenship has been 
reduced by the new law 
from 21 to 18. This makes it • 
consistent with the age limit ~1 
for voting in federal elec- 
tions, and reflects the ' 
changing pattern of our ; 
society in which children 
become independent of their 
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predictable amount of 
confusion. 
I would urge all residents 
of Skeena who qualify under 
the new law to take ad- 
vantage of this opportunity 
and become ~anadian 
citizens. If, at any time, you 
encounter difficulties with 
the new act, or if you are not . . . . . . . .  . parents at an earlfer age. 
The federaigovernment's change is that, under the children who were born out There are many other sure whether you are 
new Citizenship Act, which new law, the non-Canadian of the country to Canadian important features of the eligible for Canadian 
was approved last month by  wife of a Canadian husband mothers under the old Act- -  new law, which is not just a citizenship, please feel free 
both the House of Commons now only has to meet the whic~ did not allow them revision of the old to contact me. I will do 
and the Senate¢ will come s a m e r e s i d e n c y Canadian citizenship - -  two .Citizenship Act, hut a everything I can to be of 
into effect early next year, I requirements (three years) years to take advantage of completely new and dif- assistance to you. Write to 
am advised by the as those which must be met the new legislation, ferent piece of legislation, me care of the House of* 
Honourable Hugh Faulkfier, by the non-Canadian LOWER AGE . When this new law comes Commons, Ottawa, Ontario 
Secretary of state, husband of a Canadian wife. The minimum age for into effect next year there KIA 0X2. No postage is 
ENDS Previously, the non- obta in ing  Canad ian  viii, unfortunately, be a required. .: 
DISCRIMINATION Canadian wife had to meet 
This legislation contains stricter requirements. ' Foreign exchange report 
some major changes in A special feature of the 
Canada's Citizenship Act, new law is that, for the next CREDIT optimistically on foreign settled on August 23. The 
and does much to end two years, ,a parent may exchange markets with the workers resumed their 
certain discriminatory apply for Canadian 
features of the previous law. Cittzenship on behalf of a 
Until now, there were a child who was born abroad 
Ricky Al len's dog, Toby, was the best over .a l l  winner during the Fal l  Fa i r  
Pet Parade.  Ricky was one of many people to take home a trophy. Full  
detai ls wi l l  be included in next week's Fa l l  Fa i r  pictorial .  
. tSIt  I [1)1 i'1' T !  I F()KI,' SI' , 
A l,'raser Lake reader 
receives our book prize. Mr. 
Tom B. Ropes' of Fraser 
Lake would like to plant a 
row o[ trees that will shield 
his property from the road, 
also from dust and the wind. 
He proposes transplanting 
some spruce trees from 
another part of his property 
and asks the following 
questions: 
I)o. sln'nce trees have a 
deep  tap root that would 
make transplanting dif- 
ficult? 
It should be fairly 'easy to 
transplant your spruce 
trees. The type of root 
system depends to a large 
extent on the type of soil the 
trees are growing on. Since 
most of the soils around 
Smithers are fairly heavy, I
would suspect hat the root 
'system is* reasonably 
shallow. You could, check on 
this by caretully digging up 
one tree. 
%t,'hat age of b'ee can be 
transi)lanted? 
I would suggest hat you 
not try to transplant rees 
larger than about two feet 
tall. Larger trees can, of 
course, be moved, but 
require much more care, 
and chances of success are 
poor. 
If you can root prune the 
trees you intend to move a 
year before you actually 
transplant them, the shock 
of moving will be con- 
siderably reduced. Do this 
by inserting a sharp spade 
to the full depth of the blade 
in a circle about 9" to 12" 
from the tree. Try to keep as 
much soil as possible on the 
roots while moving, and tie 
trunsl)laut? 
The best time for tran- 
splanting is in the spring as 
soon as the frost is out of the 
ground. This is a period 
when the trees are still' 
dormant and there is plenty 
of moisture in the area. 
There are no cedars 
gt'4P,~, Jug iq the area. If some 
• %' . t ' l ' t '  hruttght ill front 
;ll'¢Jund Ilazelton, would they 
.~ttrvive? 
I doubt that cedar or even 
hemlock from the Hazelton 
area would be completely 
hardy at Smithers, they 
might do alright until a 
really hard winter came 
along. 
Ilnw abq)ut i)ouglas Fit" iu 
upe. at't'a~ under super- 
,, ision? 
There i s  Douglas Fir 
around Fort l,'~aser, afi. d ~1~ 
Francois Lake (Glenannan) 
which might take the 
winters at  Smithers. You 
could try collecting a few 
cones in early September, 
extract the seed and grow 
some yourself. However it 
is generally not a good idea 
to grow spruce and Douglas 
Fir close together as the 
spruce then suffers from the 
gall aphid which grows in 
the fir during one stage of its 
development. 
If you have any questions 
about trees and the forest 
plea.~e send them in. A book 
will be sent to each person 
submitting a question that is 
published. Write "Ask 
About the Forest", care of 
Canad ian  Fores t ry  
Association of' B.C. 410 -- 
1200 West Ponder Street, 
Advertising 
r helps.  OOdh . 
CANADIAN ADVERTISING ADVISORY BOARD 
Thinking how 
it would e to wm your transplanted trees to stakes until they are well 
established. ,f you can keep slOO, OOO? grass from growi g too 
close around the tran- 
splanted trees [or the first 
few years it will help. Use 
number of areas in which 
women were treated on an 
unequal basis when it came 
to the. question of citizen- 
ship. The new law changes 
these. 
For instance, either a 
mother or father of a minor 
ehild may make application 
to obtain their child's 
citizenship. Under the old 
law, that power was held 
only by the father. Another 
to a Canadian mother under 
the present Citizenship Act. 
Currently, children born 
outside of Canada cannot 
claim Canadian citizenship 
unless their father was 
Canadian at the time of their 
birth. 
The new law gives the 
children of Canadian 
mothers the same status as 
those of Canadian fathers. It 
also allows the parents of 
DEAK CANADA 
The British Pound 
weakened against most 
currencies as fears con- 
cerning the impact of the 
severest drought to afflict 
Britain in. 250 years caused 
downward pressure on 
Sterling. 
The resignation of French 
Prime Minister Jacques 
Chirae was followed by a 
weakening of the French 
Franc, but the an- 
nouncement' of Raymond 
Barre as Chirae's 
replacement was received 
Franc recouping its losses of 
earlier in the week. 
The Netherlands Guilder 
s t rengthened sharply  
largely due to a reversal of 
German Mark positions 
against the Guilder which 
were taken by operators in 
past weeks when great 
pressures within the Joint 
Float pointed to a lack of 
confidence inthe Dutch unit. 
The Irish bank strike, 
which had lasted for a 
period of nine weeks, af- 
fecting 10,000 workers, was 
duties on August 31, 
Botswana introduced a 
new unit of currency to 
replace the South African 
Rand on August 23. The 
Pula, subdivided into too 
Thebe, has the same value 
as the Rand. 
The price of gold fell 
sharply on world markets. 
dropping to a London fix of $103.50 on August 25. The 
movement reflects market 
uneasiness in advance of the 
next IMF gold auction to be 
• held September 15. 
Realty Wor ld 
Member .Brokers  
bring you their  best 
Here's the one. Over 1200 sq. 
ft. Home on Churchill Drive. 
Quiet neighborhood, low 
taxes. House has lots of ex- 
tras. $$5,000 full price~ 
Arrange viewing with Frank 
Skidmore. 
on Hamer Ave, Phone F.R. 
Skidmore, 635.5691. 
Move in right away. 2 small 
mobile homes, Live in one and 
rent tbe other, Small down 
payment will handle. Serviced 
lot. Hans Caullen, 635-3708. 
listed. Lovely 3 bdrm. 
on paved street close to 
Is and downtown. Has 
~rt, sundeck, 2 fireplaces, 
tom, located on Straume 
onlY SS3,S00. Call F.R. 
~ore and arrange 
og. 
We have several serviced lots 
for mobile homes located in 
Th0rnhill and the Copperside 
Estates. Call H. Gedlinski, 
635-5397. 
Small S acre farm right close 
to town. ideal for horses, 
cows, goats, pigs. Big garden. 
Near new 3 bdrm. modular 
home on concrete foundation, 
very spacious and nice. Lots of 
buildings. Realistically priced 
at S36,000. Call Hans Caulien, 
635-3708. 
The modern family dwelling 
fealures 2 fireplaces and a rec 
room. 4 bdrms., situated in an 
ideal ocation, close to schools 
and town. Call F.R. Skidmore 
at 635.5691 for more details. 
Like a nice home and a place 
to getaway after the end of the 
day: How about 2 acres nf 
lawns, frees, garden and a 
place for horses complete with 
the smartest Pan.Abode qog 
house you 've  ever seep. 4 
bdrms., 2 bthrms., a kitchen to 
make your eyes pop and a rec 
room you won't believe. 
Just the home for the gar- 
deningtype. Beautiful garden, 
flower beds, trees, shrubs, all 
Well kept. Huge 4 bdrm. home 
with family kitchen and large 
dining room. Part basement. 
Garage all insulated and 
drywalled. Now vacant, 
349,000 full price. Hans 
Caulien, 635-37,08. 
176 acre farm. 2 miles river 
frontage, 1 mile highway 
frontage. Full line of farm 
machinery, several out- 
buildings, 2 wells, large 
garden'area plus greenbouse 
are just a few of the features 
you'll find on this farm. Phone 
for appointment toview. Barb 
Parflft, 635.6168. 
~?~:~:~.:~ :  • . 
Practical, near new family 
home. 3 bdrms., full bsmt., 
carport. Aluminum siding 
exterior for maintenance free 
living. Carpeting throughout. 
Owner has left and must be 
sold. Ask about price and 
financing. Hans Caullen, 635-' 
3708. MLS, 
Modern split-level home in 
good location, $ bdrms., w.w 
carpet. N.G. heating, in ex- 
cellent conditiun. Fruit gar- 
den, landscaped and fenced. 
Full price only SSB,000. Call H. 
Godlimki, 635-5397. 
Large 3 bdrm. house, uuler 
street of good homes on the 
bench. Birches and other 
trees. Rear yard all fenced. 
Asking 353,000. Terms 
available. Hans Caulien, 635- 
3700. 
Residential living on the fully 
landscaped corner lot, paved 
streets. 1056 sq, ft, of living 
Try your offer on this 4.6 acres ] 
of flat, partially cleared land, 
suitable for small bobby farm. 
Phone Barb Parfltt, 435-67~1, 
for more information. 
A 2 bedroom 12x48' mobile 
home, with 10x24 addition on 
,60xl35 ft. lot, all fenced, PUC 
water system. Inquire about 
rental purchase on this 
property. Asking only $16,50Q. 
For more information call H., 
Gedlinski, 635-5397. MLS. 
Rural parklike setting 
features this !180 sq. ft. 
bungalow type family home. 3 
bdrms, fully carpeted. "Low 
taxes. Call F.R. Skidmore fur 
appointment to view, tL15.5691. 
black plastic, newspapers; 
tar paper or other similar 
,materials. 
~'hat is the best time to 
i fy'ou ask for' Kitchen 
Cabinets at AI & Mac, 
arid so very many people 
do, you are directed to 
Dennis & Kelly. Dennis 
and LKelly a re  ful ly 
trained in the ar t  of' 
establishing the proper 
layout for your home, be 
it an older model or 
brand new. Estimates 
and dl:awings are 
a,vallable free.of.charge 
and terms are available 
to su i t  your budget. 
Expert construction and space, 3 bdrms., rec room laundry room. Lot size '- 
finishing. Nothing but the Home for a big family who ! 
host. $65,000 is an excellent enluysgardening. 6 bedrooms, 00xl20'. For details call F.R. 
price and terms available. 2 baths, big living room, Skidmore, 635.5691. 
i Phone Hans Caullen, 635-3700. fireplace. ~.,2 acre with Privacy, parkllke setting, 5.39 633~;;3"9;. . . . . . . . .  
ock from schools, on quiet Davis Ave. home with 2100 sq. vegetable garden, berry acres of land. These are lust a 
/~  ' l end street. Large garden ft. of living space, carpet bushes and fruit trees. Owner few el the features you'll find Large building lot on l i  
,fruittreesandnewlawn.e throughout. Sauna &' shower. Was moved and wants quick In this 2 bdrm. log house at pavement in good residential 1 
drooms, dining room, full OnlySSn,S00. Call Ed Diessner. sale. Asking only •$54,000. Fort Woodland Park. Make an area. S16,500 cash. For more 1 
now.  
$ 1 O O ,  O O O • ~  )ment plus sundeck, at Park Avenue Reaify, 635- more information call H. appointment to view information call Hans .  
~e Barb Parflfl, 635-6768. 4971. Godlinski: 635-5397. Phone garb Parflfl, 635-6768. Caulien, 635-3708. 1 
Park i Avenue Realty Ltd. I
 ,utit !t. i [615 Park Wenue 685'49,1| B 
L~ 
Cabinets are stocked at 
AI :  &' Mac by the hun- mmmmRmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmlmmq 
d~eds, in fact AI & Mac Is • To order your tickcu, maii this coupon to: mi  
fl~e 0~ily stocking dealer • Terrace Lions Club . ,,I,,h A,~,.~ . 
0|* :Kitchen Cabinets • R.R. 2, Woodlandtlelghts ~)~a.UU I 
I l~Arlv Bird Draws' July 27th, August 3lst, . . . . . .  ~.~l~: • ;between Prince Rupert Terrace, B,C. . . .~  . . . .  • 
'and Vancouver. You have I .... " 'September 29th, October 26th. • 
. todoitthatwayifyouare u_. ,0.0FmKETSF--'----1..W0.U.NTJ-~lcHE0UEF- 1 ~- -1  i '  
f0 ;give propel" ser vlce 1 nteuz,Eo~----J~,~Lu~u~-----~ ,~ • ~ u t - -  Horst  GOdlinSKi Barb Parfitt 
:here in the n°rth ' and I AonREs s ' ~ONe ! I i  Hans Caullen Frank Skidmore 63s.20e9 I 'I'RLY Bird marketing. . . . . . .  635-5397 .... 635-6768 
philosophy Insists upon' • c,w,,ow, ,o,~,-;fc~c°~,0~ ! '  
service. It 's no wonder; I1  Auth0rlzedbytheGovemmen m 
• :Dennis & Kelly are such mmmml lmmmamimmUf f i l lnnmmmm 
,busy menl "~"  ,, pt.ccceds tothe B.C. Lions Sociew for.CflppledChildrcn. 
~tfn) ~ '  ] AUGUST 31 EARLY BIRD WINNERS: $1,000 to C.N. 
W Illams, Mowat St., Victoria. (S$O0 seller's pr ize-  Beyllss, 
Oak Bay). S25 Consolation- Phyllis A excee, Pert Simpson. 
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lena Campagnolo- rising star 
A DAY IN TIlE LIFE OF A 
M E M B E It 0 F 
PAItLIAMENT 
By April Ilolland 
Cooperative Union 
of Canada 
Few Rookie Members of 
Parl iament are really 
noticed during their first 
term. Even fewer are 
considered for cabinet 
posts. Iona Campagnolo, 44, 
Liberal Member from 
Skeena, may prove 
everybody wrong on both 
counts. 
Mrs. Campagnolo is a 
fast-rising star on the 
Liberal side of the House. 
Elected in July, 1974, she 
hails from the largest 
constituency in Canada 
outside of the Northwest 
Territories and Yukon. 
She's a kind of rarity in 
the House of Commons; 
firstly, being a Liberal from 
British Columbia, where the 
party has taken a severe 
beating in recent years at 
the hands of the New 
Democratic Party and 
Conservatives. Secondly, 
because she's an extremely 
attractive, clever woman -- 
a bright spot in the ranks 
and rows of grey Commons 
benches. 
It would, however, he 
Mrs .  Campagno lo ' s  
preference not to be iden- 
tified as a woman. She is a 
Member of Parliament. In 
that capacity she has a 
number of characteristics 
which make her shine, 
regardless of her sex. 
This member operates by 
tile direct method -- her 
confident stare, composure 
and eloquence combine to 
,nake her one of the more 
delightful speakers in the 
Ihmse. Broadcast training 
and personal choice rule out 
any inclination to "beat 
around the bush." Her 
scbedule is too tight for that 
sort of thing. 
Recently, this for- 
thrightness in answering a 
question in the House, 
brought a chuckle of ap- 
preciative surprise from 
experienced members on 
both sides. 
,,., Answering a quest ion 
~from .the opposition, which 
'fiormally puts a 'member  
• "on the hook", she was short 
and to the point. So muel~ to 
the point, that her in- 
terrogator had cause to say 
(with a smile) "The 
ltonourable Member from 
Skeena will never get a 
cabinet post answering 
questions like that!" 
In another session, when 
she was speaking to Bill C- 
58, government legislation 
to remove the favourable 
tax status from certain 
American based magazines, 
she was called to defend her 
party's decision. The op- 
position member aised the 
magazines' stand" that the 
government was interfering 
in freedom of the press by 
the C-58 legislation. Mrs. 
Campagnolo's reply to this 
stand was: 
"In reality all this bill and 
this section of this bill does 
is one thing. The bill 
prevents them from making 
as much money as they 
could if they were still to be 
ca l led  'Canad ian  
magazines'. That is what is 
at the bottom of all this. It 
sounds rather mercenary 
does it not, when it is put so 
bluntly? But stripped of its 
legaleese jargon ... and, I 
submit, stripped of all the 
pious frothings over ' 
selective interpretation o} 
'freedom of speech' and 
'government censorship', 
that is the real concern of 
the magazines affected by 
Bill C-58. They are not 
concerned with cultural, 
religious or any other 
freedom, but the freedom to 
make a buck. That is what 
they are worried about." 
Hansard Feb. 26, 1976 
At Mrs. Campagnolo's 
reply Members sounded 
their applause. Hansard 
simply reads: some Hen. 
Members .Hear, Hear! 
Her self assurance and 
confidence come through in 
other areas too. She chose to 
vote against the main- 
stream 'of the Liberal 
caucus in the Capital 
Punishment issue. She takes 
the stand too, that abortion 
Close to home 
Mrs. Campagnolo retains 
a member's compassionate 
bond to her constitutency 
and province. The rugged 
makeup of the District of 
Skeena, the northwest 
quarter of British Columbia, 
brings a number of con- 
siderations to the stand she 
may take on issues and the 
'extracurricdlar' duties she 
must perform. 
Skeena constituency has a 
substant ia l  nat ive  
dPOpulation. The main in- 
ustries are fishing and 
logging. Transportation, by 
road, rail or air is difficult 
and poses a problem for 
communities. Taking these 
considerations into hand, 
she has carved out five 
areas of government con- 
cern for her more in-depth 
attention: transportation, 
communications, fisheries, 
environment and Indian 
affairs. 
She is Parl iamentary 
Secretary to the Minister of 
Indian and Northern Af- 
fairs, and sits on the House 
of Commons Committee on 
that subject as well as the 
Committee on Fisheries and 
the Environment. 
Duringthe annual herring 
run along the B.C. coast this 
spring, fishermen flocked to 
the seag for the brief op- 
portunity for a highly 
profitable catch. Many were 
poorly prepared for the run, 
and some men and boats 
were lost in heavy seas. 
Canada's west coast search 
and rescue operation were 
criticized. On a few days 
notice, Mrs. Campagnolo 
prepared a Weekend 
workshop in the~Queen 
Charlotte Islands on search 
and rescue. The clinic would 
review Ministry of Tran- 
sport regulations, for 
fishermen and suggest ways 
and means for rescue, 
whenever it was necessary. 
i 
On Indian affairs, sl~e is 
known to be the "perso#~who 
can help" in Ottawa. Native 
people often admit getting 
should be permitted, the run-around from 
Her 'stands on con- politicians, and i t iseqms 
trovel:sihl issuesare written with Mrs~.campagnolo,'~the 
clear!y:':.::.:~int:o! ~' :position * huekl s tops :  ' /~er~," 
StatemeMs' and available Petitioners can expe~'t to'be 
for anyone to read. heard, and they can expect a
frank answer to their 
problem or a responsible 
reference. She's been 
named an honorary 
member of the Gitskan, 
Killer WhaleClan, by a 
native group in her con- 
stituency. 
With preparation for 
questions in the House of 
Commons,  Commit tee  
meetings, constituent's 
problems, studying French, 
te lev is ion in terv iews ,  
preparation • of briefs and 
answering seven inches of 
mail a day, how does she 
have time for her family? 
Yes, she does have one. 
One daughter, Jenni, 16, 
lives with her in Ottawa, and 
another, Jan, aged 23. keeps 
the family house in Prince 
Rupert. Mrs. Canlpagnolo is
head of the household, and is 
assisted by her unmarried 
sister, Mimi Hardy. 
She admits that it's dif- 
ferent for a woman 
politician with a family. "A 
man has someone at home 
to keep the family in order; 
someone to prepare meals 
and keep house, if it weren't 
for my family (sister) l 
could never have taken on 
this job. 
Mrs. Campagnolo starts 
her working day a! ap- 
proximately 8 a.m. when 
she reads the Toronto Globe 
and Mail. On this particular 
interview day, she reviewed 
a brief submitted by the 
Federation of Saskatchewan 
Indians, then attended a 
meeting with Indians from 9 
a.m. until 11:15 a.m. She 
attends French class from 
12 noon to 1:30 p.m., then 
returns to her desk to place 
telephone calls to her 
constituency. (B.C. is just 
starting its business day at 
this time, three hours 
behind Ottawa.) 
Lunch (?) of an orange, 
piece of eheese and skim 
milk is snatehed just prior to 
her attendance at Question 
Period in the House of 
Commons from 2 to 3 p.m. 
Meetings are often planned 
for 3:30 until 5 p.m., then she 
returns to work at her office 
or home. At 6 p.m. she has 
supper, hopefully with her 
family, r q F ~ . . . . .  
Recently,' she has been 
taking exercise classes 
EMOL/T 
- [ -  t ...... 
.A E 
September 12, 1-976 
Terrace Stock Car Track 
Time Trials l :00o'c lock 
Racing 2:00 o'clock 
Entry Fee for Demolition Derby 
,20 per car ', 
Novelty Races 
For Further Informat iom 
Phone Rick a t  635-6251 
between 6:30 and 7:30. She 
says, "These classes keep 
me alive. They are the one 
thing that keep my car- 
diovascular system from 
collapsing. I've just lost 15 
. pounds." 
On the day of the in- 
terview, Mrs. Campagnolo 
had a Transport Committee 
meeting to discuss the 
Pacific Rim Access Report 
on Transportation and 
Communications which she 
estimated would end bet- 
ween 10 p.m. and 10:30. She 
planned to get home in time 
to watch the National News 
at II p.m. 
And so ends a typical day 
in the life of an MP, 
detailed, in this case, on a 
small index card carried 
with her at all times. 
Mrs. Campagnolo gives 
the impression of sincere 
interest in what she is doing. 
That, however, is not always 
enough. The interest must 
be channelled into effective 
action by means of political 
as well as personal acumen. 
Power to command respect 
of Par l iamentary  
co l leagues ,  e f fec t ive  
speech, good press 
coverage, and the political 
climate of the day are just a 
few of the "x" factors which 
can build, or scrap a 
political career. 
Will the "x"  factors give 
this member a seat in the 
next Liberal Cabinet? 
SCHOOL DISTRICTNO. 88 
• NOR111WEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
DEPARTMENT elf CONTINUING EDUCATION 
V ocat i  ona I /Techni  ca I 
Courses . . ,  
COLOUR TV - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  UPGRADING COURSE 
This course Is designed for techmoans presently in the TV 
field, and students who have recently graduated from a 
college or vocational electronics program. 
Starts: September 20, 1976 
Ends: December 15, 1976 
Fee: S72 - -  No. of hours 72 
Instructor: Frank Woodward 
Days: .Mondays & Wednesdays 
Time: 7:00 10:00 p.m. 
SMALL  ENGINE REPAIR  
rhis course will cover outboard motors, lawn mowers, 
chain saws, etc., and is intended to improve the skills of 
persons maintaining and working with small motors. 
St,lrts: September 20, 1976 
Ends: December IS, 1976 
Days: Mondays & Wednesdays 
Time.." 7:00 . 10:00 p.m. 
Fee: S72 '- No. of hours 72 
Instructor: W. Wailers 
BASIC  WELDING 
This course is intended to assist persons working in trades 
which require welding but do not warrant the employment of 
a full t ime welder. 
Starts: September 20, 1976 
Ends : December 15, 1976 
Days: Mondays & Wednesdays 
Time: 7:00 10:00 p.m. 
Instructors: M. Custodio 
E .  Marchand 
Fee: S72 No. of hours 72 
SHOP MATHEMATICS  
This course is oriented towards trades people. It is 
designed to help those who want a refresher course or who 
have specific problems with shop mathematics. 
Starts: October 4 & November 24, 1976 
Days: Mondays & Wednesdays 
Time: 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
Instructor: R. Sullivan 
Fee: S30 No. of hours 30 
REGISTRAT ION 
ADVANCED WELDING 
This course is designed to advance the knowledge and skills - 
of persons who have completed a Basic Welding Course or 
who have bad field welding experience but no formal in. 
sfrucfion. Those who have had no training in trade theory are 
recommended to take Basic Welding first. 
Starts: September 2O, 1976 
Ends: December IS, 1976 
Days: Mondays & Wednesdays 
Time: 7:00 10:00 p.m. 
Instructors: M. Custodio, 
E . .  Marcha  nd 
Fee: S72 No. of hours 72 
i 
AIR  BRAKES 
This is a course to prepare drivers for a wriflen and 
practical test on the operation and maintenance of air.brake 
systems for either on.highway or off.highway vehicles. 
Those taking off.highway exams will be required to pay the 
Department of Transport a S5.00 examination fee. 
This course can also include young persons who wish to 
drive air equipped vehicles. Successful completion will give 
an air endorsement on the Drivers Licorice. 
Starts: September 20, 1976 
Ends: October 10, 1976 
Days: Tuesday & Thursdays 
Time: 7:00 ; 10:00 p.m. 
Fee: $30 No. of hours 24 
Manual Costs: s2.00 
Instructor: W. Crouch 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS - 
JOURNEY UPGRADING 
The objective of this course is to endeavour to assist 
Wadesmen in the industry to upgrade their theoretical 
abilities sufficiently to meet the standards established by the 
Apprenticeship and Tradesmen's Qualifications Act for the 
Certificate of Tradesmen. 
Applicants mustapply lethe B.C. Deparlment of Labour to 
arrange for examination eligibility. 
starts: September 20, 1976 
Days: Mondays & Wednesdays 
Time: 7:00 10:00 p.m. 
Instructor: T. Kenna 
Fee: S6O No. of 
May  be 'done at Nor thwest  Col lege f rom 8:00 
a .m.  to 4:00 p .m.  Monday  - F r iday .  People may 
also reg is ter  September  16 f rom 7:30 to 9:30 p .m.  
a t  the  Co l lege .  
FURTH ER INFORMATION may be 
phoning F red  Wilson at  Nor thwest  Co 
651 I .  
NOTE:  Al l  courses must  have suf f ic ient  
enro l lment  and being held a t  Nor thwest  Col lege,  
5331 McConne l l  Ave . ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
SCHOOL D ISTR ICT  NO.  88 
DEPARTMENT OF CeNT NUING 
EDUCATION 
hours ;: 60 
INSTRUCTORS WANTED 
Instructors are required to teach classes to adults in the 
evening. A course can be offered in virtually any subject 
provided there is a competent Instructor, the necessary 
equipment, and sufficient enrollment. 
Anyone Interested in teaching a course, or who has any 
suggestions for courses should contact Hugh Power at 63s. 
4931 or 635.3°33. 
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Northland steamships, lifeline For a people 
Reg ion  s r t ro te  s e o u s 
• t 'Mr..N;E. Wood, Traffic We are deeply Concerned ~To Support this claim I fide. To suggest hat the involved. We hope that 
Manager,  North land about he termination f the would like to quote from our residents of these corn- membersof this council feel 
Navigation Co. Ltd. ap- subsidy for a number of comvany 's  f inanc ia l  munities hould be content as strongly about the 
peared before the Kitimat- reasons. An immediate one statements for the current with anything less is indeed government's decision as 
Stikine Regional District is for the future of about 340 five year period. During insulting. ' we do, and that .we may 
Board last Friday to ask for of our employees. Their that period it shows an We are shocked' at the have your supl~rt in ~ ~  
that body's support in livelihood is certainly at avei'age annual profit for arbitrary manner in which making those feelings / 
retaining the federal sub- stake. We are also 6on- subsidized service to be this decision has been ira- known 'to the Federal i 
sidles granted to that cerned about he impact he $7,700. This ranges from our posed by the federal'- Minister of Transport and, 
company, decision will have on the best year when we showed a government and the cam- other epresentatives of the 
• Joe Banyay, Chairman of economy of the subsidized profit of $372,758 to our plete disregard they have federal government." 
the Board, dispatched the communities involved and worst year when we showed shown for the communities . . . .  
following telegram to the strain it will impose on a loss of $435,589. As you ean th l  d 
Federal Transport Minister their already inflatedcost of see the subsidy provided by, N ( 
Otto Lang and his provlncial living. There can be no the federal gev~rnment to or  o n  s e r v e s  
counterpart, Jack Davis. doubt that their very sur- maintain passenger-cargo ~ i 
"The Kitimat-Stikine vival is at stake too. Weare service on this coast is not t i  1 5 0  
Regional District are ex- alsoconcernedandinbensed one to make a company n o  c e  o n  
tremely concerned over thatthe federal government rich. What it does, as it of 
. your recent announcement should see fit to take this eourse shoulddo, i s toen-  rapt ee, 
that he operating subsidy to action without a'ny prior sure an adequate level of ' "' , 
Northland Navigation will discussion or consultation service to the subsidized e oy  : , 
be suspended. Northland with either the residents of communities, at all times no 
has served the isolated port the communities involved, matter what the prevailing . . . . .  communities in northwest the provincial government, economic onditions or the Northland Navigation termination of the federal ~ serviced notice August 3l, to subsidy on our coastal 
or withoorselves, volume of cargo to and from the four labour unions shipping operations and we . B.C. in the past and has contr ibuted towards The frequency and level of these communities may be. serviee which we ai'e able to I'm vroud to say that  eo|lcer|ted, of the company's regret thai we are now 
. . . . . .  ;,I,, tt, ilh the subsidy Northland maintained its intention to terminate the forced to discontinue ser- vice of our three passenger- provide with the subsidy !development in the area. ~ With the present state of 
economy the withdrawal of 
the subsidy will place an 
undue hardship upoq an 
area  that is already 
economically depressed." 
The following is the text of 
Mr. Wood's petition:- 
We have been providing 
passenger-cargo vessel 
serv=ces to your com- 
munities for more than 34 
years ... and in a very real 
sense we think we have been 
very good corporate citizens 
! of your communities. To say 
i that we were s.urpris.ed and 
i shocked to learn of the 
i det:ision would be an un- 
derstatement. As recently 
as July 14 we were in 
'..telephone conversation with 
a senior official of the 
Canadian Transpor t  
commission and there was 
no indication whatsoever at 
that time that. such a 
decision was being con- 
templated. As a matter of 
fact, in the course of our 
conversation the official 
ad~,ised us that he did not 
• anticipate any changes to 
the subsidy agreement prior 
, to April of 1977 at which time 
their studies concerning;. 
:~coastal shipping should be 
:~completed. We can only 
speculate as to what may 
have transpired in the in- 
terim for such an abrupt 
and, we feel, arbitrary 
decision to come down from 
the Minister of Transport's 
office. 
l• " t 
money, avaihlblc to us is 
certaihly not excessive, but 
rather, it is th=6 minimal 
service which we feel these 
communities have every 
right to expect. The 
government has supposedly 
based its decision to ter- 
minate the subsidy on the 
supposition that a subsidy is 
not necessary to maintain 
an adequate l vel of service 
to these remote areas. For 
those who make such a 
claim, it suggests to me that 
they are deliberately taking 
liberties as to what is meant 
by "Adequate level 6f 
service" ... or else they are 
very badly informed about 
the realities of providing a 
scheduled cargo-passenger 
vessel service on this coast. 
The necessity of a subsidy 
on this coast was 
acknowledged as recently 
as February 17 of this year 
in a letter from the Chair- 
man of the Water Transport 
Committee replying to a 
journalist's query. 
,Northland's future on this 
coast, of course is at stake 
too.. . 
As I :mentioned, I think 
we've been good corporate 
citizens of this coast and 
have endeavoured over our 
34 years here to provide the 
residents of the com- 
munities we serve with a 
..level of service even in 
excess of what the subsidy 
level of service ven during 
those years it suffered 
losses. I should at this point 
make it clear that the with- 
drawal of the federal 
government subsidy is not 
for the reason that subsidy 
money will no longer be 
available from Ottawa. A 
certain amount, we un- 
derstand, will continue to be 
available, for a purely tug 
and barge operation, to 
provide service to the 
subsidized ports we now 
feel. It is our feeling, that a 
change .from the present 
mode of self propelled cargo 
ships having passenger 
accommodation, to an open 
flat barge towed on the end 
of a line from a tug, is in- 
deed a retrograde step. Not 
only is there no provision for 
passengers, but the 
protection afforded cargo is 
minimal. ' Open barges 
provide an efficient and 
economical means of 
transportation for bulk 
products uch as logs, wood 
chips, gravel and other such 
bulk cargo. But we feel 
coastal ~,  res idents  ! ~-and 
busirlesses are entitled to 
have a.:  service ~ at ,  least,. 
equalling that provided to. 
them at the beginning ofthe 
century, i 
Our ships are capable of 
providing a full passenger- 
cargo service to ports on the 
B.C. coast ... in all weather 
service of 150 employees 
effective l~ctober 31, 1976, 
an action made necessary 
hy the Icderal government's 
recent withdrawal of the 
coastal shipping subsidy. 
The 150 employees af- 
fected are the officers and 
crews of the Northland 
Prince. the Skeena Prince, 
and the Island Prince, the 
thret, Northland ships 
presently serving B.C.'s 
isolated coastal  com- 
munities. 
The tour unions notified 
by N|)rthland were: The  
Canadiall Brotherhood of 
Railway Trahsport and 
General Warkt rs, Local 400; 
The Seafarers International 
Union; The . Canadian 
Merchant Service Guild; 
and the hlternational 
Longshoremen's  and 
Warehousemen's Union, 
Local 514. Northland had 
advised the federal Minister 
of Labour by telex earlier in 
the day, ~ . , 
As the federal govern- 
ment coastal subsidy ter.- 
minates October 31, 1976 
Northland was complying 
w|th'.'the Canada Labour 
Code which re.quires em-~; 
ployee~ to I~e gwen e~gh 
weeks notice of termination 
of service, 
in mak i ,g  the news 
known, Nor th land 's  
President, Captain L:B. 
 s 
cargo vessels which have 
been serving the coast for 
almost 15 years." 
lena Campagnolol M.P. 
Skeena; who met with. 
Captain .I,'leming in Van- 
couver ~=t. he beginning of 
last ~eek Io discuss the 
termination.of the subsidy, 
had agreed to arrange an 
early meeting between the r
Honourable Otto Lang, 
Federal Minister of Tran- 
sport, and ('ap~in Fleming. 
but to date there is still no 
indication if and when a 
meeting will take •place. 
On August 17, when 
Northland was' officially 
notified of the termination f 
the federal government 
subsidy, the reason given at 
that time was "There is no 
valid reason to continue 
federal financial assistance 
to mainland coastal com- 
munities." 
In a recent interview in 
Prince Rupert, however, 
Mrs. Campagnolo was 
reported to have said that 
she had the assurance ofthe 
Minister that subsidized 
service to ~,communities 
would continue wher, e 
necessary. At no time has 
.th e ' :Minister of Transport 
communicated this m- . 
formation to Northland." ~ 
KEEP THINC_.-  Fleming, advised, "We have now had the opportunity to , - .  monies have provided for . . . .  and at all stages of the assess the affects of the: 
FORYOU !i*i . . . .  . . . . .  . _ ,~  . . . .  , " ,:: =!" ' .  
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Cargo destined for Kitimat, Terrace or points.along 
Highway 16 east to Smithers will roll-off our oarges at 
Kitimat and speed directly to your customer's door by 
Northland's modern truck fleet. 
Throughout he year, in any kind of weather, you can 
depend on Northland to keep things moving for you. 
NO.TH ND NAVlaATION co. 
2285 Commiss ioner  Street ,  Vancouver ,  BC .  VSL  1A9 
604)  255-3535 , ,  ' 
From •Vancouver through the Charlottes to Stewart, 
our modern fleet of ships tugs and covered barges 
are on the move, Getting the job done, Efficiently 
and economically. 
Our ships provide reliableweekly freight and passen- 
ger service to ports along the mainland, Vancouver 
island and the Queen Char otte s ands, , 
=. .  
i 
• Of f ices  in:  Pr  nee  Ruper t  624-0200.  K l t lmat  632 .213!  . Ter race  635-6234 • Queen Char lo t t  e C i ty  559-4559.  Maaset  @26-3666 • S tewar t  636-2466 
r . . . .  . . . ' .  
I 
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Bartlett- Letnes Joyce M tel to c]mir campatgn 
Wedding 
At 6 p.m. on Saturday, 
August 7, 1976, St. Matthews 
Anglican Church was the 
scene of a pretty summer 
wedding when David 
Cameron Letnes, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. William R. Letnes 
of Burns Lake and Debbie 
Betsy Bartlett, daughter of 
Mrs. Marjorie Bartlett of 
Terrace were united in 
marriage. The Reverend 
Steven Inoue performed the 
double ring ceremony. 
Raymond Douglas was 
Best Man with Mark Letnes 
and Murray Kester as 
Groomsmen and Ran 
Bartlett and Maria DeSusa 
were  Ushers  . 
Given in marriage by Bill 
Hass, the Bride was lovely 
in a floor-length gown of 
white jersey knit accented 
by white lace appliqued 
flowers on the long sl.eves 
and around the neckline.. 
The bride's long dark hair 
was accentuated with a 
floor-length ooded cape 
and she carried a bouquet of 
beautiful cascading red 
roses. 
Three  charming  
Bridesmaids and a Flower 
Girl were in attendance. 
Lori Perry, niece of the 
bride was Flower Girl and 
carried a basket of yellow 
andwhite dallies and wore a 
long dress to match the 
Matron of Honor, Char- 
maine Douglas, sister of the 
Groom. They wore floor- 
length gowns in soft green 
with pink in-laid flowers. 
The two Bridesmaids~ Cindy 
Bartlett, sister of the Bride 
and Brenda Leason chose 
light blue jersey knit floor- 
length gowns with short 
flared-sleeves and they 
carried nosegays' of yellow 
and white daisies. 
A reception was held in 
the Terrace Hotel where 
relatives and friends 
gathered to extend 
congratulations to the happy 
couple. 
Receiving the guests was 
the Bride's mother who 
wore a floor.length coral 
coloured.gown and a white 
and coral corsage. She was 
assisted by the Groom's 
mother who chose a floor- . 
length gown of white chiffon 
with blue flowers and pink 
rosebud corsage .  
The Bride's table was 
centered with a three-tiered 
wedding cake made by Mrs. 
L. Letnes, Grandmother of
the Groom. 
Mrs. F. Lambley presided 
over the guest book. 
Mr. Geoff Stevens, uncle 
of the Groom, acted as 
Master of Ceremonies for 
the evening. The Toast to 
the Bride was proposed by 
the Bride's brother, Ran 
Bartlett, and suitably 
replied to by the Groom. 
Raymond Douglas proposed 
the Toast to the 
Bridesmaids. 
Several telegrams ofgood 
humor were read and Mrs. 
Ella Grant spoke eloquently 
to the Bride and Groom on 
behalf of the Bride's 
mother. Mr. Chris Walker, 
the Bride's uncle, made a 
congratulatory speech. The 
Bride's garter was auc- 
tioned off and won by Todd 
Stevens. 
The bridal supper was 
catered to by the Terrace 
Hotel and Grace was said by 
Mrs. Ella Grant. A dance 
followed with the music 
provided by Wolf gang 
Scholtz. 
The happy.couple l ft on 
their honeymoon trip and 
the bride wore a light blue 
pant outfit with a red rose 
corsage. They planned to 
travel for two weeks before 
coming back to reside in 
their new home at Cedar- 
vale, . B.C. 
Out-of-town guests were 
Chris and Susan Walker, 
Ella and Ernie Grant, 
James and Josephine 
Robertson, Terry and 
Sandra Robertson, Mr. and 
Mrs. Charlie Wilson Jr., and 
Mr. and Mrs. Cbarlie 
Stewart, all of Kitimat; 
Mrs. Mary Hopkins of 
'Ktemtu, Gladys Letnes of 
Paynton, Sask.; Cam 
Woodruff of Maple Ridge, 
B.C.; Brett Dietzer of 
Vancouver, B.C.; Garnet 
Mason of Ruskin, B.C.; 
Goeff and Barb Stevens of 
Lethbridge, Alberta ; 
Raymond and Cbarmaine 
Douglas of Burns Lake, B.C. 
C.A.R.S. Campaign will campaign for The Canadian 
be held Monday, September Arthritis and Rheumatism 
13 in Terrace. Society, B.C. Division, 
• which begins during Sep- 
Joyee Martel is chairman tember, traditionally Ar-  
of the local fund-raising thritis Month.. .  
Native studies 
program begins 
The first Native Studies 
Program ever to be held in 
the northwest began Sep- 
tember 1 at Northwest 
Community College in 
Terrace. 
Students from as far away 
as Tachie, north of Fort St. 
James, attended the 
opening sessions. The 
developer of the program, 
Jeff Marvin, reported that 
about 17 students are taking 
'courses in Psychology, 
English, Political Science 
PcTR rlcIP$~F~ID~n~© 
Walk a block,Today,. 
By Maryann Burdett 
Royal Canadian Legion 
(Pacific) Branch No. 13 
Terrace 
Arthr i t i s  news  l Cam a, ns events. 
Three warning signs for Free pamphlets on ar- United Appea p .g . Gloria Campbell and Ina 
arthritis are pain and thritis are available from One called "About Ar- Roper will be representing 
stiffness on arising, pain or C.A.R.S., 895 West 1eth thritis" answers general the ladies at the Zone 
tenderness in at least one Avenue, Vancouver, B.C., questions about he disease, Meeting in Houston on 
joint, and swelling in at least V5Z 1L7, through money and the other "C.A.R.S, September 18 and 19. Sep- 
raised by the annual Team at Work" describes tember 26 is the date set for ~ ~ 
one joint. The Canadian Arthritis C.A.R.S. campaign or the treatment programs their Fall Smorgasborg. 
available to you in B.C: September 2 willsee a grand 
and Rheumatism Society in 
B.C. suggests that when "1 
i . B~anch 13 of the.Royal Hyzims, who are long time and gala event in the form of 
Canadian Legion extends residents of Terrace, were a Golden Anniversary Ball 
their congratulations to just recently married and sponsored by the Ladies 
Eleanor Hyzims of Terrace, reside within the city. Auxiliary and held in the 
the winner of the B210 The $200 sellers prize will Thornhill Community 
Datsun car. The draw was be collected by two people Centre. Octobei" 26 will be 
made in the Legion at 5 p.m. who have worked very hard Charter Night for the ladies. 
Monday, September 6 by making this project the As usual this grand bunch of 
Mayor Gordon Rowland great success it has been ladies are going to be 
with Comrade Switzer, and our congratulations go working very hard this fall. 
President and Comrad¢ i to Comrade Bud Kirkaldy Members of Branch 13, 
Simons, Treasurer of and Comrade Hank=Barg. keep September 10 and,19.in 
Branch 13 in attendancd..The proceeds from this most mind, We hope to see many 
. When phoned by Comrade successful venture will be of you at the Zone Meeting in 
Switzer, Mrs. Hyzims ex- used for the many and I-Iou.~ton. Prior to that date 
pressed her excitemerrt and varied charities and cam- we know we will be seeing a
pleasure on winnidg and inanity projects sponsored real good turnout for the 
soon arrived at the Branch by the Terrace Branch of first General Meeting of the 
to pick up her car. Eleanor's the Royal Canadian Legion. Fall and Winter term, 
husband, Cbariie, who is The Ladies Auxiliary to Tuesday, September 14 in 
temporarily unemployed Branch 13 is looking forward the Legion. at S p.m. 
• accompanied her to take to an extremely busy fall 
home the car and was un- season. The ladies' P.R. 
derstandably pleased with chairperson, Gloria Camp- 
his wife's good fortune. The bell, reports that already 
• " they have the month of 
October pretty well booked 
up with catering and special 
these symptoms occur, you 
seek your doctor's advice 
early, when he can help you 
most, and follow his advice 
faithfully. 
It suggests that you avoid 
unnecessary strains or 
pressures on affected joints, 
that you not rely on un- 
prescribed drugs, special 
ctires or folk remedies and = 
that you get adequa~.e rest • 
and sleep. 
Have' you seen some of 
, those si l ly ads lately 
suggesting that you 
should pay more than 
$10.66 for a gallon of Top 
of the Line paint. At AI & 
Mac they say there is 
something wrong with' 
those prices. AI & Mac 
your IRLY store won't 
charge you a dime more 
than $10.66 per gallon 
until further notice and 
that is for interior or, 
exterior Latex or Alkyd. 
You could be stuck for a 
couple of dollars extra Ifl 
you go to an Ultra Deep 
Base at AI & Mac but then 
that's because Ultra 
Deep costs more. Get. 
down to AI & Mac your 
I RLY Bird Store and 
check out the hundreds of 
colors available -- open a 
charge account while you 
.are there; that's If you, 
happen to have an ac- 
count there a|ready! 
TORONTO. 
3 nonstops daily 
from Vancouver. 
8:30 a.m.,11:59 p.m. & SuperOrange 747 Service at2:lO p.m. I 
• Plus 5 other direct flights daily. [ 
Orange is Beautiful. 
CPAir[4 
and a unique professional 
elective program. 
The students, represen- 
ting a wide age group and 
work experience, go to 
college for one week a 
month and then return home 
to their jobs and families. 
Travelling counselling and 
library services have been 
initiated to help these 
students' carry out their 
assignments athome. 
Communities from which 
students come include 
Tach ie ,  Haze l ton ,  
Hagwilget, Kitsequecla, 
Kitamaat, Greenvil le, 
Gitlakdamix, Kincolith and 
Hartley Bay. 
Marvin says that there 
are still seats available for 
those who are interested. 
Travel, tuition and room 
and board costs are being 
berne by the Department of 
Indian Affairs through a 
cost sharing agreement 
worked out with the college. 
"I am concerned that 
there is so little represen- 
tation from Prince Rupert, 
north coast and the Queen 
Charlottes", said Marvin. 
"While one week a month is 
a relative burden on people 
with full time jobs, this 
program is unique and has 
been structured to take 
those factors into account." 
Those interested should 
contact Jeff Marvin by 
writing the college, Box 726 
in Terrace or by~ calling 
collect,..635-65u,pr:.635-4559. 
The local chmrman and 
committee seek $2000 from 
households and businesses 
in this community, from a 
province-wide target of 
$40O,OO0. 
The theme this year for 
the campaign is "Reach.for 
the Cure -- Give More Than 
A Thought o Arthritis". 
You will see it illustrated 
on C.A.R.S. posters and 
brochures relating to the 
campaign by a hand, 
disabled by rheumatoid 
arthritis, reaching for a 
helping hand, which could 
be yours. 
C.A.R.S. conducts 
treatment, education and 
research programs on a 
province-wide basis, with 
headquarters at The Ar- 
thritis Centre in Vancouver, 
the most modern centre of 
its kind in North America. It 
is only through reaching for 
the cure, that the cause of 
rheumatoid arthritis, the 
most disabling of the more 
than 80 different lunas o! 
arthritis, will eventually be 
found. 
The Society• is seeking a 
nine percent increase over 
its campaign returns of last 
ear from every comer of 
e province, through its 
indivzdual and United Ap- 
Pelal campaigns. 
n addltion; the Society 
has been endeavouring m
raise $150,000 fron 
d iv idua is ,  c lubs ,  
organizations, fraternal 
oraers, cities and. 
municipalities, in order to 
maintain its specialized 
services at the|r present 
level. C.A.R.S. 'has asked 
rOUpS to hold one special 
nd.raising event this year. 
with proceeds to go toward 
support of its program. 
C.A.R.S. in Terrace is 
sponsored by the Order of 
the Royal Purple. The fund- 
raising Campaign will be 
held Monday, September 13 
in Terrace. 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL 
SHOE SALE 
Cost pr i ce  on A l l  I tems 
Lad les  Shoes  
Chi l -drens Shoes  
O i r i=  & Boys  Shoes 
ALL  AT  SPECIAL  PR ICES 
Skates  • Second Hand 
Men's ,  Women's  Boys'  and  G i r l s '  
ALTERATIONS m OUR SPECIALTY  
OPEN 10 A .M.  - 4 P .M.  
TiP TOP TAILORS 
..... 4617 La ie i le  " ~ ...... 
j',, you can o ay : cru pd 'llycshu ", 
 /ou ge a 
,.qUPI ;R BRAZ. IER 
  -onry 99¢- .... 
Super Brazier Sale 
Thursday & Friday, September 9 & 10 ..... ~. 
Super BRAZIER is not for small appetites. It starts with 
a half pound of all beef~ .. two 1/4 lb. pattres.,,stacked. 
We .add cheese, pickle', mustard, and BRAZIER* 
Sauce and tuck it in a toasted 
sesame bun. 
It's a lot to like at a very, low 
price.., atall participating 
DAIRY QUEEN* BRAZIER 
stores. 
~Reg. rademark Canadian trademark °lfice-- 
American ,DAIRY OUEEN Corpora!ion 
;: 4532 Lake lse  Avenue 
Terrace " i 
7. 
'Fall and winter fashions will provide a Clfissic,. sophisticated look into your waroroae w,,,, ,,,e 
romantic atmosphere for the introduction of the combination of rhinestones on a mysterious black 
Dream Weavers ensemblefrom Sarah Coventry. This ~ackground. Dream Weavers -7- for your bewitching 
versatile 9.piece jewellery collection can weave a -~h°tJrs, . . . . .  this fall and winter. 
Fall and winter jewellery 
and winter fashions sire ly remove the teardrop To finish the versatile look 
• Fa l l  • • P " ' s  
this year will provzde a rmh, and you have a small stud for fall and winter. Sarah 
romantic setting for classic, look. collection;has adjustable 
elegant jewellery. Circular pins, small and rings. The larger ring is 
To highlight he romantic large, are rhinestone classically goldentone with 
look, Sarah Coventry has a studded in a paisley design sparkling rhinestones. The 
stunning 9.piece "Special on a black background, smaller ring like the pins 
Edition" collection with a '  Each pin can be inserted have a glittering paisley 
basic choker in an array of onto the choker by the pin design on a .  black 
spark l ing rh inestones stem• or attached together background. 
, surrounded by shimmering by a Se~a~lo'uls0bPl~am can i~ " '! : :' ; '  : ;  
, black and g lowing ":A g ' " -~ i ~ . ie_ : ,  : ;  . 
g" b'I'd~'fit"6n6 'li$5"Ts'.p c'~ehhh-ga ~ ~ 'added . . . . . . . . . .  to  franie ' Shy ': ~i~m'- . . . . .  I '# ([~ I !~ 
novel, sophisticated bare bins,ion of pros, or choker. 
look for evening On one side, a delicate . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . zutem zv  reporma me 
Teardrop  ear r lngs ,~ cluster of rhinestones for . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • • " . . . . . .  h met¢ozseverarrvsecs ,rum 
desi ed for a soft feminine, evening- tteverseu, a swns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  gn • . . . .  , "" "" ' - ' -  for ItS store alter z[ nag Dean 
look are simply supero v~tn goluentone cna,n . . . .  . . . .  ' tim oroKen into ~eptemner 7 
white lace, For var iat ion,-day e. " , 
DU$111nC'N' OF 'UrlUlllA|l 
No'n'ucnu 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing wil l  be held on Zoning 
Amendment  ProjeCt No. ADP-02 .7624. .  " 
The proposed amendment is concerned with the following area: 
Rezone lhe northerly 335 feet of Lot 1, Block i6, "D.L. 362, R. S, C.D., 
Plan 3213, commonly known as 5004 Highway 16 Westbeing that portion of 
Lot 1, Block 16, DL. 362, R. 5, C.D., Plan 3213 north of a line drawn parallel 
tO the northerly boundary of Lot 1, Block 16, D.L. 362, R. 5, C.D., Plan 3213 
at a distance of 335 feet from the north boundary and bisecting the 
westerly and easterly boundaries of Lot I, Block 16, D.L. 362, R. $, C .D . ,  
Plan 3213 from MI  light industria I to R2 Residential. 
The proposed Zoning Amendment may be viewed during regular 
business hours at the Municipal Ha l l  The Public Hearing shall be held in 
the Municipal Council Chambers, Monday, September 20, 1976 at 8:00 
P , M .  
Any and all persons having an interest in the proposed Zoning Amend- 
ment shall take notice and be governed accordingly. 
\ 
G.W. Buchanan, 
Clerk.Administrator, 
D ISTR ICT  OF TERRACE 
\ 
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SEPTEMBER 23 
C.A.R.S. therapist to visit Terrace 
C.A.R.g. " becupational driving the C'A.R.S, oc- arthritis to function in their 
therapist Marilyn Cram will cupational therapy van, own home setting, instead of 
be treating patients on fully equipped with being confined to costly 
referral from their family materials for making home institutions. 
physicians on Thursday, aids and adaptations for - 
September 23 at Terrace. patients. September is Arthritis 
She wi l l  be working in These special aids, such Month when residents have 
conjunction with Miss Jean as teapot,tippers, aucepan the opportunity to support 
Mekie, physiotherapist at hulde'rs wRh double hanmes, 'campaigns which fight 
Mills Memorial Hospital. chair' and" other raises, and arthritis. The mobile van is 
Miss Cram, who is based shoe adjustments, make it only one of the C.A.R.S. 
at Prince George, will be  possible for patients .with services which area 
Denta l top ics  
• TREATING THE 
HANDICAPPED 
A dentist tries to treat a 
handicapped person almost 
as he would a normal 
patient, He must know the 
patient is handicapped well 
in advance of any ap- 
pointment and he should be 
briefed on the patient's 
medical background. He 
should make  his own 
examination as well as rely 
.on information from the 
PaThtient's physician. 
e doctor will have a 
good idea how .mueh dental 
drugs may have to be ad- 
ministered. Appointments 
should' be carefully 
scheduled and the patient 
should not have gone 
without food for several 
hours before the ap- 
peintment. 
Cardiac patients must be 
careful of even the smallest 
infections.. Those with a 
history of rheumatic heart 
disease should receive an 
antibiotic before any oral. 
surgery is undertaken. " 
Arthritic and cerebral -• 
stress can be tolerated and palsied persons often don t 
will advise the dentist on have themusculareontrol t  
Various drugs and sit quietly. Where treatment 
procedures that the patient' can ~I  aginVeensthV~e~?°Uta;" 
can or cannot take. . ge.nera . . . . . .  • . . . .  " -- - ' : " -  -^' - -"^d po lntments  snouto De snort. _Many mema.y r~mtuz 
• .-  . . . . . . . . . .  The -hysiclan can also be of aria pnysieauy nanmcappeu v . . 
• persons can he treated in a much help in at~ze:~lng tho: 
dentist's office. Others, . a~ot~i.:t~y ill -t;e 
however, need a general, ~,:~ .'.'~ .: . . . . .  
anaesthetic merely, to be .ho~uVl~nte~eh?six~rgn~.sPa~n~ 
examined ann may nave to o 
be treated .t a hospi l as an :mgg 
out-patient. - . . . .  ' ~'l~ings ~ as certain 
Ulose cooperation ue~- 
ween dentist and physician ~aatesth~ los ancdanfai~Ingn 
is needed when an epileptic • 7":,. 
is any olved. An t.i_-co_nvuisant' Dental Association. 
CAREFULLY 
contain? familiar foods when y 
Answer- ~ • are served atthe table. '~' 
.... Buttermilk is i)repafed by ~ Be phtient and.continu6!to 
adding bacterfa[cultures to make mealtimes a pleasant pasteuri,ed miik which is enjo abl  ex.per,   e enter." o'n 
then incubated at a mr me wno]e zamuy. ~toveand fridge, lai 
• carefully controlled tern- own ,~s~tive; ,at~?eo~ i swimming pool and 
perature. A similar process. ,,,.,~.~ ? , , : . y  . . . . . .  =,- = 
is used in th{v production of eaun.g, namts. 
yogurt. The caloric value of quesuon: 
outtermilk should depend on Ihave heard t_ha_t I~as~ / PhOJn  
the type of milk used in the Pr°~aucy suc~as spnagnn~,~' 
process but buttermim .- . . . .  ?°..=."";""~." . . . . . . . . .  : 
made from skim milk would no nutritional vame except I " ,. 
contain the same nutrients starch. Is thzs true ? 
and calories as the original ,xqswer: . . 
mdk.'  approximately.. 80 .rasm prouucts, are averY, t 
calories per 8 ounce serving, h ].gehlr Y :~ ~n~:i ~°e° ~a ? dd : : ;  t 
Question: carbohydrate in the form of 
My seven year old son has "starch. For this reason, 
recently been refusing to eat many brands of noodles and 
casseroles o .er maoa on, .een 
combinations of foods. Since enriched with the B- 
casseroles are usually vitamins - -  thiamine, 
inexpensive I like to serve riboflavin, and niacin. Be 
them often, what can I do? sure to read labels and 
Answer" choose those brands which 
Your son's sudden refusal have been enrmhed. 
of food combinations i not Otherwise you are getting 
uncommon. Most young poor value for your food 
children have temporary dollar. Noodles made from 
aversions to certain foods, whole wheat flour are also 
He may think these foods available in certain stoics. 
are new or unfamiliar when Enriched or whole grain 
cooked in a casserole or noodles fall into the b~ead 
other combination. Try and~12°° J~uP innA i '  ; " a/r 
serving casseroles using nu~x~v'~,lu~'[o'a sl ~e I or foods your son has eaten and 
enjoyed individually, an- bread or a bowl of cereal. 
The transparent wrap on pre-packagnd meat, poultry, or 
fish Is designed for refrigerator storage at home for 1 or 
2 days. 
residents make possible 
when they donate to the 
volunteer C.A.R.S. can- 
vasser• 
Miss Cram makes two 
trips a year into the area .  
and will be stopping at 
several other northern 
centres enroute to Prince 
Rupert. 
Cancer  fac ts  
SELF.EXAMINATION 
OF THE BREAST 
• Many Canadian women 
are" unaware that Breast 
'Self.Examination (BSE) is 
a simple procedure and is 
the best screening test 
available for detecting 
changes in the breast. 
• The Canadian Cancer 
Society recommends BSE 
as the best method of 
detecting problems at an 
early stage so that proper 
diagnosis and treatment can 
quickly follow. 
A recent poll conducted by 
the Society showed that two 
out of three Canadian 
women are either,  not 
performing BSE or are 
performing it only oc- 
casionally. 
The poll found ,that 36 
percent of the  women 
questioned have never .  
practiced BSE and another 
~27 percent practiced it only 
every two or three months. 
The Cancer Society's: 
medical experts advise: 
- That BSE.is a necessary 
supplement to the 
'physician's examination. 
- That BSE should be 
performed regularly to 
enable women to learn what 
is normal for them. 
- That BSE should be 
practiced monthly following 
the menstrual period and 
continued after menopause. 
iPamphlets and  in- 
formation about cancer can 
be obtained free by wr~iting 
to: B.C. and Yukon Division. 
Canadian Cancer Society. 
1926 West Broadway, 
Vancouver; 857 Caledonia, 
Victoria; or 11o - 246 Second 
Avenue t Kamloops. ) 
• Sea Stories 
In the 5th century,.Engllsh sailors wore loose, full.sleeved 'sea 
gowns" that hung to the knees and were belted at the waist• The 
first official naval uniform dates from 1604, when King James I 
ordered shlpmasters to wear long, scarlet livery with velvet trim• 
Seamen In the 18th century were called "tars" because they wore 
their long hair In tarred pigtails to keep It In place. The large 
squarecollarson sailors' unlformswere added to keep the tar from 
staining their open.necked jumpers• 
Population Boom 
The population of the world almost doubled between 1930 and pit/0, 
when It was estimated to be between 3,600 and 3,700 million. If the 
present annual rate of increase of 1.9 percent were sustained until 
the year 2010, there would then be 7,000 million people on earth.. By 
2050, the total could double again to 14,000 m, ,~.  
|L  APA I ITMINt i  
',LINTON MANOR 
. . . .  . . . .  . 
your own neW,cozy private studio apartment' 
)hone, sauna, game room,wa l l  to wall carpet, drapes, 
laundromat, personalized hallways, parklng. Close to 
arena. 
)IIIIO 
68S'2258 
(gl' 
655-2151 
;anders' 86th Birthday Celebration. 
SnalcPak 
ason last all year. 
'Prune Plums now. 
jars and jars of your own home-made preserves-to 
s desserts.. • on cereal. •. tasty jam with breakfast 
Jtneys . . .  mmm! . Right lagine the added economy and convenience too. 
im¢ to do your prune plum preserving. 
fag without sugar 
u realize you can home-can B.C. prune plums without 
If you'd like to save the cost of sugar at canning time 
n to taste at serving time, you can simply do your 
ng water instead of syrup. 
. . , Jk. 
For complete bome.preservlng instructions, ' ~ 
. o " " " " eluding liome-cannmg without sugar, write 
, our booklet"$unshlneMeals". Send 25¢ to: 
"Sunshine Mealy °, B.C. D"ee Fruits Ltd., 
Dept, IV, Kelowna, B.C. 
2 pieces oJdeliam~s 
Chlcko, bro.,. Fr ,,d, YOU SAVE 
Colonel Sanders and his boys make it "linger liokln' good? 
At your nearby Ernie's Take Home 
J 1 
i 
i 
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Angela Rowe becomes' foster parent 
A very special corn- on education. All foster" Asia and Africa. Over 60,000 profit, non-sectarian, non- 
mitment has been made by children, (and their children are currently being pol i t ical  independent 
a member of our corn- brothers and sister~, if aided by individuals, groups organization, write to 
munity. Miss Angela Rowe possible) must attend and families in Canada, the Foster Parents Plan of 
of Terrace, B.C. has joined school. Vocational training Canada, 153 St. Clair 
Foster Parents Plan of courses are available to Avenue West, Toronto, 
Canada. She has adopted 
little Alej Andre R. Garin, 
aged four years, of the 
Philippines. Miss Rowe's 
monthly contribution of $17 
brings material  and 
financial assistance to both 
child and family and is 
aimed at strengthening the 
family unit by helping each 
member. 
$17 a month provides the 
family with a monthly cash 
grant, distribution of goods 
such as vitamins, blankets, 
towels, soap and o ther  
useful items, medical and 
dental care, the sustained 
guidance and counselling of 
social workers and the 
benefit of special programs. 
A strong emphasis.!s placed 
foster children, their 
brothers and sisters and in 
some cases, their parents. 
The aim is to give the family 
the tools to help them 
become independent and 
self-supporting. Special 
programs adapted to the 
needs of each country also 
meet these aims. 
Foster parents and foster 
ch i ld ren  cor respond 
monthly (letters are 
translated by PLAN) and 
often develop warm and 
affectionate relationships 
which mean as much to the 
child as the material and 
f inanc ia l  a id .  
Foster Parents Plan is 
currently working in eleven 
countries in South America, 
UNFO/HEALTH 
Our patients must feel at 
times that the main form of 
recreation available to 
doctors and nurses is 
sticking needles into people. 
Inoculations and medicines 
are given by needle and 
syringe. Needles are in- 
serted into veins to collect or 
give blood, or to provide 
intravenous fluids Ski.n 
tests are given by needle, 
and cysts and joints are 
aspirated 'with the same 
needle. 
Needles are used by 
anesthetists oput people to 
By Dr. Bob Young 
sleep, by x-ray departments 
to inject dye, and by other 
doctors to 'freeze' an area 
when sewing up a cut or 
removing a sliver. 
I do not recall ever 
meeting a patient who ac- 
tually looked forward to 
being stuck by a needle. The 
vast majority recognize the 
experience for what it is, a 
necessary minor discom- 
fort, usually over in a 
minute or two. 
A few people have an 
inordinate fear of needles, 
Everett Noble dies 
at Halifax Hospital 
Stricken while v i s i t ing  
.,there, Everett Noble, of 
?Terrace, originally from 
Bathurst and a member of a 
~weil-known city family died 
August 11 in Victoria 
~Geaeral Hospital, Halifax. 
-He was first a patient in 
.~Chaleur General Hospital 
~but was transferred for . 
~.further treatment, to which 
he failed to respond. 
i. Mr.'-Noble had arrived 
..':'from the west a week earlier 
~to spend a month with his 
:: brother Malcolm and Mrs. 
• ~ Noble, 316 St.P Patrick St. 
.~ The deceased was a son of 
~the late Angus and Sarah 
:iChamberlain) Noble and 
~also was first cousin to 
:~Charlie Chamberlain. He 
"was educated here and 
:~served during the Second 
;~World War  with the 
Canadian Army overseas. 
On his return to this 
.'country, Mr. Noble settled 
~:in British Columbia where 
i!he was successfully engaged 
:in the~ sales field. He retired 
::;two years ago. 
:~ Mr. Noble's affiliations 
::included the Royal 
:.~Canadian Legion and the 
~Masonie Lodge. 
:; Surviving are a daughter, 
';Mrs. Dick Dazell (Bar- 
i'.bara), Terrace;  a son, 
.,.'Douglas, Terrace;  one 
~sister, Mrs. Herbert Wilson 
;. (Marion), Vancouver; and a 
~.:brother, Malcolm (Mac), 
~ Bathurst; one grandchild, Anita Dazeli, Terrace. 
[! A very congenial type of 
[: person with a keen sense of 
~: humor, Mr. Noble made and 
[: kept many friends. On a 
previous visit to Bathurst 
several years ago, citizens 
were happy to renew 
acquaintances and had been 
looking forward to seeing 
him again this time, 
The funeral was held at | 
First United Church at 2:30 I 
p.m. Sunday. Allan Lynk, I 
student minister, officiated, I 
assisted by Rev. Dr. E.R. I 
Woodside. Hymns sung by I 
~: '~-  :~i':~'~;'.=::..::,:'T:~':~':'-'::i::~!!~!~i~ I 
:,* 'v'::':':':':'" ~" " "" :' :' " '  "', ' "" "':" " " "  ":'" '" S 
H COPTm LtO. I 
, FLYING~ , 
" . . . .  
"SEAPLANE BASE 
' "Pilot Manager! 
:Mel Johnstonel , 
• '635-7039 
635-5723 '  , ',~'.'.~.'.'.'..'.'.!~;'.'.'.'~..'.:.k.:~.%~.:.:':':':::~:' 
~ :....i~:.::~i~!~:..;.::!~!:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
U.S.A., Australia and The 
Netherlands. For more 
information on this non- Ontario, M4V 1P8 
.... ..:.,~-, 
Alel Andro R. Garin 
and two readers who con- ~ b ~  
tatted me recently were 
concerned about their ~C,,~.'~. 
children twho were in their ~ 
late teens and early twen- / 
tiesL who were petrified to .......... "c-. : - ; -  
the point of terror by the tq be potent forces in 
thought of having to have an changing a person's ense of 
• inject ion. ,  values. Most patients can be 
My personal feeling is that persuaded to accept the 
this is a true phobia, an procedure if time is taken to 
irrational tat least to those discuss the need for it. A few 
without the phobia) fear of may need a little artificial 
something that does not courage in the form of an 
frighten the majority of oral sedative, or perhaps 
people, hypnosis, firs[. 
My psychiatrist friends There is another type of 
would probably be able to needle fear - -  the person 
find a cause for 'needle-fear' who faints or collapses 
if given the opportunity to before or just after 
study a particular case. As receiving a 'shot'. This 
is true with most phobias, person usually has no 
treatment is a different conscious fear of needles, 
matter, and may be very but subconsciously reacts to 
difficult, them, and this results in a 
I have not heard of a blood-pressure drop and 
patient refusing a needle fainting. This reaction is 
, when the chips are down. beyond the person's control 
The pain of an injury or the and he should not be 
miseries of an illness seem. criticized for it. 
• EVERETT NOBLE 
the choir were "How Great 
Thou Art" and "The Old 
Rugged Cross". Joseph 
MacDonald was organist. 
Pallbearers were the 
following members  of 
Herman J. Good VC Branch 
No. 18 Royal Canadian 
Legion: Arthur Bond, 
Wilbur Elhatton, Harry 
W.S. MacLean, Gordon 
Ward, Havelock Goneau and 
Joseph MacNeil. 
While Mr. Noble rested at 
Elhatton's Funeral Home, 
the Legion service led by 
Harry W.S. MacLean and 
the Masonic ritual, con- 
ducted by Murray .Clouston, 
were carried out. 
Beautify your 
nelghbomhood. 
Get out on the street. 
Take a walk. 
Walk a HE tfk.Tod.~:~: 
I 
TIP nessinsurance thatwen~qu~ 
could cancel out 
your bugineesin- _ ~  
- suranco any time 
you have a loss. 
But SAFECO is 
one of the few 
companies in the 
country with a 
during a premi- 
umperiod, aslong 
as it's been in ef- - 
feet for sixty days 
or more. That 
means contin- 
uous uninter- 
rupted coverage 
at one oftho most 
competitive rates 
in the industry. 
Just one more 
unique Continu- reason why you 
ous Commercial policy can almost always ave 
that can't be cancelled with SAFECO. 
Braid Insurafice_ . 
Agencies Ltd 
FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE INCLUDINa AUTOPLAN 
4646 Lakolse Avenue Bus: 635.6142 
Terrace, B.C. VBG tR2 •Res: 635-2015 
DIITRIClr OF IrIRRACI 
NOTI 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Zoning 
Amendment Prolect No. ADP-02.7607. 
The proposed a~nendment is concerned with the following area: 
Rezone Lot 1, EV2 of Block 11, D.L. 361, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
3329, being 3221 Sparks Street from Residential No. 2 to Central Com- 
mercial. 
The proposed Zoning Amendment may be viewed during regular 
business hours at the Municipal Hall. The Public Hearing shall be held im 
the Municipal Council Chambers, Monday, September 20th, 1976 at Y:30 
P.M. 
Any and all persons having an interest in the proposed Zoning Amend. 
ment shall take notice and be governed accordingly. 
G.W. Buchanan, 
Clerk.Administrator, 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
I 
b 
A.nn/Lan_ders/ 
, DEAR ANI~ LANDERS: My 
father has terminal cancer. 
We've known about it for 
several weeks. I can accept his 
tragic turn of fate, but l 
CANNOT accept the long, 
drawn-out, insensitive ex-. 
protons of "sympathy" from 
friends who phone day after day 
to talk about it. I also find it 
hard to'  be civilized to 
acquaintances I meet on the 
street who tell me how awful 
they feel. 
It usually goes like this: "I 
just beard about your father. 
You have no idea how sick I am 
over it. Im't it awful? I am 
heartbroken about it. He was 
such a wonderful parson. It 
must be very difficult for you to 
watchhim go a day at a 
thne.  • •" 
The eonversaiions last 
anywhere from ten minutes to a 
half an ahour. After four or five 
"sympathy,' chats I feel more 
depressed than .ever. 
Another thing: Why in the 
world do people ask, "Was the 
tumor malignant?" My father 
does not want the truth known 
and we have been abiding by his 
wishes. What is your opinion of 
such a question? Also what 
should I do about the 
demoralizing calls? -- Sad- 
done d Not Gladdened 
DEAR SADDENED: In 
response to the question,. "Was 
the tumor malignant?" It's 
nohody's business. Only a clod 
would ask. Simply say, "We 
hope for the best." 
About he phone calla. No one 
will talk to a-dead line for 30 
minutes, or even ten. Ring off 
.promptly with the legitimate 
excuse that you have many 
things to do and must run-- but 
"thanks for your concern." 
Do bear in mind, dear, that 
most of these people mean well. 
They just aren't very bright. 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: How 
much is a man suppmed to 
take? We have been married 
ten years and have two 
children, eight and three years 
of age. 
We have a lovely home but it 
always looks like a pigpen. I'm 
ashamed to have people over. 
She can never get it all together. 
Although.our grocery bills are 
sky high we seem to be eating 
garbage. Everything is either 
overcooked or underdone, l 
always put the children to bed, 
otherwise they would walk 
around till midnight. My wife is 
in the kitchen doing dishes until 
1o:3o p.m. 
Most of the laundry is sent out 
and a cleaning woman comes in 
once a month. What my wife 
does all day I can't imagine. 
Do you think things would be 
better if she took a Job outside 
the home and we hired a 
housekeeper? I'd like your 
opinion. -- Fed Up 
DEAR FED: Does your wife 
want •o work outside the home? 
You give me no clue whatever 
as to what her wishes are. 
Obviously she is a very poor 
housekeeper and you are not 
happy with the state of your 
marriage. 
It's a safe bet she im't 
happy either. I suggest Joint 
counselling. The solution may 
be a part-time Job and a part- 
time housekeeper -- who can 
cook. 
Christmas Seals available now 
B.C. Tubercu los i s -  
Christmas Seal Society 
President Alex Clark, of 
Prince George, recently 
announced that 1976 
Christmas Seals are 
available immediately to 
any person wishing to attach 
them to their overseas 
Christmas mail. 
Although the official 
Christmas Seal Campaign 
begins on November 1, with 
more than 850,000 sheets of 
Christmas Seals going to 
British Columbians on that 
day, mailing deadlines for 
parcels intended to arriye at 
overseas destinations by 
Christmas would have to be 
mailed as early as October 
§, the case with Cuba. Other 
in ternat iona l  mai l ing  
deadlines are October 13 for 
Africa, October 17 for Asia, 
October, 20 for South 
America, and October 24 for 
points in Europe. 
Since the turn of the'  
century, Christmas Seals. 
have been used in many 
parts of the world as a 
means of raising funds for 
medical research and 
disease " treatment. In 
Canada. contribulions to 
Christmas Seals are used 
Ior the study, treatment and 
control st respirulory 
diseases includim~ asthma. 
luberculosis and em- 
physema. 
Those wishing to receive a
Uanlity of Christmas Seals 
fore the official campaign 
opening on November 1 
should write the B,C, 
Tuberculosis-Christmas 
Seal Society at ~6 West 
Broa dway, Vaneouver, B.C. 
V5Z IK7 or telephone 731- 
4961 in Vancouver. 
FOR AIR TICKETS TO VINCOUVER OR 
ANVWllERE IN THE WORLD CALL 
NEW QOADRA TRAVEL 
t~ lU l~D,~!  m 
OF4U 
O ~Compare  the new low price* for the Mazda Mizer 1300 cc coupe with 
Honda Civic, Datsun B210, Toyota Corolla, VW Rabbit and Chevelte. You'll agree, 
the Mazda Mizer is the Best Buy. • " 
' lm.* l~  
e ~l] l l~t~, ,  The Mazda Mizer was the first car to get over 50 mpg highway 
(38 mpg city'Yin the '76 EPA tests.'l" . 
e Every Mazda Mizer comes fully equipped with features like 
I 
power assisted front disc brakes, electric rear window defroster, high-back front 
bucket seats and 60 amp/hr heavy duty battery, 
Now  the timeto sealadeal[ 
*Price based on Manufacturer's suggested retail price p,o.e, Halifax," ~ ~  
Montreal. Toronto, Vancouver. not including handling charges, license, gas, 
provincial sales tax or local freight where applicable. Any individual dealer is Mazda Motors of Canada Lid. 
free to sell at a lesser price. Comparisons based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices at time. 
of publication.'l'Mileage based on U.S. Environmental Protection Agency test resulU, The mileage figures 
areest mates(U S, ga onsconvertedtolmperlalgallons.)Theactualmileageyoaget wlllvarydepending 
on the type of driving you do, your driving habits, your ~ar's condition and opt ona ~qu pment, 
Skeena Auto Metal Shop Ltd, 4842 Highway 16 West." 035-6571 
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Lak . . . . . . . .  Burns  e tax idermis t  I Abbotsford Ruggers I"( '~ . . . . . .  ' 
0 rooster ¢roftsmon- I bere Saturday I|, PORTS I Action gets underway this On September iS" begin- , !  
Saturday, September Zl, ning at 2:S0.p.m, the Prince i 
B~ns Lake taxidermist, beginning at 2:30 p.m. when Rupert Rugny Club will play | .  
Wolfgang Donne, opened his the Abbotsford Rugby Club, against Abbotsford. [ 
shop in Btuus Lake for the Lower Mainland First There will be a party for | 
business in January 1975. Division Rugby Club, will the players at the Lakelse | .  O aO, om eO-- k" 
theSkeenaSecondary ', L.- . . . . .  G m r nC  
schoolfield, e • , " " ,I ou  o TV  Hoc  Spatsm hunters Lloyd 
and a kangaroo hide. from 
Australia in the display area 
of the taxidermists shop tell 
the tale of the worldwide 
travels of Wolfgang. 
He has been aprofessional 
taxidermist far ten years 
and said he decided to open 
a shop in Burns Lake 
because there were no 
taxidermists between 
Prince George and' 
Smithers. 
Further, Wolfgang is an 
avid hunter and fisherman 
himself and he thought he 
Lakes-Nechako area a fine 
ace to further his hobbies 
that field. 
Wo l fgang s tud ied  
taxidermy at the Zoological 
Institute at the University of 
Heidleburg. This is the 
second oldest university in 
the world which began in 
1368, explains the 
taxidermist. 
Both theory and practice 
were studiedby the students 
for four years and the 
students had to study 
skeletons of all types in 
detail for one full year, from 
small mice to large naimals 
like horses. 
First animal he ever 
mounted was a small bird, a 
magpie and the biggest 
Wolfgang has worked on 
was a life size wild boar. 
"The standards of 
Canadian taxidermy are 
poor compared to European 
standards", said the Burns 
Lake taxidermist. 
He takes care of getting 
hides tanned. From there on 
he makes rugs, heads o~ all 
animals, fish mounts, life- 
size mounts and souvenir 
items' made from hoofs of 
wild animals. 
A taxidermists shop is a 
natural place for fishermen 
and hunters to get together ..... 
to tell their stories. 
Wolfgang. hears plenty 
stories. "I just Cut their 
stories in half and believe 
half", he says. 
I'I.ANS TO The fish colors are 
SPECIAI,IZE IN touched up by the 
FISII MOUNTS .- taxidermist as close to the 
Fish mounts in taxidermy color of the fish as it appears 
require precise and pain- in nature. 
staking work on the part of 
the taxidermist. 
The fish must first be 
completely skinned out and 
all fat removed. This is very 
difficult as the skin should 
not be cut or it will mar the 
looks of the mounted fish. 
Once the fish is skinned 
the skin is mounted on a 
styrofoam body. A head and 
jaw for the fish is moulded 
oat of putty and glass eyes 
are put in the fish. 
Fish fins are reinforced 
with fibreglass so they will 
last and not get brittle and 
break.. 
The finished product is 
then mounted on a board 
and is ready to be displayed 
wherever the fish owner 
wants to show off his skill as 
a fisherman. 
Biggest fish ever done by 
Burns Lake taxidermist 
Wolfgang Donne was a 28 
pound char caught by Jerry 
Hull in Francois Lake. It 
took many hours to com- 
plete the mount but the 
result was a job to be proud 
of. 
Wolf gang plans to 
specalize in fish mounts. 
Omitted from current 
Hunting Regulat ions  
Synopsis: 
Every residenfwho hunts 
in the Spatsizi Plateau 
Wilderness Park (M.U, 6-20) 
must report to a Fish & 
Wildlife Branch official 
will provide information 
valuable to wildlife 
management of the area. 
Hunters may comply with 
this rule by either: 
(i) stopping at Cache 
Creek Check Station on 
within ten days following Highway 97 
completion of the hunt. till arranging with a 
This applies even if the conservation officer to 
person d:d not kill any big complete the information 
game animals while bunting statement a one of the Fish 
in the Spatsizi Park. & Wildlife Branch offices 
Purpose of compulsory during regular working 
reporting is completion of a p.m.,h°urs Monday-- 8:30 tee're'Friday.t° 4:00 
statement of the hunt which play 
There is news of a 
Technical Soccer Clinic for 
Coaching and Refereeing 
offered by the Leisure 
Services Branch of British 
Columbia. This course is 
Department would also like 
to take this opportunity to 
thank the instructors who 
took part in the camp for 
their fine effort. Without 
these hard working and 
enthusiastic individuals we bein~ sponsored by the 
Distr~et of Kitimat. The would indeed be in very bad 
dates are September 24, 25 shape. The instructors 
and 26 and the fee is $2 per were~ in Archery, Ron 
person. Any people in the Vader; Aquatics, Lee 
area who are interested in Coxford, Pauline Bishop, 
attending should contact Bruce Miller and Gayle 
Mr. Tony Coppens at 632- Heenan; Badminton, Chuck 
6111 or 632-2278 at home. Coy and B. Irwin; 
Thanks to some well Basketball, Dave Crawley 
and Winn Simones; appreciated cooperation 
from Al Parfltt and the 
CFTK Radio network, the 
Terra(:e Sports Camp, after 
a spluttering response, 
initially, was an unqualified 
success. There were some 52 
rticipants which matched 
t year's registration. The 
camp coordinator was Jerry 
Denilll and he must be 
congratulated on a fine job. 
The Terrace Recreation 
When applied to animals, the word Jack means inferior, small or male. 
BURNS LAKE 
TAXIDERMY 
Bowling, Doug Mumford;; 
Golf, Art Park; Wrestling, 
Mike Wood and finally, Rod 
Place in Volleyball. 
Some more news about 
the B.C. Northern Winter 
Games. This thursday 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Television producer Bob 
Wilson announced recently 
that Mr. Lloyd Gilmour will 
join the BCTV Wednesday 
Night Hockey broadcast 
team, as a color com- 
mefitator. An NHL referee 
until his retirement at the 
end of last season, Mr. 
Gilmour is one of the best- 
known "men in hockey, 
having served for twenty 
years as a professional 
official. 
For BCTV, Gilmour will 
he working with play-by- 
announcer Bernie 
Board Room of the Terrace 
Swimming Pool, will be a 
meeting for all adult groups 
and interested athletes who 
would like' to compete in the 
Games. 'The Games are 
taking place in Dawson 
Creek in February of 1977. 
John Furlong, Chairman 
of the Games Committee, 
together with Wayne Smith, 
Leisui'e Service Branch 
Consultant and Roger BuRy 
will be in attendance to 
explain and outline the 
format for these Games and 
Pascall during broadcasts 
of 16 Vancouver Canuck 
home and away games. He 
will privide expert com- 
mentary during the play, as 
well as analyzing highlights 
during intermissions. 
Lloyd Gilmour was born 
in Cumberland, B.C. on 
Vancouver Island, and 
began his career as an 
amateur official in the 
Okanagan Senior Hockey 
League before joining the 
professional Western 
league. As a veteran referee 
in the NHL, Gilmour was 
highly respected for his 
come along Dccau~c Iouup,c 
are needed to assist with 
local competitions and 
playdowns in the various 
activities. Community in- 
volvement is imperative to 
the overall success of these 
Games. 
Here is a challenge for all 
those people who say there 
isn't anything to do, Come 
out and get involved. It s 
lots of fun really! See you all 
Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Board Room in the 
Pool Complex in Terrace. 
good judgement and fair- 
ness in making rulings and 
callingpenalties. One of his 
most difficult situations 
arose during last winter's 
explosive game between the 
Philadelphia Flyers and the 
Soviet Army team, when the 
Soviet squad walked off the 
ice. It was Gilmour's fast, 
expert diplomacy which got 
the game started again: 
Wednesday Night Hockey 
begins October 6,1976, when 
the Vancouver Canucks play 
the Penguins at Pittsburgh. 
BCTV coverage begins at 
4:30 p.m. 
On Saturday, September 
II, 1976 at Skeena Field, the 
Terrace Northmen Rugby 
Club will be hosting Ab- 
botsford. Abbotsford are a 
Lower Mainland First 
Division Team and should 
prove extremelytough. On
Sunday, the Prince Rupert 
Rugby Club will also be 
playing Abbotsford. The 
Abbotsford team are 
visiting Terrace in an effort 
to boost heir interest in the 
game. It is also being used 
as a warm-up tour prior to 
their competitive season. 
We are looking forward to 
two interesting and hard- 
fought matches. It would be 
really great if the local 
teams could get some 
support. Please come out 
and cheer. . 
CLEARANCE 
SALElt 
Motor Homes 
.~  , . -  
20 ft, - 23 ft, - 26 ft, 
, Birds 
,Game 
,,Fish 
. ,  Rugs 
Our Prices are Reasonable ... It Costs 
No More to Get the Best 
CALL US FOR A PRICE QUOTE 
Call (Burns Lake)692-3093 
Wolfgang Donne 
Fully Qualified Taxidermist i : '  
Located a t  
133 Francois Lake Drive, 
Burns Lake, B.C. 
i975 FORe $4195 
FIO0. 6 cyl. standard, trans. 
1975 FORD $5995 F250 Super Cab, V.8, 4 speed, 
Ranger XLT 
1975 FORD $5095 
F250 Camper Special, V-8 Auto. Trans. 
1973 OOOlE $2795 
Pickup. 6 cyl. standard trans. 
1972 COMET 
2 door, 6 cyl., 3 speed, floor mounted 
1973 DATSUN 
61o St. Wagon 4 Speed. 
$2295 
$2595 
1972 COURIER $2196 DO| asses 
. 4eyi. Standard. RebuiitEngine. $3495 ~a, ,o~ger .~, . ,~ , . ,o ,o . ,~ , - . ,  
1974 POHTIA¢  i°   'a STRE  e0,u.. v.o ! 
or call our Contact in Terrace, 1972 TOYOTA 19 1 DODGE speed 
N. Riordan at 635-2320 star,on w'agon. 4cyl. Standard.. 65995 Coronet St. Wagon V.8 
for More Information 1975 FORD 1969 MEROURY $1995 • • FI00 Super Cab., V.6, auto. :: 
' " trans., trailer package. : Marquis. All power. . 
1968 FORD $1495 1974 OHEV $;3895 
Fi00 4x4 with canopy. Huqtei" Impala 
special, T e r r a c e V °  - Totem2 door, V.8 auto For trans, ud  i ,  
• DO0727A 
,,s, x, ,b Sales Ltd ,s,.,,a, i , 
.o 
/ 
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Hi C.B.ers, it's Snowflake Jelly Bean was there, He Snowdoggie and family got checking station • 
back at you again. We've used to live in Kit!mat. He back from their holidays in tripped over tr~e log he was 
had real good turnouts at the wanted to say hello to onepiece. They managed to GAME WARDEN fishing from and wound up McFoisy left the court 
coffee breaks all summer everyone here, especially run rote a few nice days and The Fish and Wildlife are successful Or not, ALWAYS GETS under six feet of trout $200 lighter ($25 for angling without a licence, and $175 
and hope to continue that French Connection and got a little suntan. How Branch checking station at provides valuable statistics Ills MAN stream. 
through the winter. They S u p e r F r o g . lucky can you get. Cache Creek, will corn- for the wildlife management Game Warden Lawson After the formalities of for l'urnishing false in- 
InPrinceGeorgewecame Therewere20membersat section and assists them formation tea conservation mence its 30th year of battles his arch-enemy' exchanging f r iendly  
are every Sunday from 3 to 5 Oscar had done it again ! t th  Sandman Inn and across agarage that was all the B.B.C. meeting this operation on September 11 with future programs and Oscar McFoisy in this series greetings and regaining officer>. 
every C.B.er is welcome to C.B. It is the Bonnet Hill 66. month. Soupy, from that and run through November studies in the central and of articles explaining consciousness, Lawson The above should 
come. A real nice bunch of people Oregon country was a guest. 22, 1976. northern regions of the regulations affecting B.C. requested a peek at Oscar's illustrate the importance of
New C.B.ers for the month run it and you would be It wasa very nice meeting. The station will be open province, outdoorsmen.  Pr ince angler's licence, reading and understanding 
are: Sky Bird, Tricky more than welcome to drop White Rhino went to from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. each Hunters who cooperate by George Conservation Of- "l must have lost it when I
Pickle, Super Grouch (who in there any time. It is about Prince George for the long day. turning in the lower jaw, ricer Doug Adolph, of the fell in the blanket), blank the rules and regulations 
changed his handle to the six miles out on the Jasper weekend. Hope he has a This is a compulsory with teeth intact, of any Fish and Wildlife Branch, stream," replied Oscar, as which all hunters, anglers 
Terrace Hot Redder), Highway. goodtime. I don't hink they checking station and all deer, moose, elk and sheds a humorous light on he salvaged a soggy bologna and other_follow.recreationistSThe angling 
offence is one of a very Grassie and Big Swede. We had three C.B.ers in make those rhino burgers hunters returning from a caribou will be of great the sometimes unknown sandwich from his back must 
There probably were others the hospital this month: there. Flying Ace would hunt and passing through assistance to the wildlife risks, taken by those not pocket, minor nature and usually 
but I haven't heard of them. Demon, Chain Saw and have had a good time up in Cache Creek during these managers at Cache Creek. familiar with the law. "Well, did you buy one carries penalties of $25 and 
Welcome in, everyone. Jungle Man. Glad to hear Ketch!can if he could only open hours must report at Special examination of the The Statute this year?" asked Lawson 
It would really be nice if they are all out and doing wake up in time. Some the station, teeth enables them to ac- False Information: as he reached for a ball uP"hat Oscar may or may 
everybody read the rules of well. people get all the luck and The information obtained curately determine the age Section 45 of the Wildlife Act point pen. • 
C.B. but most of all if There will be a dance at can sleep. Better luck next from hunters, wh~ther they of each animal, states that: not have known, ts the "A person who makes, in "Got one at Hazel's a serious position he places 
everyone used some "Kit!mat for the C.B.ers on time, Flying Ace. I any application for a himself in when he gives 
year," he smiled. "Besides, false information toa peace courtesy. I really can't see. September 18 from 9p.m. to Motorcyc  es  licence, permit, in any book, while ago. I g t on  every 
what fun a person gets out of 2 a.m. at the Elks Hall. It I'll back oh out of here keying the mike. Some wiilbe $1 per person and no now and pass all the good One of the basics of successful motorcycle riding is to feel record, certificate, report, what are you bothering me officer when wildlife of- or return made, kept, or for': Itaven't you reached fences have been corn-. 
people are talking and minors allowed. All C.B.ers numbers to you all. %'s and relaxed. Imagine the two-wheeler as a natural extension of l'urnished by him under this your quota today for pin- mitred. 
others just butt right in and are welcome. Let's have a 8's to you all, bye bye, we're your mind and body. Because the bike is so responsive to act, any fa[.~c statement or ches':" The judge explained that 
call for someone. C.B. was g o o d t u r n o u t .  clear, your slightest movements you must be careful not to entry or who wilfully fur- he took a dim view of those 
not meant for children so Kountry Kid and Snowflake overcontrol it. Your movements must be smooth and sure. nishes lalsc information toa Oscar thought he felt an who compounded the 
let's actadult about it. The The following are a few basics about slick-surface cycling conservation officer or a old stomach ulcer erupt already difficult respon. 
ones that want to play e ly  p i  aroundon it at ight should m c Lot tery  You must have the right frame of mind --  you must constable while in the when it was respectfully sibilitics of a conserwllion 
pick another channel, believe you are capable of riding safely on any surface. If discharge of his duties explained to him Umt the olficcr by supplying in- 
Visitors this month are: youhaveafearofspilling, yournegativeattitudewillaffect undcr this act is guilty of an quota was lifted and that correct and misleading 
Big Bodado and Lady Bug winning numbers your riding. Remember -- don t fear wet roads -- respect ,,ITcncc.'" Lawson could write asmany statements. TIw Incident tickets as he anted to. This offence is punishable 
from that Kittie Cat Town, them. !1 seemed that nothing upvn collvictionbyal'inenot 
Broom Handle and Golden $1.000,000 2085052 A and C Watch the road surfaces -- scan the road ahead for could spoil such a beautiful Sureenough,aftera check exceeding $50t} or to a term 
al Ilazel's it was discovered of imprisonment not cx- Eagle--Night HawK--Shot C1818155 anything that can make the tires lose adhesion with the 
Gun from Rupert, Tiger B1792822 2352549 B and C road. An otherwise tractional surface can be made slippery afternoon the day that $50.000 by the presence ofoil deposits, and, leaves or other debris. Game Warden Lawson that Oscar had not pur- cccding three months, or 
Master and Tiger Cub and A2264393 2894268 A and B • Tiger Gel from Kamloops, C1818728 Worn asphalt hat has smooth, tarred areas can be very happened to appear on the chased a licence for the both. so please don't be an 
Bandit was up from Bur- B2085052 1881638 A and C slippery when wet. Never ride in the middle area of the bank el Cold Water (:reck. - current year. In lact it's Oscar l~IcFoisy, it's just not 
naby and Soupy from that A2352549 3129430 B and C lane, especially on uphill approaches. This is the final Nothing, that is. except been suggested by some that worth it. 
Oregon country. Real $54H~.¢m $'~5,000 resting place for oil drippings from other vehicles. Also, Oscarthe p esence o[~,icFoisy.his old friend whatMCl"°isYliccncesW°Uldn'llook likekn° and troubleLet's OscarSee whatwill stumblekind of 
pleased to meet you all and C2894268 A2325331 watch out for oil drippings at traffic lights and stop signs. II ew, r in the history ot the hash'! for 3o years, iqto next week .... 
hope to see you again soon. B1881638 B2325331 You should be particularly cautious of a wet roadduring 
Wonder how those Rhino' A3129430 A2463359 thefirstfewminutesofrainfailthatfollowsalongdryspeil. Branch thcre was a day that Fig k 
Burgers and Buffalo Chips $'q,~.ooo C2463359 Those first drops of rain mix with all sorts of oil, dirt, tire- i~ot one single viola! ion 
B1872061 wear particles and other debris to form a slimy mixture occurred, then that would be ure S at ing 
taste? C2325331 C1872061 that coats the surface. This is extremely slippery for the the day that Oscar stayed Wewenttothat Edmonton B2463359 A2554225 home. lt'snot hat McFoisy Terrace Figure Skating $40, Dance Classes $15," 
Club will hold their town for a holiday and were A1872061 first few minutes, was a bad person, it's ius! Dance Classes only $20. 
lucky enough to be there for $IOO.(|0o i B2554225 Watch road hazards. Four of the most dangerous are • C2554225 railroad tracks, gratings, man hole covers, and expansion that some people thought he registration on Friday, 
a coffee break at the 1818155 A and B A2291825 joints. Even when dry, rails are slippery but whenwet they had a few shovels hort of a September I0 from 7 to 9 Second hand figure skates 
"Shakey's Pizza Parlour". 1792822 A and C B2291825 are a real menace. Approach them at right angles, go easy l'ull load. and heaven only p.m. and Saturday, Sep- and skating outfits will be 
Wesuremeta nice bunch 2264393 B and C C2291825 on the gas and stay off the clutch and brakes when knew what Oscar was up to temberllfromlto4p.m, at sold on consignment. These 
of people there. Mr. B.C. 1818728 A and B $5,000 today, lt's been said that the the Terrace . Arena. can be brought at 
Any of the above numbers of travelling over them. first sign of suspicion arose Registration fees are: registration or lay con- 
which the last five are as when Oscar got so nervous Beginners ~30. Juniors $35, !acting Sharon Beard at 635- 
shown. UP.On seeing Lawsonthat he Intermediates and Seniors 7038 for further information. 
$500 
Any of the above numbers of
which the last four are as 
.above. 
$I0o 
Any of the above numbers of
which the last three are as 
shown. .  . . . . . .  
NEW WAGE 
RATES 
Mechanics 
$9.22-hour 
Ilectriclans i Appearing at the 
$9.22.hour 
SheetmetalWorkers i+ Red D'0r Cabaret 
$9.07-hour 
Mi l lwr ight .  HOT l ICE  . .A team of students from the University k)f British C°lumbia have placed 
$9.07.hour second in an eight-day sea.to-sea Bicentennial Econo.Rally shifting their 
Mazda Miser over 3200 miles of U.S. highways and recording an average 
W~|d~r l  of 53.76 miles per imperialgal|on (44.8 MPG U.S.). 
$8.PS.hour Sept. 6th to 18tb . .TheU.B.C.team, headedbyfouryearMechanicalEngineeringstudent 
Doug Warden finished second in emissions control and third in fuel 
economy and performance in the over 2000 pound category to achieve a 
Rotary Drillers second overall rating. First position was captured by a two cylinder 
vehicle. 
$8.63.hour ..The rally started in Bellingham, Washington on August 1st, at the 
Campus of Western Washington State College, who sponsored the event. 
Iqvipmonlt Operators Competitors travelled through Montana, South Dakota, Minnesota, and 
S8.49.hour Wisconsin, all at the legal 55 M.P.H. limit, and on to Detroit where cars 
were checked for exhaust emissions and U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency mileage results. The Mizer scored a remarkable 65.8 M.P.G. (54.0 Truck Drivers us . )  in the highway test cycle and 44.6 M.P.G. (37.2 U.S.) in the city 
$8.49.hour portion of these laboratory tests. The rally then resumed with a run to 
Pittsburgh, ending in Washington, D.C. on August 9th. 
Field Servicemen ..U.B.C.'sMazda Mizer was only slightly modified for the event from the 
basic design, and its four cylinder overhead cam engine was not altered. 
SS.34.hour The nose was lowered lwo inches and air vents and other irregularities 
Further Increases sublect to AIB Approval. B.C. qr inter- were taped over to improve air flow over the car's body. One of the in. 
provincial tradesmen will receive S9.27 per hour above tents of the rally was to show that factory stock cars can get phenomenal 
Journeyman ra te . ,  gas mileage if properly driven. ' 
Our representative will be in your area in September to in. . .The U.B.C. team was loaned the car by Mazda in the U.S. through an 
tervlew applicants for the above positions, i arrangementwith Mazda Motors of Canada Ltd. Shell Oil and the Society 
Casslar is a rapidly expanding community of 1,500 located in [ of Automotive Engineers also made donations to the project. 
North Central 6ritlsh Columbia wilh beautiful surroundings. . .According to Mazda, the Mizer 1300 Coupe used in the rally has an of. 
and excellent year round recreational facilities including ficial U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A.) rating Of 50 
hunting and fishing. M.P.G. (42 U.S.) Oll the highway and 38 M.P.G. (32 U.S.) in the city. The 
Please send your detailed resume and twodoor model sells for S3150 P.O.E.in Canada. 
phone number to: 
"* i , i  Personnel Departmen,~k " • 
+i Casslar Asbest°r ~ ' +i +I Sk  Me+ , : I  orporation Limited jd~r /~k  
ii I ,Casslar,B. C. / ] /~~ I Their hit record "Dancing Free" nominated for Record of the Year eena Auto al Ud 
+ ~ ~ - ~ ~ l l l i l J  ~ Award. ~ I  Dealer i icenme No. OO391A . 
,+ i 4842 Hwy. 16 West + + 635-657| 
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Art  
SchOol to 
Separate. 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer ecently announced 
that the Vancouver Art 
School, a divisio*n of Van- 
couver Community College, 
is to become a separate 
institution ext spring. In 
anticipation f that event an 
advisory council has been 
established to make 
recommendations on the 
future of art training in the, 
province. 
The separation of the art 
school from the college was 
one of the major recom- 
mendations contained in the 
1975 report of the Marsh 
Commission which studied 
community colleges on the 
lower mainland. The report 
stated " that it is 
recommencied that the 
Vancouver School of Art be 
detached from the present 
Vancouver Community 
College complex and 
reconstituted asthe B.C. Art 
Institute, with a province- 
wide const i tuency .  
Provisions for the requisite 
degree of self-government 
are implicit in this change ... 
this is properly a matter of 
initiation and appropriate 
consultations proceeding 
from the Department of 
Education and other 
provincial departments." 
"The Department of 
Education and Vancouver 
Community College have 
both studied the Marsh 
I 
I 
I 
I 
recommendation and agree 
that this is the best possible 
direction for the art school", 
said Dr. MeGeer. ue lsey  
The school will eventually 
be funded directly by the 
provincial government and 
it will negotiate with Van-" ~ Bathroom Tissue 
eouver Community College • : ;  
for the purchase of needed ' " ,.: ~ ~  4 Roll 
services. Until such time as 
the institution is brought .~  ~ ~ .... " 
under legislation, the  %: ~'"' ~ 4 / ~  
teaching and support staff ~.~r' _ _  . ..~.,:,:~i,.r~.~ 
will continue to be era- ~,., C~(  !!  "~ e ~  '
ployees, of Vancouver , .~ 
Community College. ~•"", 
The minister will be ado . ~ ', . . . . . . . . . .  . .  , . , , . . '~ .~. .  _ ,~ ' ; , : . .~  . . . .  
vised on the operation of the ~ ~ , ~ ,  ~ ~': .'-~ ", " "' ~: :.....:~ ;~~ .,., . .  
~I;~¢h..~l by. an advisory ' !  ;~ %, : .... ' 
councileompHsed,o'f::Colin,-.l' "•.,;<":;':'--. . . . .  .... : *l l =8  
Graham: of Victoria: former I " "~"' ~/ ML.~ {~1,"  ~ 
director of the Victoria Art " ' 
• Gallery; Jerome Paradis, of 
North Vancouver, Vancouver, a ~ ~ ~ 
Provincial Court judge; 
G d n Smith, of West 
Vancouver, an artist: 
Jacques Barbeau, of 
a lawyer; 
Kenneth Caple, of Van- 
couver, former chancellor 
of simon Fraser University, 
and Victor Doray, of Van- ~i 
couver, director of -, 
biomedical communications i 
at th~ University of British ..~ 
Columbia. 
The terms of reference of 
the advisory council are: 
t. to advise on the in- 
stitutional form best suited 
to carry out art education; 
2. in consultation with the 
appropriate administrators 
as assigned by the Van- 
couver Community College 
Council and principal, to 
advise on the level of 
staffing "required and to 
recommend such ap- 
pointments as may be 
needed to carry out anef~ 
fieient and satisfactory. 
program; 
3. to .make recorn- 
mendations concerning the 
acquisition of essential 
equipment which may be 
r.equired to meet education 
and training standards; 
4. to advise the deputy 
minister and his officials on 
manpower needs for trained 
personnel in the field of art; 
5. to advise on  the 
curriculum which an art 
school should offer; 
(3, to receive on a regular 
basis a report from -~ the 
director of the centre; ' 
7. in conjunction with the 
director, to monitor the 
education and training 
standards of the program; 
8. to submit annually to 
the deputy minister ot ~ 
education a report on the 
'activities of the school; 
9: to undertake such other 
~i •responsibilities as  may be 
• required to maintain an 
effective education and 
tralhing program. . 
Dr. McGeer said this 
decision will have positive 
r effect~ on the art school, 
which has served the 
province since 1925 when 'it 
] was established by the 
Vancouver School Board as 
the ~ School of Decorative 
and Applied Arts. ..... 
And all other Brands brands 
Dristan 
24 Tab .~15 cc Mist 
fill 
~:; IN U ~ CONGESTIO '  
( 'tOt.,DE"; " • HAY F IEVE ~ 
Free School Bag with all School Supplies Purchase 
Pencils 
Crayons 64 e 
Combo $24e 
(12 Coloring Pencils & 10 Markers) 
Atasol Forte 
t00's Lined Paper 
200 Sheets 
Exercise Books 
47 e. 
99 e 
.. -: •., 
,2,9 (,nterlined)~41*109 
Bonne Bell ,School Offer 
.Bonne Belle 
r 1006 LOtion 
and.Free Soap 
Reg. Value =5~° 
f t . /  
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Cigarettes 
Reg. & King Size20's 
Flintstone Vitamins 
100's 
-.Free "Little Tin ~:~,~,:~:,~,~.~, , ¢:~:~ 
With '5 o0 Purchase ' ~ ~ ~ i  
of Bonne BeliProducts 
Plai, With Iron 
'3 *3** 
Turns 
150's 
$]]9 
C-2 
100's 
 1o9 
"Silence makes no mistakes," 
French Proverb 
PAGE AI4, THE HERALD, Wednesday, September 8, 1976 
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4. Engagements  -14. Business Pers0naL J "19. Help Wanted . .  ~ 33 .  For Sale - Misc. .33. For Sale - Misc. 48. Suites for Rent 
i 
"111e Herald, 3212 Kalum Street Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Perry, Bill's ~ - 'Tax i  DPIvers , Washer spln dryer. Onesetroof . . . . . . .  ForRent: Centrally Iocatedtwo 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. and Mr. & Mrs. Full time, part time, Class• 4. racks• Suitable for Volkswagen ~ bedroomsulte. Quiet occupancy 
Phone 635.6357 .-~ H.G. Phllpot Nebleton, Ont. are " 'w i "d  a IIcence and police permit Van or Lendrover. Phone 635- S IGHT ~ required. Phone 635.2425 
Subscrlptlonrates:Slnglecopy pleased to announce the OW Cle ner SOUND anytime. (C-36) required. Contact manager, 9471. (eft) 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 80 engagement of their children, & Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (CTF)~" • • ' 
. . . .  For Rent: 2 lownhouses, w-w 
cents. Karen and Donald. Wedding to it G~ Local hay for sale. In the 4627 Lake lse  Ave.  carpets, 2 bdrms, each. Close to 
Yearly by, mall In Canada 'take place October 16, 1976 at Jan orial Services ,3=. Bicycles,  Motorcyc les  f ie ld.  $2 per bale. Phone 846- 
$12,00. Six months In Canada the Knox United Church, 5580. (C.3~) Ter race .  hospital. Avdilable Sept. 16. 
$7.00. Senior Citizens $7.50 per Terrace, B.C. (p-35) Commercial For %,de Iv,~ l~,jpp M;ni Itike. 635.4948 Phone 635 2409. (c.36) 
year. Photo.63', "~;; *h ~ ~ ~,~. ('~1ll Price Skeena Forest Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Yearly by mall outslde Canada t & Residential. Ltd. will have e sale of low For Rent. near new 2 bdrm. 
$18.00. Six months $10.00. 8. Card of Thanks .~ Must 5~,, ,v,o ,,on,h, xl~ 1, grade lumber Monday through SCHOOL BAND apt c,o,e ,o hosp,,a, Fu,,y 
Authorlzed es second class mall " iCar g trdil hii,.. ~'~nl~ =¢,*d two Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- 'carpetted. P:bdths,'with stove 
by the Post Office Department, A card of thanks to all the pet Cleanin INSTRUMENTS Ottawa and for payment of friends and people of the late' month', I',,,,,~, n~', .'; ~'. :p 36) marked - -  S2O per 1000 bd. ft. & Iridge. No pets. Also 2 bdrm. 
postage in cash. Everett Noble who sent flowers & Rentals: - Economy - -  $40 per 1000bd. ft. duplex in town with' fireplace 
Classifieds due by 12:00 noon or donations to the different. 33. For sale . Misc. : (ctf) and full t)~sement. Phone 635- 
Monda~,.$2.0Oforflrst2Owords, ,oundations to the family. 635-6772 SALES RENTALS 52, . icl,I 
10 cents each word thereafter. And especially to the Royal ! or . . . . . .  , r ,4 Spot Cash for Used Furniture,'. " " . . . . . . . . . . .  
told ,,! ........ .,. .... ~ed, Antiques, all useable Items. REPAIRS For Rent. , ,;drm. suite and 42 
No refunds on classified ads. Canadian Legion Branch 13who Work Wanted: Eulldozing, lot s , ,ndr ,  ho' : • ~.,h,r~. The Furn i tu re  Stall I~lrnl. suite. Phone635-708/. (c- 
helped a great deal with support 
1. Coming  Events and funeral arrangements in clearing, basement digging, ~,~t  (h~ • ~ ' '  .t, t.nq ' 635-3202 36) 
etc. Backhoe work, roto.tllllng, ~,. ~ ru, • ,'hut,. [Cff) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
We ight  Watchers :  the family'~ lime of nued. ' . . . .  ' 101 Nechako Centre  Ft~r Rent in Thornhilh fur. Sincerely post hole digging. Phone 635- ,)!t.r :~ ' . .  ~.:¢ 
6782, (Ctf) For Sale: Alfalfa mixed hay in , Ki l imat  nished 2 bdrm. duplex. No dogs. meet ing held every .~on, Douq Nul)h' 
Tuesday at  7 p .m:at  the  Daughter ' t,), ,,h; ..... .. , ,~.' '.~,h:~ field or In barn. Phone 846.5598 632-5000 6355600. (p.36) 
' , t ,~ .  l |C"  .¢ , :h .  (Od l , ' r  hockt .y  o r  846 .5691.  (c -36)  c leaner ,  
Knox  Un i ted  Church  H~rbar,~ ')..=/,.U Webb Ref r igerat ion  helmet ~i,'. #. 6' ~6. IIoth Viking vacuum For Renh 2 bedroom suite. 
Ha l l ,  4907 Laze l le  4623 SOUClE 635.2108 like m.w ,,I.,o d..,.k S50 Rebuilt Engines available at compLtct • $20. Washer.spin Available September 1. Con- 
• .Avenue. 9. In Memor iam " "Telephone,dt,.r 6 p m ¢,h 9211. Sears. Save $30.00 on complete" dryer - $10. 1964 Valiant • S250. trally located. Adults only, no 
Native Resource Center will . (~-  (5If) Engine with Heads. Phono 63S.. Propane water heater • $46. chlldrenerpets. Phone635-9471. 
hold a BINGO every Tuesday In ever Io~mq murnory of ol~r 6S41 or see Page 200 of o'ur . Phone 635-5437 after 6. (p.36) (Sit) 
(le,~r 5onand I,rolh~.r. Ro'~ R~(h Viking ~*c t,unl (l~,lner, Summer Values Catalogue. For Sale: English saddle and 
night, mond Mun'./on who l~a~,~(i Authorized compact 820. t,)hlu 5dw S30, Simpson Sears Ltd. 4451 Grelg Service Depot bridle. Phone 635.5617. (c-36) "For Renh large:furnished unit 
$1,50 for first card, $1.00 for ,~ay SO,.U, tch'nt, ',~'l)fvml,er ; propane • ,t,., I1,. ~|,., $.16 4613 Lazelle Ave. for rent at 3707 Kalum Court.. 
19/3. Repairs to Refrigerators Phone 63', "dP ,:t,., 6 ~1' 36) Terrace, B.C. For Sale: Miniature Silver Phone 635.2577. (Cff) 
each additional card or 6 cards By tht, Io.~.. u! thP on~, ~',, ch,~rly Frei~zers, Washers, Dryers, 
for $4.00 (Ctf) And Ranges (C-19) Poodle Puppies. For more In- 
loved , Hide a l,t!cl ',~',lly m,dtr*~%5, formation phone 638-1604. (p- 3 Bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club" The col~r.lqe Ihdt w~, truly (Ctf) good sh,q, ~,.k inq ~1~11 K|I ~16) . . . . . . . . . .  Full basement, |1/~ baths, half 
will commence play each needed (,,n,,. only tronl above, chental.h.S/,I . ,  I,.,I, 6 month, Top quality block from schools, $ minute 
be in Room 4, Caledonia High farewell. I ~ I For f=,rthP, .mu= re,alton i~tlon~ . . . . . . . .  School. A. hr,~e p~eyers are Nor even ..... , ,o=,,ye. 6353~oo ,,,,,~ ~ ~).n, I,,) Ba led  Hay Saddle horses and l~ les ' fo r  famllles, S250 per month. 6 
Invlted to attend. For pert- He was gore- before we knew il, . . .  sale. Phone 635-5617, (Ctf) " month lease. Apply Sulto 108 - 
1 " . . . . .  4530 Scott. (Cff) 
nershlp or Informetlon. Phone And only C,,,,t knows why. For ',,~h, .~.1,1 ~i/e pool hll,h, for  sale- ~ or ',oh. k~ gi~t'ered ' Toy 
635-7356. (CTF) Alwr~ys in ,.., thoughts ,rnd with ,=((e.~ories Good (on t'o()dl,., t..',.,.k', ohl. 635.3485. "Single & double sleeplrtg rooms 
prayers. ,lel. .. d(?,lrl,, Iovect dition ') q,d aquarium. Phonu . 
INCHESAWAY by all. 63~ ~,~0 ( (36)  Phone (1' Jl] wfth cooking facilities and dally 
J A & A Service Co ......... CLUB ')adly , v,t  n('v~,r . For ',,d~:" , ,  ,,th~ Arabian and Tllald service. Also apartments Straw W~,l~h ( r ( , -  ' , , , t  for kids. & houses. Phone635-6658. 
Meet every Tuesday night at torgotten ,For  Contract Cleaning' Hay and 847-3[62  Photo. oJ~ .,, " .,ft,.r ~. (p.36) CTF) 
8:00 in the Skeena Health Unit. Dad & t~,,;,, t;.,,n~on ,~nd I Competitive • Efficient 
For more information phone family. 635-,640or 6353o,3 Harvey I for Sale 1, t t  Riverboat for sale. 50HP Cedar Place 
~oyai~ . . . . . . . .  ~ 13. Personal  Mercury. 2 gas tanks. Boat Apar tments  
• Order of Moose Lodge: [ 635 " ~ ,~ 
No. 1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting! : -6849 635-957] ' trai ler. (ctf) 4931 Walsh Avenue 
held every 2nd and 4th Thor- "[o Whom , :;'.. , (,~,. ~ . " S IGHT ~ SOUND 38 Wanted - Misc.  Suite 115 
I will not be responsible for 16. Lost Phone _ Ter race ,  B.C .  sday evern month at 8 p.m. debts 1160 cm) fibre 
Phone 635-6641. CTF i Aqg,st 11,1~6 101 Nechako  Centre  Wanted: ~.~ 635-70S6 
than mys~.~! gla55 skis and 5,1fety bindings. 
"3"ho~;nhi[r Calorie Counfer:s ~ Dail~d ,'..,.., , : ,.~,'t, i~,,t i, .... I,mh,.rhln,; Trailer K i t imat  Midst be rea~,onab le .  635-2145. New l, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill Dieter . . . . . . .  ~fj j  ~ , . , . , I  ,' .... ,r old ",,amese 635 561i 632-5000 for rent. Fridge & stove, 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. t,....,;,. ~t~u( point wdh light m II) J 6 ) . . . .  drapes, carpet, re¢. area • 
New members welcome from 14. Business Personal . 5pot on (h,..l. Olh*,rwi'~e quite PIANO ORGAN Terrace end Thornhlll. , dnrk. Hur n,~me =.~ "Cocoa , . Wanted: Older model cat. TD18 sauna end pool table. Only 
. . . . . . . .  '- ~:.'~ -• ". : . ,  Face"... SSO. reward, otfered.. ':1974Ford 11:on F.3$owith duals: ': . • or 11DH or'la~get"~ Suitable for securityapartmententerphoneln town .wthand. 
elevator• Abeolutely ne pets. snow removal. 63S-7791.~(jo-36) Rebekah Lodge Bazaar and" • : Phon063528/~'P.hone,,Hter3:l$ .and14ff..bex..:lg0,4spd,,P.S.&: SALES * " . . . . .  r I I  ~ . . . . . . . .  
General Carpentry': to 6:3o ,Lm. ; '  (p36) ~ P.B. Only ~S.  39. Boats & Engines (cff) 
Tea. Oddfellows Hall. House for Sale: 3 bedroom. 3 RENTALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November 6. 2 • 4:30 p.m. (P- 19. Help Wanted years old• $s00  down. 1970Chrysler75 HPoutboard on 
13) ' ' Low Rates ' No job too blg or small, Free REQUIRED: Person to Payments. Also new carpet, 15' runabout c-w good traller.- 
~, estimates on remodelling, supervise workshop for hsn- runners & pieces, Many colors. 4627 Lakelse Ave. 82~00. Chinook Trailer Sales 
" The Child Minding Centre is roofing, porches, siding, dicapped people. Experience $2.99 and $3.99 sq. yd. Terrace Ltd. 635-2033. D12-847. (Cff) 
,, open for the children at 3308 painting, spraytex ceiling, preferred. Must beable to keep Piano, 1969 Lasage. Real good 
Kalum (Trigo's Building] from Phone 635.4094 records and co-ordinate condition. $775. 635.-4948 New Sengster boats are now" 49. Homes for  Sale 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Ask tot John after 6 P./~A. p rogramming.  Sa la ry '  Bowler trailer. 3"wayfrldge & I ~ V A M A M R  , available at Chinook Trailer 
Friday. Supervised creative (Tfn) negotiable. Send particulars to stove, furnace. ' Excellent t ~ /  i J~ l l l l l i J~ i i  i t 1 ! !  Sales Ltd. Presently we have In 
play for children ages t fo 6 " 4610Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. condition. $1995• Phone635-6706. stock three new Inboard- 
years. The centre is being (c-36) (p -36)  ~ outboerd boats and some used 
. . . . .  ~ I . ~..;.,... . . .  .-: ..-,..: ~. ..... ~.,.........-.,...;~ ...~....×:.,,..~:,-~..:,:.~..,,.. • -~-~. " -~ . . . . .  ~. outboard units. Phone635-2033~ 
operated on a grant from the' RICHARD STEELE ~`::;:~!:i$:::::~::::::::::~$~$:$::::$.::~::~.~..:.~.~!:~:~::::~:::~.~i::::~:::$~:~.i.:::~.:~:.~.:~L::!~§~%~~ `~ ~:::: ~$::: :.~; ..:::. :::.~ :~. :~:~:~! $ .. ..`. .~:~W.~:~ ~;~:~` ~:~..: >~`~t~:`~.~: ..~.~ . . , . .~ . . :~ ,  ... ...... ,,,~,. , Dealer No. D12.847. (Ctf) 
Federal Government's Student FLOORINGINSTALLATIONS ~ ~ t~tU I Ib l~ ,  tO  ~,l'r~, 1" ,  " t • 
Employment Program and is For complete carpet, Ilndeum ; ~ "~f/ ' l111~Yl l / ' J I  10' flbreglas cartop boat. Phone 
sponsored by the Terrace and file installation. Com-, ,( . ~ 63S-9471. (Stf) 
Women's Organization. A mercial & residential. In town, ! , . .  • . . . .  ; 
nominal hourly fee is charged to out of town. • " ' : FOR SALE BY 
cover operating expenses. For Phone . . . . . . . . .  ,.. ~ " OWNER' 
further information call the 635.7891 ' '-"'SALVATION~'K'M~Y'~ ~ iZlON BAPTIST , . .  197625HP Johnson, 16ft. Lund 
Centre at 638-8311. 635.7466 '. "KNOX UNITED.  . . . . .  Big Lakes aluminum Uoat with 
- (C-36) :4637 Walsh ~ 'CHURCH , 'CHURCH .. remote controls. Trailer. This 
Captaln: Bill Young . ~ Cor. Sparks & Kelth ~ excellent fishing outfit unused 
'" : 9 :~ SUnday School . .. P astqr: Clyde Zimbelman and priced to sell. Phone 630- Coming to "[Prrnce '~epternber ~ "" ' 4907 Laurie Ave. 
~5, Diane Hissell. Community TERRAOE 11:0o Morning Worship Mlniste)" Rev. D.S. Lewis '. ~280. (c-3s) 
Education Consultant on '. 7:30 Evening Services Sunday School .: 'Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 635-S427. (c-36) 
Women's Issues, speaking on APPL I INOE REPAIR  'Mon,'Coit~ge'rneetlng" 7:30' Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. ~ Morning Worship 11.00 ajrlrl., For Sale: Hunter's Special. 24' 
"Status of Women Update". 4621 Park  Avenue wed. :Home league ' 7:3() " Under 12 11:00a.m. ' . . . .  :: wood & flbreglas river boat. 2' 
' This is an open meeting. For Fast  e f f i c ient  se'rvice to Sat. Youth group ~ " 7:30, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Worship Servlce 11:00 ~a'm'~ . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  -."' sets trailer axles & Toro riding 
more information contact any phone • , . . law~ mower. Phone 635.326"9. 
member ol K'Shian Business a l l  makes  o f  ,ma jor  .Caph¢ln or Mrs. Bill Young.. MENNONITE " ' .. (p .~S)  
and Professional Women of appl iances,  " T 
, Terrace, or phone635.2425. (c. ~ ST. MATTHEW'S'  BRETHRENi ~CHRIS IAN,  ,. ] For Sale: Hunter's Special. 24' 
, 36) West inghouse ~ . . . . . .  :CHURCH:" ~EFORMEu riverboat, 2 sets trailer axles, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Service Depot ' CHURCH, " i ' ' '~ Toro riding" lawn mower and 
Kermode Four Wheelers . A~glicenChurcho/Canads ~ 3406 Eby Street 635.3015  CHURCH. " 1975 Camero. Only 6000 miles. 
~. Meetings 1st Wednesday of each* 63§-4087 4726LaeeleAvenue, Terraco. ' Pastor Dwayne Barkman ' Sparks St. at Strsume Ave;': -.Ph°ne .~.63"5 3265. (p.37) 
Rev. Lance Stephens-635-s,s~ "Rev. Arthur H,II.men 6"3S*]2~S.21: r '47. Homes ~or  I~ent~ 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting "" . . . . . . . . . .  Summer Schedule: June 27- . . . . .  
room at the Sandman Inn. For~ ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e '  ' Church: 635.9019, ~ "Sunday School Terrace 10: For Rent: recently renovated 2 i "  further information phone 635- Golden Rule: Odd jobs for th ; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  September 5 • ' 
3442. Iobless, Phone 635.4535. 32,18' ['Sunday Services !0 a.m: Joint Sunday School & Wor-~ a.m. 
Kalum, (CTF) _]~ LSunday School 10 a.m,' ship Service - 10:45 a.m. "Sunday School Rem~0 - 2:30" bdrm. house on large town lot. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  , First twenty.f ive minutes: p.m. Phone 635.3677 after 5. (p.36) 
geared to chlldron. (Muslcel, 11:00 a.m. Worah p Service For Rent: 2 bedroom furnished 
" Register now for Twin For t instruments, puppets, Bible S:00j).m. Wors.h R Servlce . , .  .~ ' . stories, etc.) . . ' : ' ;  " . .'" : ,  • ":'" : ~. house in' Thornhill. Available. 
Ceramics Fall Sessions: PARTIClPAClrlON , Interested In a home Bible , Immediately. Also 2 bdrm. on, 
~h ' SAC'I~ED. HEART; Study? Call 63S.3015. " . . . . . . . .  :" ~' Kalum Drive. Phone 635.$775. 
i For further in!0rmati0n Join I~ARISH~ ; 
ACTION . " . . . .  : ' TERRACE l ' ~-~off) 
' • • 'UPLAND'S! ALLIANCE" ' For Rent: 2 bedroom house. No 
! phone Alyce Gre lson  Ternce: . . . . . .  " ",-:3045:30 a.m.Straume' Ave.. TOT13"~'Terrace: " I ]APT |ST ,  ' iCHURCH ir' ~, 36)petsJ°lease' Phone 63S.5694. (p -  
at 635-7365 F i tness  " 11:30 e.m. 7:30 p.m:. j . :i~HURCHI " Pastor Munro . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  % 
• , . . . . . .  ' ° ' 0 '_._4~.3.A~L~r Ave_...i..~.-,147 _ ".48. Suitesfor Rent .i 
~'  or  come and see us Centre 'EVANGELICAL I 'Pastor D.K. Ha'le638.9,0 ~ " . . . . . . .  ~ ' , . . . . . .  Corner of Halllwell and N.' Sunday 9:45- B'lble School "' 'gary- '  on'e" -s'~i.c"on'talttecl" 
; -  at Swhnming .... ( Ikited ' FREE CHURCH• ~om~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.....: ..... :' 11 a.m. ;Worship S bachelor suite. No pets. No 
; 2116A Pear Street. Pool) S lgn l  - SUlNIr- . .. • ~- . .  ' '10:00 a.m, Bible Teaching " Cor. Park Ava. and Sparks St,~ 11e.m. Mornlng Worship t' children. No parties. For fur-, ' Sunday School " r ther information call between 6 
viled Gym Rsv. W.H. Tstum ( 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship '~ 7 :1S p.m. Evening Service *;.. and 7 p.m. 635.3576. (Cff] ' 
~.~ ~ 7 gays ... ~.3.02_ Sp.a3.k.s Stree_.___t.6~.5115, Service .Wed'n. . . . .  7 p.m. - Bible Study &:', 
~" . . . . . . . .  " : . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  : - - '11  AWeek  "9.45SundavSch~l . . . .  ~, 7:30p.m. Singing and Blbe '.Pr.Pra.yor 1 ~ ~ HILLSI-OELODGE . "~ 
~" I '  , ..... ~L,'c:~).~.S- .~.. ' :  iJ Monthly or  year ly~ .; 1;:00 Mornl'ng Worlh p ': Study . . . . . .  :.'.. - ......... ' " ' "  " . . ~ 4450 Litt leAve ... . .  -~  
; : :_..Mq.u:,.Lmyu.a..._,~l.:~J m e ~ l p  7:38 Evening Sarvces Weds .... " i '= , . . . . . .  " ' ~ '"  '..i., :Sleeping rooms, housakeej~lg I 
j Men., Thurs., Set. I .]1 Join Anyt ime . Wednesday 7:30 p.m. =" I '"e:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies, I tPENTECOS'r~, , ";;~ ~onlts, centrally located, ~[o11~ 
P.ho_q_e.63$-S520,6:),.$63__3.6_~.':~l 3313KBIum .. : ~/~,axerendBlhleStudyi ,' "::"~'YouoreWelcom(;ot'  " ' : i  ~fA-~LERNACLE~" ' '  ,furnlshed. ReosonableratesbyJ 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  it , ' ................................... tday or week. Non.drinkers o ld~ 
~ ;~- - " "  ...... . . . . . . . . .  ' J (Acro=f romamm) ~ LCHRISTLUTf lERA~. I ' : :  ' . . . . . . . .  : .... ~ . . , . . ;~  "4=4~Lazdle':Avi. .~_  
,' ::. ',CHUR(~'H~ i" , CHURCH 0F_ ( i~  
'~ NURSERyJACK &SCHOOLJILL NEW IN TERRACE. Pro-tech. COt.,,. ,SINIrks St.& Park A~h~l ! i  . . . . .  1tl6 RIVer" Drive• " 1 
i _ Electronic Sl~glneerlng. We: .' . ,~Y ,  R.oI-E~(;~qr Ter r i~,  B.C. ! 
( re-opens ' F,,r information and a n specialize in repair of all home. ~Morn l~rv lce .a t  11:00 .a.m.'.~.iRev. R.L. White 
( "" "" - M s Anders~n and commercial electronic .:,~'n¢lay S~:h~"~.~it'Classa,'"~l Morning Worship lh00 e.m.- ~. pllCatlons pnone r . ~" at syr~tems. We will also engineer' ~--onfl_rmatlpn. CJas_s. Dt ~.'~,.|i Evening Worship 7:30 o.m. 
z -- ' to your requirement. No,7 4621 .: "Your  Friendly Family, t Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. ~ 635.5187 
~,,  (c-36) Lakelse 638-8215 .~J~.~r.¢ll', ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,, "~uhday School 1O';B.-~--~' 
Ctf 
635- 
6357 
. .49. Homes for Sale 
| 
For Sale: Private sale. 
bedroo m , newly decorated 1200 
sq. ft. Minimum tax. Franklin 
fireplace, lot 75x200, garden, 
stove, fridge, washer & dryer 
included. Located central 
Thornhlll. Close to schools & 
• stores. $29,500. Phone 635.7610. 
(C.36) 
For Sa le : fami ly  home on 
bench. Approx. 2000 sq. ft. of 
living space up and down. In- 
cludes 3 bedrooms, den, roc 
room, fireplace, 2 full 
bathrooms and large workshop. 
On one acre Iondscepad lot. 
Phone 638.1790. (Ctf) 
For  Sale: e large older 4 
bdrm. home on I acre on 
Haugland. Has rock fireplace. 
2 rental suites In back, large 
basement, fixed as a suite. 
Well furnished. Price $43,000. 
Revenue of $400 per month. 
Phone 635.6941. (Ctf) 
For Sal~: 2 homkiFon ~ acreqot' 
lust outside Terrace. .  , 
Reasonably priced. Phone 6.~5 - 
.~84 after S p.m. (CTF) ' :. 
S acreswith 2 bedroom house in 
town. Wlll help finance. Phone 
635.4453. (Ctf) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom basement 
suite. Some furniture. 4714 
Straume. $95. 635.4357. (p.36) 
Near new townhouse for sale. 
With appliances. 2 blocks fPom' 
downtown. 3 bedroom, 2. 
bathroom, 1100 sq. ft. Fenced In' 
back yard. Phone 635-5010. 
(cff) 
3 bedroom house for sale: 5445 
Heppel Rd. Asking price $18,000 
with low down payment. Cash 
offers will be considered. 635. 
7548. (P.37) 
House for Sale: m~ acre lot, 3 
bedrooms up, I down, rec. 
room, partially furnished, full 
basement, hardwood floors. 
Rabbit pen on lot. 4726 Park 
Ave. Phone 635.2461. (ctf) 
For Sale by Owner: one small 3 
bedroom home on Scott Ave. 
and one 3 bedroom home on 
Straume Ave. Phone days 635. 
3630, evenings 635.4238. (Ctf) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house on 
large lot. Reasonably priced for 
quick sale. 635.9982. (p-36) 
For Sale: two houses. One 3 
bedroom 1080sq. ft. Lot 70'x220' 
with 24x30workshop. To be seen 
at 985 Kofeed Rd. Also smaller 3 
bedroom. To be seen at 975 
Kotoed Rd. or phone 635.5692. 
(C-36) 
3 acres with 3 year old home. 
Close to town. Wall to wall 
shag, 3 bdrms., full basement. 
$48,000. 635.7S78 (P.36) 
51. Business Locations 
700 or 1100 sq. ft. on Lakelse 
Ave. soon to be ~wailable. 635 
3042• Suihlble tor retail or 
repair shop. (oil),  
Large double lot in R.1 
Residential area with newly 
decorated 2 bedroom homo. 
includes Irig, stove, washer, 
dryer, dishwasher and deep 
freeze. $37,000. 635.2400. (p 3?) 
"FOR RENT 
OFFICE SPACE 
'620 sq. ft., 2nd floor, modern 
building, contrally situated. 
, WAREHOUSE SPACE 
) Ranging up to 20,000 sq. if. on 
rail trackage. 
For  Sale: 2 bedroom Contact Mr. Parker at: 
WlGHTMAN & SMITH 
house on 2 acre  lot. Phone ' Realty Ltd. 
For sale: 3 bedroom house and 
2 bedrooms in basement. Some 
finishing required. Lots of 
water. L geared out of 
municipality. Will sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Will take trailer 
• as part down payment. 100'x150' 
lot. Phono 635-3453. Also 1956 
Pickup. (p 36) 
For Sale: eight room house in 
Queen Ch,lrlotte City on 3 lots. 
Close to .~(hool. good water & 
septic system~ .Ask, ing $50,500; 
write BOA 63. Phone 5594749. 
(c-39) 
• . 
See our  Real Es ta te  
Adver t i sement  on .the' 
back  page of  th is  week 's  
Enter ta inment  Guide 
Pruden & 0urr ie 
11916) Ltd. ~ 
L 
FGR SALE BY OWNER • 
3 bedroom house close to  
hospital. Carpet throughout. ~ 
Closed in garage. Basement 
suite rented for 1;180 per month. 
635-6361 
..Office space for r, nt," t~/u 
;square feet, second Jlc~,r,, 
idewntov~n ocatlon. Available' 
:~Immedlately. Phone 6.15-7181 
.~CcTF . . . . .  :~ 
' 55. P roper ty  fo r  Sale 
:5  acres with 2 bdrm. hoIJse I/1 
town. Will help finance. Phone. 
635-4453. (Ctf) 
"#()r s~,le by owner: 9 pf,me 
commercial lots on Lakelsa 
Ave. In Terrace (2 corners). 
• Also 1 bulldln~ lot on Scoff Ave. 
Phone days 635.3630, evenings 
635-4238. (Ctf) 
TRAPLINE in the Bulkley' 
Valley. Includes Dome Mtn., 
Paradise Lk., Deception Lk. 
Permanent log residence, 
snowmobiles and all necessary 
equipment. Details: Box 135, 
Telkwa, B,C. (P-36) 
I R'ECRE~,TiOkAi .  PRbP~=RT~ OR???? 
Two parcels of property north I
end of Kalum LaKe.' Ap. 
jp r0xlmafely 25 miles from L Terrqce. 1 to 2 acres iach., Creek running thro(Jgh. prbparty. Phone 6,15.9471 for. 
forths" Information. (CTF) 
e ' , .  . • 
!COUNTRY LIVING IN TOWN 
phone 635.3288. (Cff) •Beautiful S acres with ,2 
'For Sale by Owner: Tudor style bedroom house on bench. Good 
I~ome. 1250 iq. ft. 3 bedroom,. Investment potential. Phone 
ensuIte, 2 fireplaces, sundeck. , 635..4453.. (Cff) 
Large lot on qulst street. Owner! ' ";7 
.balng transferred. For apJ .Corner lot for sale In tow 
palntment to view phone 635-~ Corner of Walsh and Sparks.. 
• Phone weekdays 395•3515' or" 
9272. (Cff) write to Post Office Box 689, 100. 
' •Mile House, B.C. (C-521 
~New 3 bedroom home In the 4~0 
Block Walsh. Full priceS39,000. For Sole: 800'x200' lot in 
Medlg Construction Ltd. (Ctf) Thornhlli. Phone 635.7249. 
'U  j 
• , >. , ;=.  " "trHE HERALD, Wednesday, September e, 1976, PAGE AIS 
--, . . . . . . . . . .  ..... ....... , ..... :----'. . . . . .  ~-  .... : - - - " : * ,  ~'~"~e~d~ ' happened to l)e llere. 
] ' ' ' Le t te rB  y v r  , ,' yn  " OnwasAn°ther interesting book ~ h a n d a  godia book."The ComingSeCret ,. 
'56. Business Oppor2unity $7. Automobiles : se. Mobde Homes towa~l.s Nor~ ~ -'/ 
" - '" , -- ' -" ~ ~  . . . . . . .  .: ..... "--'----. ...... .. mm mormng so a. ~u~ . 
• MOTEl For Sale: 1967 Dart In good For Sale: 1949 12xdO Generali 'people seem anxious to ~ " . . -: . . . . . . . . . . . .  : :  : .,._ Forees of the Pyramids" by 
Trvvourofferonth;saNradlve running c0ndlflon, 198! TP' Wall, on one and one-elghth'm~ke UsE Of the very low f rom MasSet ,  Warren Smith. l was aimost
11"unitmotelwelllocatodnnar holiday camper, trailer, acres of land. Fruit wese,[,tide It bas been nice and [ !Queen Char lo t te :s :  ' hal~way into the book when 
busy town on No. 1 Trans. Telephone 635.4246. (¢.34) greenhouse, root cellar and, suunyuptonow.buta WeLl] ~; ! : cording to him some thinl;s • large garden. Garden tootE( clouds is now amemptmg m: i .... ", Vic want~i to read it. Ae- 
• -are far-fetched, but on me 
Whole he seamed to think it included. Very reaEonGbly; close out the sun, " E l la  Brat :  - " - 
• : . from a skeptic that i s  a 
i , _ _ . ___  
Canada Highway. 3 bedroom 
living quarters for owner with: Fbr Sale: 1974 Chew ~ ton 
attractive stor;e fireplace In pickup. Phone ~lS.S000. (Cff) 
living room. Basement with hot 
water heat. All units nicely For Sale: 1973 Toyota Hllux 
furnished with TV, air con-, .pickup. Phone 635-$000. (Cff) 
ditlening and hot water heat. 
Full price asked $139,000 and 
~9,000 handles. For brochure 
and pictures contact  Lea, 
Greaves, Salmon Arm Realty 
Ltd., Salmon Arm, B.C. 832. 
2141. (c-36) 
'Reduced to Sell: 4-plex - MI00" 
monthly income. All suites: 
Include frldge, stove, living; 
room drapes. Full occupancy. 
Phone 635-9471 for further. 
details. (aft) 
i 
FOR SALE 
l iNE GROCERY & CON- 
:ECTIONARY 
~ttached 3 bedroom house. 
Profitable business right 
across from high school. View ; 
at 4844 Loan Avenue or call 
~1S.6066. (O-37) 
! 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale: 1972 Ford '.~ F.110, 
4x4, 4 speed, short box with' 
Galaxie canopy• Good con. 
dillon. 635-9605. (c-36) 
For Sale: 1966 Blue Bird School 
bus • $2,500. 19 It. boat with VW 
inboard motor. $:),500. 1973 Go 
Joe Bush Buggy -,$600. 1973 
Skroule Snowmobile - $600 or 
both for 51,000. 1970 In- 
ternational Scout 4x4 with snow 
blade - $2,500. Phone' 635.2600 
days, 635 6937 evenings. (c-36) 
1964 Valiant with 6 tires . 5250. 
Phone 6355437. (p.36) 
For Sale: 1969 Rambler Am-. 
bassador ~,hT, 343 rnotor, air 
conditioning, automatic, Needs 
some work but runs well. Phone, 
635.3268 otter 5 p.m. (stf) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev Impala 
Station Wagon. Excellent. 
condition. Phone 635.2396. (p.' 
37) 
1969 Ford E200 Super Van. 3000 
miles on rebuilt engine. $2200 or 
best offer. 635-.1033. (p-36) 
For Sale: 1966 Ford Cyclone 289~, 
For Sale: 1971 Ford =/4 ton V-8. 
-Phone 635-5000. (Cff) 
For Sale: 1972 Chevelle. Phone 
635.5000. (Ctf) 
1973 International % ton. V-S,' 
auto• Excellent condition. Low 
mileage. Phone 635.5000. (Cff) 
'1962 Chev Wagon. V.8, auto. 
Low Price. Phone 635.5000. 
(Cff) 
1974 Chevy t/2 ton. Excellent 
condition. Low mileage. V-O, 
auto. Phone 630.~000, (Ctf) 
~ .... , . . . . .  . . ~  
197£Dodge Power Wagon ~ ton, 
4 wheel drive. Automatic, P.S,, 
P.B. Phone ~5-$1~. (Ctf) 
1967 Cortlna, Mechanics 
special. Phone 635.5000. (Cff) 
i 
FOR SALE 
1~73 , Land Rover 4 wheel 
drive. Electric winch. New 
rubber. 
CHINOOK TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
5506 Hwy. 16 W. 
635-2033 
L DI2.847 (ctfl 
I FOR SALE I 
1974 Cougar XR-7. 400 CID. I 
Deluxe trim - electric windows | 
- low mileage. I 
CH~IOOK TRAILER | 
SALES LTD. | 
• L~s.2033 I 
D12.847 (ctf) I 
"58. Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 1971 Safeway Manor 
Deluxe. 12x68 three bdrm., 
excellent kitchen working area• 
Includes frldge, stove;plywood 
skirting, porch, joey shack and 
aluminum storage shed. Phone 
635.2715. (Cff) 
• -Automatic, Convertible, 7ram ';~:,~ 
Magnum. Phone 638.1904:. 
1972 Ford Mustang Grande. 
P.S., P.B., Radio, Tapedeck( 
Tach, rear window, defroster. 
Lots of extras. Call 635.5850. Ask 
fo r  Pa l ' .  
Consign your car, truck or, 
trailer. Let a professional sell it 
for you. 
Copper Mountain Enterprises(' 
Ltd. 635-4373. DL4144 (Ctf) 
FOR SALE 
A.1 Beautiful condition. 1973 
Glendale Mobile Home 12'xS,i' 
and Joey Shack 12'x20' with 
porch 15')(6'. Finished on the 
inside with two extra rooms. 
Sold together or separately. 
Phone 
635-4094 
After 6, 
(Cff) , i 
:4 McCOL L •Real Estate Services Ltd. 
(A.J. McCOLL NOTARY PUBLIC) • 
609- LAKELSE AVE.  635.613t 
roll. . 
Well built houseon 300' deep 
lot with subdivision potential 
on extension of Davis Ave. 3 
IxIrms• up, suite in bsmt., 
beautiful garden with many 
fruit trees. Stove, fridge & 
drapes included. Listed ex- 
clusively at $56,000. 
60'x160' level bu'lldlng lot on 
Graham Ave. Town water and 
sewer available. Mad-den 
zonlng. Asking $10,000. MLS. 
sundeck over carport. In- 
cludes nearly new stove and 
frldge. Very ~ reasonably 
priced. Exclusive at $,t5,000. 
Large building lot on Cedar 
Crescent. Overlooks wooded 
ravine. Residential 1 Zoning. 
Asking $17,500. MLS, 
THIS WEEK'S 
EXCLUSIVE AT $55,500.00 
FEATURE HOME 
This centrally located home 
on l 'h acres must be viewed to 
be appreciated. Beamed 
ceiling, large fireplace, built. 
in bar, landscaped. Brand new 
garage & workshop. 1630 sq. 
ft. 
Two side by side 80'x200' lots "65 , /~ acres at Usk bordering on 
on Otter Drive In Copperslde Skeena River• Access vla 
Estates. One virgin, one ferry. Power, water & phone 
cleared. Water available, avalloble. Listed at $65,000. 
Listed exclusively at $6500and • MLS. Open to offers and 
terms• 
This well set-up doublewlde Is 
situated on a nicely treed 
240'x200' lot. Includes a 
storage shed and 22'x28' 
garage. Frldge, stove and 
other furnishings Included. 
Exclusive at $35,000. 
"Bob Hallsor ": 
!Bonnie Shaw ': 
.Bu.d_McC~.!!. ~. 
1968 doublewlde s (~t  on con- 
crete pads on Copper River 
Rd. 1,/= sets plumbing, 
Franklin fireplace with 
feature wall. All but personal 
furnishings included. Asking 
S26,000. MLS, 
Hight~ 635.911)~; 635.6970 i 
..... m~6~ 
priced. Phone 635-3025 or view 
at 438 Crescent Drive. (P-3~) 
1.3 .xn .  3 ~drm: Safeway! 
Manor mobile home. Set up & .  
skirted In Woodland HelghtsTr. 
Crt. Will accept first reasonable 
offer.  Phone 635-9280 afer  
).m. (P-37) 
CHEAP TRAILER 
• , .  S1004.00 plvs 
CHEAP JOEY SHACK 
10 X 45 
Needs Repairs 
p~na ,635-4286.co m 
, . .  
Trailer spaces for rent, 
Woodland Heights Trai ler 
Court. 835.9605. (Cff) 
For Sale: 1973 Glen¢lall mobile 
home 12x66, Contact M. 
Whelpley at Sank of Montreal. 
638.1131. (Ctf) 
i 
1969 Glendale 
Trailer for Sale 
Must be seen to. 
be appreciated. 
Excellent Condition. 
Phone '635-3202 
or 635-2368 " 
i 
For Sale: 1972 12X57 two bdrm. 
Ambassador, furnished, washer 
& dryer. Electr.ic fireplace. Set 
up and skirted. Small  down 
payment, take over payments. 
635.9605. (c.36) 
For Sale: 12x56 Glendale 2 
bdrm. Good condition, all 
furnished, extra included ad. 
dition 8x16, washer, dryer, 
television, freezer• It's on lots 
75x225. Fenced, skirted, garden 
space, storage sheds. View Lots 
For days I have been 
planning to write snorer 
letter for the Herald, bm ~( 
almost looks as though one 
accomplishes n~ore when 
there is less time. (One also 
23 Penner Drive. Phone 635- people were also attempting 
3516. to catch fish-- it is supposed 
• to be a good.time to try this 
when the tide is surging in. 
For Sale: 8'x,18' trailer. Used The little girls were 
for construction or otherwise. 
cannot entertain visitors 
and be spending time at the 
typewriter.) And strangely 
enough the three girls from 
next door kept wanting to 
stay overnight. The story 
from the eldest was that I 
had been away such a long 
time. However it will be 
different when school begins 
again soon. Perhaps men 
their father will not have to 
wonder if they are ever 
goini{ to really live in their 
newnome. 
This weekend Ed's 
brother has come up for a 
short business and pleasure 
trip, so the two of them have 
spent quite a number of 
hours trying to catch a fish 
in one of the rivers. Tanis 
has also been busy fishing, 
and since sbe was the last 
one in the family who did 
catch a nice fish in the 
Sanl~an, some boasting 
continues to take place. 
The R,C. Canuck left on 
Tuesday for another fishing 
expedition; It is to be hoped 
beth Grandpa nd Kerry do 
well. ' 
bly writing hasjnst had a 
lengthy interruption. First 
there was a trip to'North 
Beach ,for a slow and  
leisurely short drive along 
the beach. Visitor Don 
remarked on Tow Hill's 
resemblance to Diamond 
Head and bow the trees on 
Yakoun Point do look like 
.~Ims. This type of optical 
illusion seems to hit any 
'visitor who has been to the 
island of Oaha. 
Following that drive there 
was some flaying of the 
Sangan River "by the 
fishermen in. the group. 
quite a number of other 
does not feel like summer. 
We had not planned to be 
away long so my tour was a 
short one. There are so 
many assorted shells in 
bexos now that I made a 
start on packing home some 
of the seaweed and keJp mac 
is said to be one of the main 
reasons for successful 
gardens here in Masset. Had 
I started this early in the 
summer, there would have 
been e considerable pile but 
up until now it seemed 
easier to be talked out of 
packing anything else home. 
Added to the compost 
-heap though, this product of 
the sea should give to soil 
any missing nutritional 
elements. 
The garden growth this 
year shows the value of all 
that was added last fall. 
Gladioli plants that. have 
been staked for protection 
against the very common 
breezes now have buds 
towering above most of the 
sticks. The shasta daisy 
plant near the dogwood tree 
m the tallest one I have seen 
-- that dogwood tree has 
presented us with four 
flowers this summer which 
seems remarkable in ligbt 
of the newness of the tree. 
Now long after we. 
returned from our outing the 
fishermen returned home. It 
was not entirely unexpected 
since many of the trips have 
been of a five day duration. 
Vic seems very pleased with 
how Kerry has been doing so 
that is good. It looks as 
though Kerry may be ex- 
pected to return next year; 
According to Kerry there 
had been lots to see on this 
trip. Dolphins had played 
ahead of the B.C. Canuck at 
one time. Killer whales had 
been noted off in the 
distance another time and 
falcons bad been observed. 
(At this early hour I cannot 
dressed in summer shorts o seem to remember the other 
63s.70~ atAloha Trailer Park.. I discouraged them from two items.) Vie has gone 
(ctf) '"  , . . . . .  " ,following'fi~etblhaexpos~d down to. 'the.beat after 
beach, where i t  definitely haVing put some fish away 
- in the deep freeze. Up until, 
1969 Imperial 12x51 trailer• now he has given most of the 
Unfurnished. Asking IB,000. Call 
635.7451. (p-38) 
67. Snowmobiles 
1975" Polar!s Colt 340 and 1972 
Arctic Cat Panther 440 and all 
• accessories. Phone 635.9685. (p- 
38) 
68. Legal 
For Sate: Excellent Condition. 
1971 Paramount 2 bedroom 
moblle~home. 12'x62' and Joey 
shack 9'x14' with 9'x22' porch. 
Con be viewed at 21 - 3624 
Kalum St. View. Centrally 
located. ~800 or best offer• 835. 
" 9087. (p-37) NOTICE TO 
CRE DITORS OF 
FIRST MEETING 
",~ Xr~Vela'rre 1~" tr-a|l~:.Ft]lly" . (sac. oo(1) ) 
equipped with equalizer h l t~  
Phone 635.6531 days and leave: IN THE MATTER OF THE 
name and number. (CTF) ! BANKRUPTCY OF WILLY 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ JOSEPH VANBRAUENE 
During me week L me[ 
"Skip" and Grace Warner 
from Terrace, who had been 
bolidaying at Two Hill and 
who were heading down for 
some campin$ on the T'eil 
River. Thezr daughter 
Laurene stayed with us 
--'earlier in the year when the 
Caledonia Band toured tho 
Islands, so perhaps her 
• report prompted the parents 
to make this choice of a 
holiday spot. 
fish that cannot be sold 
away. 
It was a shock to be up 
earlier today. Tanis is 
pinch-hitting as school 
secretary.for three days and 
Grandma was next door 
until Ed returned to be with • 
the sleeping youngsters. 
Ed's brother left on the 7:30 
a.m. plane. It was nice that 
be was able to take a spring 
salmon with him .and 
perhaps he ~ spin. a. 
'temporary story aoout 
having caught i in one of the 
rivers. 
We had another visitor 
this weekend. Mario's flew 
Visitors and Mah Jong 
games have interfered with 
my reading and the present 
book is taking me much 
longer than usual. It is also a 
very "deep" book that was 
loaned to me .by daughter 
Eleanor Laverty. The book 
i s  by Noreen Quirm and 
entitled "She Can Read 
Your Past Lives". A close 
EPersonal friend of the late 
dgar Cayce believes Grace 
Loehr is his successor. 
Helen Robertson's com- 
meilte to this effect are at 
the beginning of the book. 
Grace Loohr is the wife of 
Franklin Leehr who is the 
author of "The Power of 
Prayer on Plants" as well as 
"Diary After Death". Both 
husband and wife are or- 
dained ministers and the life 
readings are being done 
under the sponsorship of the 
Rel ig ious Research  
organization. Anyone who 
believes in reincarnation 
would be fascinated by this 
book. Two complete life 
readings conclude the book 
- -  names of those involved 
are altered to protect the 
persons from publicity. I 
was unable to obtain the 
book in Victoria but have 
ordered a copy from the, 
Atman Book Store on 
Government S . 
It turns out 'that wo know 
the famfl~ involved with the 
ferry a~czdant last week. My 
sister told me yesterday 
that it was their nephew. 
Apparently the younger 
daughter Judy would not 
have been saved had she 
"been .wearing a seat belt, 
and as it was, Diane and 
George Jones and their 
older, Did, were just able to 
get out of theirs and swim 
out the open car window. It 
must have been a shattering 
experience. But with so 
many of our highways being 
adjacent to water, I do not 
think seat belts should be 
mandatory. It just may be 
ene other way of signing 
somebody eise's ~ death 
warrant. 
A letter from Okanagan 
Falls mentions how Randy 
Laverty and half of the 
residents of Penticton saw a 
~' FOR SALE I 
.1974 Vanguard 20 ft. Mini.| 
heine. Extra clean - -  Iowl 
mileage. I 
CHINOOK.TRAILER • I 
SALES LTD. I 
ns.2033 I 
D12-847 (Cff) I 
65. Mortgage Money . 
• ..., 
SECOND MORTGAGESi 
• No bonuses, 
brokerage orfinder's 
fees 
• Borrow upto $15,000 
• 14.9% onemounts 
over$5,000 
• 15 ydar amortization i
HOUSEHOLD REALTY 
CORPORATION LIMITED 
TERRA(:E "" 
4808 Lakelse Avenul. 
635-7207 
i 
MORTGAGE .. 
-MOHEy.!:t,  ' 
....... FOR .. • 
Home PurchaSes ~: 
Renovation 
Any other worthWhile pur-i 
poses. :! 
Rates from 
123/4 P~ rce.n..t 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
/PEACE RIVER , 
, :MORTGAGi[S ]
..... "g.4al9 L~kotm ;~e;" "1 
Terrace J 638-1518 
Notice Is hereby given that 
WILLY JOSEPH VAN- 
BRAUENE, painter, of the 
District of Kitlmat, In the 
province of British Columlola, 
filed anassignment on the 30th 
day of August, 1976 and that the 
first meeting of creditors will be 
held on the 1Sth day of Sep- 
tember, 1976, at the hour of 2:00 
o'clock in the afternoon, at the 
office of the Trustee, 302-4622 
Grelg Avenue, In the District of 
Terrace, In the" Province of 
British Columbia, and that, to 
be eligible to vote, creditors 
must.file with me, prior to the 
meeting, proof of clalm, and 
where, necessary, proxies. 
Claims against the estate 
must be filed with theTrustee. 
before distribution Is made; 
otherwise the proceeds of  the 
estate will be distributed among 
the parties entitled thereto 
without regard to such claims. 
Dated at TERRACE, B.C. this 
31st day of AUGUST, 1976. 
D.L.G. Porter, Trustee: 
302.4622 Grelg Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
• V0G 1Ni (c.36) 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
LAPOINTE, Edward Raymond 
: o.k.a. LAPOINTE, .Joseph A., 
late of 1308 Burden Street, 
Prince George, B.C. and 
Skeenavlew Hospital, Terrace, 
B.C, 
Creditors and" others having 
claims against the said' 
estate(s) arehereby required to 
send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 638 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C.'V6C 2L7, before the 20th of 
October, 1978 after which dam 
the assets of the said estate(el 
, will he,distributed, having 
~. regard onlY to claims that have 
• been I:ecelved, :.~. . i  • 
CLINTON W• FOOTE, 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE (c-38) 
friend; Mary MeSweeney, 
stayed with us, when Mario 
was not showing her many 
of the favorite places. Mary U.F.O. The news was en the 
has 0nly a few days left t~ local radio station there 
work at Pr ince Rupert about one being over 
General Hospital beforeshe Naramata nd another over 
flies back to Nova Scotia to Kaleda There was a mother. 
take some further schooling, ship of the cylindrical kind ' 
It begins tolook as though it and a baby. "Both were 
will not be too long befere flooding all their different 
Mario Gonzalez and his dog colours." The happening 
Zorba, start on a trek back took place around 11 p.m. 
to  that other coast from and during the week when 
Canada. .. •.--the rest of me .Laverty 
i 
*., ~.'~ 
L- 
,HAY FOR SALE 
In the field. • Brome,'-alphaifa, 
"aleik!, timothy.' 
' Taking orders now.. 
84T.3166 • 
. . . . . .  1 i - -  TT . . . . .  " ..... 
J IM 'S  TACKL I  SHOP 
i 
"Rod & Reel Repairs - -  Custom Rods - -  Fresh 
and Salt Water Fishing Tackle - -  Fishing 
LAteness. 
166 Hw/. 16 East Torraoo,, BoO. 
685"9471 
! 
Ai'SO.:now .selling Local Hand ic ra f ts -  All 
* Inquirlas Welcome. 
complement• Perhaps I will 
be able to mention an • item 
or two from this book by 
next letter. 
Noticed a band of robins 
and a flock of sandpipers at 
the Sangan Beach last week 
which makes it look as 
though many of our birds 
are contemplating the move 
south. That time of the years 
seems to have come early. 
OXFAM.. .  e baby food? 
Not exactly • • . but OXFAM 
• sponsored Nutrition Programs 
.re feeding starving children 
• and teaching their molhers 
• about nutrition end hygiene so 
• their little ones won't die. 
-OXFAM 
The International Develor~ment Peoale 
P.O. BOX 12,000 
WINNIPEG R3C 3A4 
- REGINA SIP 3M6 
CALGARY T2P 2M7 
VANCOUVER V66 4T3 
ommon LEASE A SERVIOE STATION 
IN BURNS LAKE 
Excellent opportunity for a person interested in 
goinR into business. 
- 3 Bay modern station 
.2  Pump island, full canopy 
- Excellent corner location 
- Approximate investment required - -  3i5,000. 
Per more information please phone collect 
Rodger Olsen 564-7410 Days or 562-7180' 
Evenings. 
• Chevron Canada Limited 
'" 1 
The Handicraft Shop 
(Located at J IM'S TACKLE SHOP) 
165 - Hwy. 16 East 
Macrame, Ceramics, Leatherwork, 
Sewing, Knitting, Needlework 
- -  and more to come--- 
All professionally done by local residents. If you 
are interested in selling your handicrafts 
through a retail outlet, please phone 
635-9471 for further Information. 
All inquiries welcome. 
FOR SALE 
IM9  Impedal 2 bedroom 
12 X U Mobiie Home. S2,N0. 
For viewing phone 
635-7107 
i i 
Acieage for Sale 
10 Acre Parcels 
28 Miles North of Terrace 
also 
A 10g House 
Lo~ Down Payments 
Terms Available 
635-6941 
I 
4920:•Davis Street 
Beautiful family home on large lot, quiet paved 
street, R4 Area near schools, 4 blks. from 
down town. 
3 Ixlrms. upstairs, complete large rec room, 
bathroom and extra bedroom in basement. 
635-7524 
Evenings 
(Cff) -- 
MOTEL MANAGERS 
Man and wife to manage 
motel i-n Terrace. 
• Phone 
635-2258 
Sears hreenl 
This iS a full-time position and experience iS 
required in refrigeration and maior household 
appliances. 
Apply In person to Manager: 
SIMPSON SUlIS 
4615 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6541 
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Coffee "Hil ls Bros." Reg. or Fine ..................................... • •  1 lb. Tin 
Skim Milk Powder,, ,.. 
Flour Harmonie ....................................................................... 20 lb. Bag 
1.69 
2.99 
2.29 
I k  ' 
;iii!: 
] := ,if,::: 
f 4~ 
Sugar Golden Yellow; (Approx. 4.4 lb.) ...................................... 2kg.  Bag 1.09 
Orange Crystals Tang ............................... Pkg. oftwo7 oz. env. i99  
Marprine 2 69  Co-op Parchment Wrap ............................... 1 lb. Pkg. for • 
Pitted Dates .oo, ..................................................... ,=. 1 09 
Cookies Dad's. 4 Varieties ....................................................... l i b .  Pkg. 
P a n c a k e  Syrup Sunny Jim ...................................... 32f,.  oz. , t I .  
P r o c e s s e d  Cheese ,o. Kraft Singles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l ib .  Pkg. 
Soup ,,i...o=e Stuart House. 
.87 
.99 
1.37 
"M .......................................... =° o,~ =.o , . .  
Vinegar 99 Co-op. Pure White ............................................................. 80 oz, • 
Leather/~inyl 0ieanOr,an.er, ii(reme , , , , o -Bt ,  1,69 
':= ~" ,  t! "=: tli : i i l i~; :P  A i  lI; "i" 
Tomato Paste . . , ,  ................................. ~ . . . . . . . . .  = , ,oz  . .  
Prepared Dinnen ,~r': ~'" - .  " ' '  ~o , ' , "=.  z. pkg ....................................... 
Dog Food , o , ,  .................................................... , , ° z . , ,o  
Garbage Bags Stuart House ...................................... Pkg. of 10 
~k~AA, , I k .A  A ,dk . ,ak  A A ,ak  AA. ,dk~,dk  A ~k, , ,dk A A A A A A A A  A A A A A A ~ A ~ A A  A A A A A  A A ~ A A 
v "WV'WV'~V V~Wp" V ~ V V ,V -  V ~WV V ~ V 'V -  ~ V  V V ~ ~ ~WV .WV ~WV ,qV -WV V .qp .  V ~WV ~WV V ~ V ~ V ~WV ~qp~ V ~ V ~ V V ~  
,59 
6.1.00 
.69 
Round Dinner Hams 2,09 Wieners- .89 Ready- to -Eat  
Bar.B-Q Style . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lb. Cry.O.Vac Halves lb. 
Steak Sausage Meat ,99 Ohioken Legs 1.29 
For Pa,,os ?r Stuffing... ~ . . . . . . . . . .  :lb. " Breasts. 5 lb. PoIy Bag . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lb. 
Roast 
. .  ' " "  
• d P d ~~! ;~ ~!~i :i ~;~i '!:;'~i~ Imported Can. No.  1 . 
.......................... Can. A Beef ,~.=mww ~ml i f~~,  '91 OK)i ]: 
. . . . . . .  l~ " ~i ~v '  : ~ ~ ~  as,= mOO 
Leg ofl Pork Roast o. inspectedPork ,1.49 E Pears .~i~o.n." .  ~ aa  | 
Frv,nf P.hmnkM __  around Rnnf *"'"'""-''"--""--------.,~-'~-'-',.'-'~;-'-'-*-*-*.,'..',,'-~. 
- , I - - -o  ------------. ~ - ' " - " "  - " " "  I~  FRESH BAKED DALLY IN OUR IN-STORE BAKERY 
Cut.up Tray Pak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lb. I IV~ Medium . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  lb .  I 1 ~  R ~ m A 
' ' ~ i~p4 i l~Ld l~ l~ 100 percent Whole Wheat ' ' 
Breakfast Sausage 0hAckeR Loaf m mwav ,,o, =,. ,  .... ..... ! :  .......... ..... : :  ..................... . ,59  
Beef & Pork Mix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~1 .19  =, . , . .  ....... : .... ............ = .1 .19  Apple Turnovers ..... ,.... :~  .... ......... 6 , . .99 
i~ono m-6347 A A A n' dL~ BII Jl~ I~ I~ l Iktl a i d P mR gR P Me~"Thur' I Oi00' |.,~-§.'00 P,m~, 
. . . . .  - - -  . m m ~ i i M m R  ' Fr idays,  9 ,00  a,m, . f l :00p~, .  Uu-ur  onur ' r l l l l j  Ur - l l l lnr .  • , , ,., , , . 4617 Greek Ave. " Ydnrd ly l  OtlO I,H~dJill p.l. 
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BALD EAGLE - -  J. Fenwick Lansdowne's render ing  
o f  the bald eagle is among the paintings in his 
exhibit ion, Birds of the West Coast, which• opened the world,. . . . . .  
September 2 at  Vancouver's Centenniai MUseum.  . . 
"" I I  
Lansdowne, whOl ives and works in Victoria, is rated . . 
by many experts as-one of the finest bird painters.in 
°.• 
For the week September~8th thru September, 14th;~1976 
I ~i ¸• • • .  
?. 
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Collectors in Canada who seback and a harp ~ ing  
want  something different played at a Scottish festival 
can raise their eyes to the --  and not just  as cloud 
skies. They will find a pictures. 
burning Viking galley, a For all these scenes are 
standard-bearer on hor- depicted on a Scottish_ 
pictorial airletter produced 
by the British Post Office --  
and it is just one. of many 
different philatelic items 
available from Britain. 
Besides pictorial airlet- 
ters, there are special 
A ir letters  are popular 
with British philatelists -- 
especmlly the pictorial ones. 
The latest pictorial airletter 
went on sale, primarily • in 
Scottish post offices, on July 
14. It shows Scottish folk 
"country"  stamps for scenes and is linked with the 
Northern Ireland, Scotland series of British stamps 
and Wales and stamp issued on August 4, marking 
booklets. British cultural tradition_s. 
• CANADA POST OFFICE 
TO: I SSUE STAMPS 
HONOURING IROQUOIAN 
INDIANS 
Postmaster•  Genera l  
Bryce Mackasey recently ,.
announced the issue of four 
10-cent stamps featuring the 
Iroquoian Indians. These 
are the last stamps in a 
series on Canadian Indian 
culture depicting artifacts, 1 
way of life, dress and 
symbolism:. 
.The new stamps will be 
• launched officially on  
September 17 at Brantford, 
Ontario. 
A total of 36 million 
stamps are to be printed 
Ashton-Potter Limited bo~ 
Toronto. The artifacts and. 
way of life stamps will be 
~ rinted se-tenant as will ,the ress .  and symbol ism 
stamps• 
The .artifacts stamp in- 
cludes photographs by Ray 
Webber of .a corn husk. 
mask, a turtle shell rattle, a 
false face mask, an ear- 
thenware vessel and a ball 
club, which were provided 
• " "  by the Royal Ontario 
~, Museum and the National 
ce  Cur  ,, Museums of Canada. Ter ra  l ing  ,, 
' ASsoc i  " a tnon  4 k 
4 ) 
' + • * Genera l  u__ . ,  _ ",, , + , , , , , , , . . am
) " + ~+ ' - -  4k  k
-. n k ' Sept .  ! 5 ,  1976 +8:OO pomo 3, 
F - 'I 
k ' 4 k 
4 ) The way of life stamp is 
4) 4 f rom a painting of an 
) 4 Ir0quoian encampment by 
George Heriot. The dress 
) 4 ,  and symbolism stamps 
Wed Sept  22  & Sept  26  8 :00  
' + + O i m pemo 4 dep ic t  a ceremonia l+ " 
4 ~. e l  r • 4 , costume from a drawing by 
' 4 Lewis Parker, and an ) . -. . , ) 
- LouNG " ~+ CURL ING l 4 Iroquoian thunderbird in- ' . " d' terpreted by Georges 
' Beaupre.. -. 
i,i,+ RatoSchodule Th i  , 
• " . . . . . . .  + ~ :Canad i++,, +.+ .ME.MBI~RSHIPS  S iS where  ' 
ism ' Fami ly  ' $201).00 the  Act ion  , 4~ : r  Single Men-$150.00 " - e 
q Single Ladies - $100.00 4 
4 Men's of Ladies League plus ~ixe d League 4 
~ with Membership, 4 
, - 
$140.00 
$90.00 
+- .  $7o.oo 
$115.00. 
Family 
~4 Sing le 
Men's or .Ladies League 
Member 2 nights per wee k 
Non-Member 
Men's or Ladies ;League 
: i  ! night per week Member $45.00 
Non.Member $70.00 
4 
Member 
Non.Member 
Day League 
' 1 day per week $30.00 
$40.00 
Mixed League ~4565 
I night per week 
• $35.00  
$60.00 
o 
$140.00 
Member 
Non.Member 
Corn mercia I League 
Member or Non-Member 
Per rink 
Special Rate, for Senior Citizens $10.00 
Loads o f  fun for everyone  • 
this year  a t  your  curling club. 
Be sure to 
Reg is ter  Howl  
DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED LATER. FOR 
FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE: 
NORAH JACQUES 635-2361 
635-4229 
,635-7131 
or 4703 
+G. DUPLESSIS 
D. STAC EY 
Casual Curling or Spares --$3.00 per person 
per game 
• Free Cur l ing C l in ic  
• soon fo r  now, 
.Reg is tered  Cur lerm 
i, 
~L.~ ' ' .  
, l l cq~lan i  h~Itmi lr4 
In making his an- 
nouncement, Mr. Mackase.y 
said, "The. Post Office is 
very proud of this series and 
we hope. it will provide non- 
native Ganadians and 
4. ,  
~50% •Deposit Payab le  
on Reg is t ra t ion  • Balance 
Payab le  by  Dec. 1st, 1976.  ~ 
people throughout the world. : 
~vith a better understanding 
' of the great cont r ibut ions .  
t Canadian Indians have 
,made to the mosaic of 
t Canadian culture. 
I r 
I 
I How does  it fee l  to  be  
i out'on the street. ~ 
) Find out.'Take a Walk. 
t , . ~+'  I i 
I pJAt~loatnon + 
. - - ,  . + 
# 
I 
LI LL IAN R USS E LL 
~40 Alice Faye, Henry fonda; 
Don Ameche, Edward  Arh01d•: 
Life and lovers of the glamour 
girl of the plush era, her un. 
:forgettable songs and her ad- 
mirers. 
BANCEK: LET'S HEAR IT 
FOR A L IV ING LEGEND 
A football player vanishes from 
the field of play, before mi l l ions 
of ~ TV viewers and Bancek 
(George P~eppard) is asked to 
.find out how and why it hap- 
pened. Gu•ests: Stefanie 
Powers, Murray Matheson. 
M.A.S .H .  
1970 Stars D0nald Sutherland, 
Ell iot Gould, Sally Kel lerman, 
Jo Ann .Plugg, Robert Duvall. 
D i rector :  Robert Altman. A" 
pa i r  of surgeons at a Mobile 
Army Surgical Hospital create 
havoc with their nnarfini parties 
and their practical jokes on , 
nurses and other doctors. 
• _ , .  
POOR L ITTLE  RICH GIRL 
1936 Sh i r ley  Temple ,  Alice. 
Faye, Jack Haley,' Michael 
Whelan. Lonely l i tt le gir l  runs 
away and is be{riended by two 
vaudevil lans who manage to put 
her into their act. 
J IMMY OSMOND SPECIAL 
A special hosted by J immy,  the 
youngest member of the Singing 
Osmond Family.  Included in 
this one hour show wil l  be clips 
of CTV's chi idrens program- 
ming'for this season. 
THE FRENCH.CONNECTION. 
i971 Stars Gone Hackman,  
Fernando Rey, Roy Scheider, 
Tony LoBianco. Two New York 
hard-nosed narcotics detectives 
stumble onto what turns out to 
be the biggest narcotic haul to" 
that time - -  S32 mil l ion dollars. 
Winner  of f i ve  Academy 
Awards. This f i lm deals with 
mature subject matter and may 
not  be suitable for a l l  fami ly  
members . . . . . . .  . .. 
HAN YAN 
RESTAURANT 
Chinese and Canadian 
"Where the customer is King" 
For  Takeout Servioe 
Phone 635-6184 
• I 
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B.C. SCHOOLS 
FRIENDLY GIANT" 
t 
MR.  DRESSUP ' 
SE$ .~E STREET 
BOB McLEAN SHOW 
r~_~_ ~' NEWS 
BRITAIN SPEAKS 
WILD KINGDOM 
I 
A~L INTHE FAMILY 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
T 
TAKE 30 
CI=LB_RRITY COOKS ", 
FOREST RANGERS "" 
MR •' DR ES~UP 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE " 
:EXPO BASEBALL ~' " 
- HOURGL,~S'$ '
L; BOB NEWIdAR r 
TBA 
I 
MONUMENT TO 
'FREEDOM " 
GOOD MORNING B.C. 
KAREEN'S 'YOGA -" 
JEAN CANNEM 
IT'S YOUR • MOVE 
.DEF IN IT ION . . 
HOT HANDS 
NOON NEWS 
• ADAM 12 
Mov IE"  'MAT INEE 
"Banacek: Let's Hear. It' 
For A Living Legei~" 
' 
£1:LI:RRITY DOMINOES 
WHAT~.S THE GOOD WORD? 
ANOTH,-~P. WORLD" 
I 
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GARMENT JUNGLE MOSQUITO SQUQDRON 'UNDERWORLD U.S .A .  
• 1957 Stars Lee J. Cobb, Kerwin 1970 Stars David McCallum, 1196T Stars C l i f f  Robertson,  
Mathews. War veteran joins Suzanne Neve. Exploits of the Dolores Dorn. Man, who as a 
father's f i rm and learns he RAF during World War II. boy, saw his father murdered, 
must pay. 'protection money' to LET NO MAN WRITE  MY sets out to help clean out the 
a union-busting thug. EPITAPH syndicate. 
SHE' PLAYED WITH F IRE 1960 Stars Shelley Winters, Burl T IGHT SPOT 
1958 Stars Jack Hawkins ,  Ives, James Darren,  Jean 1955 Stars Edward G. Robinson, 
Arlene Dahl. Insurance ad- So.berg. S lum-ra ised son of Ginger Rogers. Woman convict 
juster,  invest igat ing  f i re ,  executed hood f ights  for sur- is taken to hotel by police in 
suspects f raud on par t  of v ival  for his mother and him- e f fo r t  to make her test i fy.  
owner's wife. Self. against gangleader. 
B 
TV-SPECIAL  
.. tC  NOR T H 
. i 
; USA 
[] 
I l l  
• • . • • . . ,  
MISTER ROGERS 
, SI=SP_ME STREE T 
CLIFF BARROWS and the 6000 voice cmsadechoi[" GEO.BEVERLY SHEA 
• TEDD SMITH, pianist.JOHN I NES, mganist , 
• JOHNNY CASH and JUNE CARTER, special guesls on the telecast , ,. 
• i subject:"BOI]Y,- ---- SOUL and ----SPIRff I 
: /  . . . .  ' : : :9 :00  P .M.  Se  t 9 cFTK 'TV  . . . .  Ch.  3 .. 
Also  Thurs . ,  P • 10 :00  P .M.  CFTK-TV  Ch .  3 
Read Billy Graham's book "Angels: God's Secret Agenls"-ever 1.000.000 hard-cover copies old-Available at book and department stores. 
, 3&6 4 9 
• 9: 00 GOOD MORNING B. C. . ..... 
. . . .  9:30  ' MR~ PIPER . . . . . .  • KAKF.F.N'S YOGA . . . . .  - ,  
. 10 :  00 '  FRIENDLY GIANT JEAN CANNEM .... " 
10:30  MR. DRESSUP IT'S YOUR MOVE . . . . .  
i 
11:00  , SES~STI~EET ' DEFINITION '. " " " i 
II • 11 :30 .  • HOT HANDS 
12:00 BOB MCLEAN SHOW NOON NEWS' r' . . . . . .  " 
12:30  CBC .NEWS MOVIE  MATINEE " " 
' 1:00  BRITAIN SPEAKS "Moe~-Jto £ ,~; ,L , , "  
. . .  1:30  SNOW MOTION 
" 2:00  ALL.IN THE FAMILY ' 
2 :30  EDGE OF NIGHT " CELEBRITY DOMil~m 
" 3 :  00  TAKE 301 l • el r WHAT '  s TH E ~ O  ~ 
3: 30  CELEBRITY COOKS ANOTHF.~, WORLD ': 
4:  00  FOR[$¥  RANG~.kS Mt$1'=R ROGER5 
4 :  30 ' MR. DRmSTUP - THE BRADY BUNCH SESAME. S 'TREET . 
" ~:00  CANADA (~UP. HOCKEY CANADA cup HOCKEY • 
• 5 :  30 . . . .  NEW APPROACHES TO" 
' . HIGH SCHOOL LEAR- -  
6 :00  ' " NING . 
• 6 :  30  , ,. , . COSMOL3GY 
• 7 :00  . . . .  ASCENT OFteN . 
, 7:30  ' " I ' " " 
"8:  00  NANA MOUSKOURI J I M M Y O SMO N D" ROMANTIC REBELLION' 
• ' SPECIAL 
8:30  . . . .  : CLASSIC THEATRE 
PREVIEW 
9:00 SU/~R EVENING 1; • BcTv SPEPIAL ;'The CLASSIC THEATRE~- " 
9:  30 PTS. EAST, PITS, WI=:)T Fver~h Cm~i-~.~ion 'b . . . . .  • . 
i 
. 10 ' :00 LITTLE HOUSE ON . . . .  
• , PRIARIE 
10:30  ' ' ., . . . .  , - ,  I. , 
11":00. THe NA-fiOHAL .hEWS HOUR FINAL 
.. - 11:30  - H I 'G I ITF INAL  ' : " ' :  " . . . .  " ' " ' ' 
THE BRADY BUNCH '" " 
THE FBI' " "' 
i 
. . . . . .  ~I_~CTRIC C_.n.'~. PANY " 
• NEWS HOUR Z'__nOM 
' ,  , ' ' HUMAN SEXUAL~ITY " 
. .  , . ,  . . 
.B IONIC  WOMAN , 
• ' " " ' LII.'IAS, "YL~--- ~. &'YOU " 
AT EA'SE . " . THE TRI_n.A.L EYE " 
• BCTV SPECIAL' "Mash" " 
' "  . . . .  3ENNIE "LAI)Y RAN- 
, _rv~__PH" 
NAT'ON~L 
NIGHT FINAL 
FOTOPLAY ' "L i l i an , . .  
'RusselI'I 
i 
" " • " SAY BROTHER 
• : "  PERFORMANCE"  JAZZ 
'NEWS HOUR FIN_AL 
LATE SHOW I "U~ld"  
, . t 
USA" 
LATE SHOW'II "Garmentj . , . . . . . . .  L ' m "" : : : : 12 :00  
Jungle" . ' *  12:30 
LATE SHOW I I I  "She"  : . . . .  ' ~ ' 
Played With Fire" ~ , . . . .  
; FOTOPLAY. ',Poor Little LATESHOWI'q.et NoMan 
• R;~ Girl" ~'~,~ My Ep;;ap;¢' , 
; . . . .  LATE SHOW II a.aTight 
, e ' . . .A Ib  • 
I I " , I 
°•  
C., 
/ / •  
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.TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH BROTHERS RICO " 
1950 Gregory Peck, Dean 1957 Stars Richard Conte, 
Jagger, Hugh Marlow, Garry Dianne Foster, Kathryn Grant. 
• Mervill, Paul Stewart. Young F lo r ida .  bus inessman,  
general toward end of 1942 takes dangerously involved with 
Paintings by Lansdowne 
An exhibitionof works by 
command of bomber group 
operating from England and 
elevates it from bleak 
depression. 
MADIGAN: PARK AVENUE' 
BEAT 
Madigan (Richard Widmark) 
races against time to prevent an 
old friend and ex.partner from 
committing murder. Guests: 
John Larch, Charles Cioffi. 
WITNESS .FOR THE 
PROSECUTION 
1957. Stars •Tyrone Power, 
Marlene Dietrich, Charles 
Laughton. Young ,'man's trial 
for murder of  wealthy, woman 
'friend'. Though defended by 
'brill iant barrister, wife's 
damaging testimony points to  
'guilty'. 
KINGSTON 
Raymond Burr  stars as the 
head of a chain of newspapers 
and television- stati.ons who 
uncovers a plot to takeover the 
world through the use of nuclear 
power plants and the threat of a 
disaster. 
THE EMIGRANTS 
1972 Stars Max  yon  Sydow, L iv  
UIIman, Eddies Axberg,  
Svenolof Bern. The epic ad- 
venture of Swedish immigration 
to the United States during the 
19th Century. This is an ex- 
cellent feature and BCTV plans 
on running it for the full three 
hours: 
. . . .  *'ON HIGHWAY 16': 
national crime syndicate 
gunning for his brothers, makes 
his way to New Yoe'k to put 
finger on head man. 
GUNMAN'S WALK 
1958 Stars Van Heflin, Tab 
Hunter, James Darren, 
Kathryn Grant. Father tries to 
raise his sons in his image but 
one wild•and unruly son is 
respons!ble for death of his: 
brother's girl's brother. 
TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI 
1942 John Payne, Maureen 
O'Hara, Randolph Scoff. Rich 
playboy joins the U.S. Marine s 
and begins personal battle 
against the corps and one 
sergeant in particular. Pretty 
nurse changes things. 
LADY IN CEMENT 
1968 Stars Frank Sinafra, 
Raquel Welch, Richard .Conte, 
a Vancouver Island man 
regarded by many experts 
as the finest bird painter in 
• the world opened Thursday, 
September 2, at Van- 
couver ' s -  Centenn ia l  
Museum. 
• The  month- long  
exhibition, entitled Birds of 
the West Coast, contains 
many of the original works 
:from J. Fenwick Lan- 
sdowne's recently published 
book of the same name. A 
substantial number of the 
l~intings now are part of the 
'MacMi l lan  B loede l  
Collection. 
Lansdowne, 39, i s  the 
Hong Kong-born only child 
of British parents who 
moved to Vancouver Island 
Dan Blocker. A private in 1941). A quiet, in- 
detective is hired by a small trospective man who began 
town hood to locate his missing ' pa in t ing  b i rds  at 13 years of 
girlfriend. The detective runs age, Lansdowne's work 
up against an assortment of 
N~fla types before he discovers 
the girl. 
JUBAL 
1737 - 2oth AVENUE 
.1956 Stars Glenn Ford, Ernest 
Borgnine, Rod Steiger, Felicla 
Farr. Young drifter,  falsely 
accused of being interested in 
his best friend's wife is forced to 
kill him in self.defence. He is 
hidden by the daughter of a 
leader of a religious sect. 
I I  I . . . . .  
' "  
PG tt1 t !  ++,,,c,,++,,,o KITCHEN FACILITIES 
. . 0 COLOUR TELEVISION 
GOV'T APPROVED 
MASTER CHARGE CHARGEX 
FOR RESERVATIONS TELEPHONE 564-6869 
1737 TWENTIETH "AVENUE 
M~RG AND JOHN RAHIER PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. 
The place to stay while shopping, golfing,• 
holidaying, travelling through or just visiting 
friends, close to major shopping centres, etc. 
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GOOD MORNI~ B.C. 
KAREE~S YOGA 
JEAN CANNEM 
IT'S YOUR MOVE 
DEFINITION 
HOT HANDS 
NOON NEWS 
ADAM 12 : 
MOVIE  MATINEE 
"'Madigan: Park Avenue 
Beat" 
CELEBRITY DOMINOES 
9 
WHAT'~ PH~G/~ WORm. 
THE BRADY BUNCH ' 
THE FBI 
SANFORD & SON 
cry, MOVIE "mnost=" 
B.C. SCHOOLS 
FRIENDI~.Y GIANT 
MR.  ORESSUP 
:;F.SAME STREET 
m 
today is frequently equated 
with that of John James 
Audubon 150 years ago. 
Dr. S. DiBon Ripley, 
secretary Of the 
Smithsonian Institution and 
president of the In- 
ternational Council for Bird 
Preservation, writes in a 
foreward .-to Birds of the 
West Coast, Lausdowne's 
fourth book: 
';With "this book ... he 
seems to have come truly 
into his own, a towering 
figure, at ease, :a com- 
manding assurance in the 
delineation of birds. These 
are the birds Of his own 
backyard, that marvellous 
out-of-doors that stretches 
all round Vancouver Island. 
They are as impressive in 
their way as Audubon's 
birds were a century and a 
half ago." 
Lansdowne, who does 
most of his painting at his 
small cottage-studio in 
Victoria, says his interest in 
birds and painting ,are 
among + his earliest 
childhood memories. • 
~ER e0oeks ' 
SESAME STREET +" " 
ELEGTRIC . (X~J~ANY 
ZOOM 
PEACEMAKEI~S - " 
.FIRING LI'NE 
BOB McLEAN SHOW 
c.c ~sW~ 
BRITN N SPEAKS 
INILD KINGDOM 
I 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
FOREST RANGERS 
M0N Ah9 . 
OUNSMOKE 
HOURGLASS 
ROCKFORD FILES • 
MARY TYLER MOORE 
MASH 
SOUND6 GOOD ; I 
. GRAND OLD COUNTRY 
POLICE STORY KOJAK 
"tHe NAnO~.  NEWS ~Duit ~lk~¢" " 
NIGHT FINAL ' ' "LATESHOWI '~MNe~r .  
" "~r.~.~,~;m". 
I FOTOPLAY ' "Twelve._ .LATE SHOW II "~ers . .  
=O'aodc High" ' ' R1¢¢o, ' 
• + •LATE SHOW III ":';r,+ ' ' 
mmn~ W~W' 
' WASHI  NGTOI~,  WK.  
WALL fir, WEEK 
M~3TERPIECE - 
THEATRE 
SPAIN 
t 
I 
$ 
"I cannot remember a 
time when I did not draw or 
when the birds about me 
were not familiar," he said. 
"The pattern was not 
unusual -- ~vith most 
• naturalists and artists 
fascination with their 
subjects takes hold at a 
young age and so it  was w i th  
me0" 
The artist recalled that in 
the winter of 1942, when the 
Lansdowne family was 
living near Mill Bay and 
Cowichan, his mother found 
a frozen ruby-crowned 
kinglet "and together we 
examined the tiny body and 
brilliant crown." 
"That kinglet may have 
set the mould for my life's 
interest. Or perhaps it was 
already set. 
Despite his early interests 
in both birds and painting, 
"Some years elapsed" 
before the two parallel 
streams of his life con- 
verged. Although his 
education included no 
formal a r t  instruction, 
Lansdowne spent a year at 
the Br i t i sh  Columbia 
Provincial Museum in 
Victoria studying bird 
an~tr°a~Yally, Lansdowne 
evolved a style of his o~vn. 
His work first attracted 
national attention in the 
mid-1950s when the Royal 
Ontario Museum in Toronto 
exhibited 40 of his water- 
colors. 
Since then his paintings 
have been shown m- 
ternationally at major 
galleries and museums uch 
as New York's Audubon 
House and Kennedy 
Galleries, the Tyron 
Galleries in London, the 
Montreal Museum of Fine 
Art and the Museum of 
Nat .u ra l  H is to ry ,  
Smithsonian Institution, in 
Wash ington . .  
, .9:00 
• . 9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00  
11:30 
12:001 
12 :30  
1:00 
.1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00. 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 " 
5 :00  
5:30 
~:00- .  
• 6:30, 
7:00 
I 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
Other paintings have been 
acquired by the Beaver- 
brook Foundation, Belfast's 
Ulster Museum and 
numerous private collec- 
tions such as those of the 
Bronfman family in Mon-. 
treal and Pr ince Philip, ' 
Duke of Edinburgh. 
Unanimous critical ac- 
claim greeted the three 
books of Lansdowne pain- 
tings-that were published 
prior to this year's volume: 
Birds of the Northern Forest 
1966), Birds of the Eastern 
Forest, Volume I (1968) and. 
Birds of the Eastern Forest, 
Volume 2 (1970). 
In Birds of the West Coast, 
published this year by I~.:F. 
Feheley Publishers Limited 
of Toronto, Lansdowne has 
selected 53 representative 
species of the more than 300 
species indigenous to the 
coast and as far inland as 
the coast range of moun- 
tains. 
He plans a second volume 
covering species ,  that 
inhabit the west coast 
between the Br'itish 
Columbia border •and 
California. 
Lansdowne's powerful 
technique, the contained 
style and quality of his 
painting differ markedly 
from the works of the great 
bird painters he admired as 
a youth -- Audubon, Louis 
Agassiz Fuertes, Allan 
Brooks. - 
"Most bird painters I 
know use illustration board 
as a painting surface 
because of its convenience," 
he explai,ned. " I  prefer 
heavy watercolor paper 
though it is more trouble to 
•prepare. 
"To me this is outweighed 
by the more sympathetic 
quality of the paper and the 
softer effect it gives to the 
finishedpainting." 
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FRENCH PROGRAMS 
SESAME STREET 
i 
FLAXTON BOYS • 
KLAHANIE 
CIRCLE SQUARE 
NFB FILMS 
r 
CANADA CUP HOCKEY " 
m e  
i 
LOST ISLAND 
CANADA CUP HOCKEY 
WALT DISNEY 
KIDDIES. ON KAMERA 
WATERVI LLE GANG 
(IDSTUFF 
i 
CFL F~X~TbALL "Ottawa 
at l l~i ;  ,=d " 
CANADA cup .ocKs~ 
9:0p, 
-9:30 
10:00 
, . 10:30 +~ 
11,,,00 + 
-. 11:30 
I2 :00  ' ~ ' ~ 1 
I 
'CANADA cUP HOCKEY 
t 
BCTV SPECIAL "The 
Emigrants,, 
NEWS HOUR FINAL 
;OUTIXX)R EDUCATION 
~AHANNA CARROLL 
THE NATIONAL 
NIGHT FINAL 
FOTOPLAY '~0 ~e Shores ' LATE:SHOW I "Lady in ' 
LATE SHOW II *'Jubala' 
Tripoli" 
MISTER ROGERS ' 
SEsAME STREET 
.ELECTRIC ' COMPANY' " 
REALIDADES 
SCENE ONE, TAKE ONE 
WASHINGTON WK. 
WALL ST. WEEK 
RIVALS OF SHERLOCK 
THE SILENT YEARS " 
• L • 
Apart from the long hard 
slog of driving to Vancouv.er 
there are alternatives, some 
Travel spot 
By Quadra Travel Services 
o£which you will b,e familiar 
with, others you may not be.  
CP Air have at least two 
flights a day, three on some 
days. Effective September 1 
the adul,t return fare will be" 
$124. However there are 
some discount fares 
available, for example, 
Family Fares. If a wife or 
adult child also travels, the 
wife pays only $98 and the 
adult child $84. Children 
under twelve years of age 
pay half fare - $62. 
Youth fares: these fares 
are available to people 
between the ages of 12 and" 
22,  the reduction is 50 per- 
cent i.e. "$62 round trip. The 
drawback is that the 
passenger has to travel on a 
"standby" basis: This isnot 
such a great problem. CP 
Air or an appointed •travel 
agent can advise you as to 
which flights are usually 
• less heavily booked• Senior 
Citizens can also travel at 
half fare. The rules are the 
same as for youth 
passengers. 
A more leisurely way to 
cover the distance to 
Vancouver is on the "Queen 
of Prince •Rupert". The  
ferry operates between 
Prince Rupert and Kelsey 
Bay on .Vancouver Island, 
departing from Rupert at 
12:30 p.m. every other day. 
After October 1 sailings are 
reduced to twice a week. A 
connec.ting bus service 
meets the ferry at Kelsey 
Bay for the journey to either 
Vancouver or Victoria. The 
one-way fare from Prince 
Rupert to Vancouver- 
Victoria is $61.50, cabins are 
extra. After October .1 
winter rates apply giving a 
reduction of 25 percent. 
CN Rail also has services 
between Terrace and 
Vancouver via Red Pass or 
Jasper. The train operates 
on a thrice weekly basis• 
Because one has to travel 
over to Alberta to connect 
with the Vancouver,bound 
train, the journey takes two 
nights. But what better way 
to see the Rockies. Fares 
vary between $41 and $49 
~ er way, depending on the ay of the week the journey 
commences. Sleepers are 
extra. 
Finally there are two 
Greyhound buses a day 
departing Terrace for the 
big city. Journey time is 
approximately 22 hours. The 
one way fare is $41.90. 
Onyx is the Greek word for fingernail. The stone is called 
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME 
1948 Jeanne Craln, Dan Dailey. 
Band leader : end "local girl 
mar ry /  'depression br ings 
disputes but work ing in 
brickyard saves the day. 
ONE MORE TIME 
1970 Stars Peter Lawford,  
Sammy Davis Jr . ,  Esther 
Anderson.  Two swinging 
London nightclub owners in a 
murder situation committed by 
a diamond smuggling ring. 
CHARL IE 'S  ANGELS 
1976 Stars Kate Jackson, 
Farrah Fawcett.Majors, Jaclyn 
Smith, David Doyle and David 
Ogden Stiers. Three attractive 
female detectives use their wits. 
and femirline charms to conthe 
slayer of a wealthy man into 
revealing the whereabouts Of 
his victim's body in this pilot for 
a new TV show. "Charlie's 
Angels" will be seen Fridays at 
7 p.m. starting September 24. 
HELTER SKELTER.  Part I 
1976 Based on the best seller co- 
authored by Los Angeles 
prosecutor V incent  Bugliosi. 
The film openswith the August 
1969 dis,covery of five persons 
including actress Sharon. Tate 
- -  brutally murdered at Tate's 
Los Angeles home. Two similar 
murders are uncovered that  
same evening. A massive in. 
vestigation gets underway that 
eventually points to Charles 
Manson and his 'family;. Cast 
includes George DeCenzo as 
Bugliosi, Steve Railsback as 
Manson, Nancy Wolfe as Susan 
Atkins, Mar i l yn  Burns and 
Linda Kasabian, Christina Hart 
as Patricia Krenwinkel, Cathey 
Paine as Leslie Van Houten. 
Second part will -be  shown 
Wednesday at 9p.m. This movie  
may not be suitable for all 
ENTERTAINMENT,  THE 
G IVE  MY REGARDS TO 
BROADWAY 
1948 Dan Dailey, Narlcy Guild, 
Fay Bainter, Charles Winniger, 
Charles Ruggles. Father 's  
"e f for t  to keep his fami ly  
vaudeville act together, despite 
childrens' marriages. 
MIDNIGHT LACE 
"1960 Stars Doris Day, Rex 
Harrison, John Gavin, Myrna 
Loy ,  Roddy McDowall. Happily 
married for three months to a 
tycoon, woman finds terror 
enters her life through obscene 
• phone calls.. 
THE CHAIRMAN 
1969 Stars Anne •Heywood, 
gregory  Peck, ~Arthur Hi l l .  
Scientist is sent to Red China to 
br ing • back formula for a 
/Communist developed new 
.enzyme. A explosive device is 
placed in his mastoid which can 
go off by remote control if he is 
captured. 
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JACQUES COUSTEAU - -  
SOUTH TO F IRE AND ICE 
Jacques Cousteau Invades 
'Ar tarct ica .  This is both a 
geographic and oceanographic 
study as Cousteau's crew ex. 
ploi'es two islarlds: K ing 
George, populated by penguins 
and strewn with whale bones; 
and Deception, where sti l l '  
act ive volcanoes scar the 
glaciers with hot lava ash. 
THE WHOLE TRUTH 
1958 Stars Stewart Granger, 
Donna Reed, George Sanders. 
Amer ican f i lm producer  
making a picture on the French 
Riv iera is f ramed for the 
murder of his star by her' 
husband. 
THE TALL  T 
1957 Stars Randolph S'cott 
R ichard Boone, Maureen• 
O'Sul l ivan.  Ar izona rancher  
baffles three killers who hold up 
stage. 
I 
"sanDman 
• - INNS. 
.4828 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dining Room Open. 
9 I.N,- 11 P,i. 
Buffet Lunoh 
.1"  ?~ 
so because of  its color, family memberS. 
f 
3&6 4 9 - 
11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P,N. " 
SAUNA BATH, 
sWIMMING POOL 
liow Open- Vanoouver. Sandman. 
Make your reservations : 
I 1 :' ' ~ ; : 6 3 5  9 1 5 ] '  
I 
I 
3&6 '4 9 
:IT IS WRITTEN 
WILD KINGDOM 
MEETING PLACE 
• LIVING TOg~RROW 
NFB FILMS ", 
CFLFOOTBALL 
I 
SEARCH 
ERNEST ANGLEY 
ORAL ROBERTS 
TRAVEL '76 
IT IS WRITTEN 
GARNER ARMSTRONG 
GOOD NEWS " 
AGAPE " " 
TERRY WINTERS ' 
• STAR 'TREK ". '" 
• " ,. , : . . . .  9**00 ' , : - ' . GOODNK)RNING B.C. 
. " : : ~: 9 :30  ~ : !  B .CSCHOOLS " 'KAm=EN'SYOGA 
" ; ]  10 :00  ::~ .FR IENDLY G IANT , J EAN CANNEM 
! 
, . . . . . . .  10:301 M R . D R E S S U P  • . IT 'S  ¥~JR  MOVE 
i 
. . . . .  • , , .  . .  " , .  11 :00  SESAME STREET DEF IN IT ION 
i 
. . .  • " . - t ,  
. . . .  11 :30  ' HOT HANGS - 
. ' '  * 1 . ' ~ : 12:00  BOB McLEAN SHOW. NOON NEWS 
• - " " : i -  12 :30  : Csc  NEWS MOVIE MATINEE . . . .  One 
' . " . . . .  1 :00  BRITA IN  SPEAKS /~.~e ,1 in~' . ,  
i 
" • : . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . .  : 1 :30  • CONVERSATIONS " 
i 
. . . .  L " ' " ' 2 :00 ' ALL IN THE FAMILY .... : ' " 
F: - ' " BCTV'SPECI~,L"akad ie ' s .  . . . . . .  • ":" ~ ' 2 :30  EDGE.OFNIGHT 
• A , - ,~;S"  ' " W . . . .  : • . - ~ " " • " ' . 13 :00  ,_ TAKE 30 HAT'S THEGOOD WORD?. 
" I ' ' ~ ' "1 ' " : .  "" : " . . . . .  " ! .3 :30  CELEBRITY  COOKS ' "ANOTHER WORLD 
SUNDAY BEST . ' " . NQRSTKOEHLER . • '  M ISTER ROGERS • ' 4 :00  FOREST RANGERS . . 
• " . . . . .  QUESTION'PERIOD • SESAME STREET . . . .  ,:~ 4:30  MR. DRESSUP • THE BRADY BUNCH ' 
BLACK BEAUTY • . ' UNTAMED WORLD. ' "  . . . . . .  5 :00  :. CANADA CUP HOCKEY j CANADA CUP ' HOCKEY 
. . . . • REACH FOR THE TOP . • CAPITOL COMMENT . ELECTRIC COMPANY , . $:30 .  r 1 . . . . .  
WORLD OF DISNEY. NEWS" Hour  , THE TRIBAL EYE 6 : 00 " . ' 
J 
I 
' ' ' I . •  , . . . . .  6:30 .  1 
BEACHCOMBERS' ,  6 MILL ION DOLLAR MAp.  ~WORLD PRESS .'" 7:00  . 
IRISHROVERS' ~ LOWELL THOMAS 7:30 , 
THE WALTONS JOHNNY CASH SHOW ' EVENING AT SYM- " " " .8:00 i 7" RHODA . " i 
1 . . n , ' " ." .i . . . . .  PHONY 8.30  ~ i " HAPPY  DAYS , , " .... 
UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS ". KOJAK " " ' MASTERPIECE 9 :00  .: ALL IN THE FAMILY' ; 
[ ' r . : . . . . .  L THEATRE •.., . 9:30  ' CHICO&THEMAN i . 
10TH DECADE . INQUIRY  - " . . . . . . . . .  . ' , 10=00 ~ ; F INLAY & CO; 1 " ' ' ' 
' ' " I J '  " * " ' " 1 " 1 1  : 0 0  T H E  NATIONAL . THE:  NATI  ONAL NEWS HOUR I=INAJ' ~ 
• N A T I O N ' S - '  B U t i I N F ; S  . . . . . .  : " h I . . . . . . . . . . .  " n 11:30~ . ;  NICd, ITF INAI .  ~ T 
FOTOPLAY "You  Were ~- . LaTE  SHOW J " t~d. l~  • ~; . . . .  r :~. 12 :00  FoTOPLAY : "G i~e:My 
'Meant For Me" . J  -Lace" ~. . 
m 
. .  • • . 
MIGTER ROGERS " " 
SES/UVE STREET " 
' ' : " r 
ELECI'RIC " COK~AHY - 
. . . . . . .  H ~  SEXUAL ITY  
" " .THEATRE PREVIEW; 
' . wORLD PRESS . . , 
JACQUES COUST.EAU . IN PERFORMANCE AT 
BCTV SPECIAL "Helter ~ BEHAVIOR " 
• S;~;;-~, PI. I "  . 
• • , , , , • 
NEWSHOUR FINAL 
WOMAN ALIVE 
ELECTION ALERT ' 
i 
. LATE  SHOW i "111  ~t~e ' . . . .  
qrmtd l ik / lnwj l l "  . ~ " .  , •  ' •  i 
LATE show . , ! '1~ T i i  • ' . • 
' W  
• . . : . . . . -  . . . , .  , • 1 . .  , _ . . . .  
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NORTHWEST _o,ffio,   . offiffio.__,. 
, MUSICAL Terrace Little Theat re  
SERVICES i -,.o,ffi, o. 
Terrace Little Theatre is privileges in the theatre's These performances ..will 
LTD.  L general meeting and social +for the three major (across from Sunnyhill 
interested in meeting new upstairs Green Room as be held in the Terrace Little 
and old members at its well asopeningnightpasses Theatre on Kalum Street 
I September 11 beginning at 8 productions planned for the Trailer Court) from October p.m. Anyone interested in R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 1 to 3. Rentals - Sales 
Bepa im - Accessories. 
Brand Names only on 
Rental/Purchase 
I 
RICO REEDS 
• '6,86 
'8.60 
Box of 26 
Clarinet s4.60 
Alto Saxophone 
Tenor Saxophone 
Gotzen - selmor 
Bundy - Premier 
Grotsoh - Gomoinhardt 
LoBlano- rite King 
Ariley - Holton 
i 
Armstrong 
becoming active in theatre 
is welcome. 
'+Can we keep it?" This is 
the. question facing the 
Terrace Little Theatre and 
its theatre building on North 
Kalum this year. 
At the AuguSt executive 
• meeting the treasurer 
detailed the financial 
committment of, the 
organization and t01d the 
other members-that ap- 
proximately $1000 a month 
was. neededto cover the 
mortgage payments and 
mainten~ce costs for the 
theatre. - 
With this in mind Little 
Theatre members have 
decided to make September 
the month for an all out 
membership drive divided 
into working and social 
memberships for sale. 
The September 11 meeting 
will be completed at ap- 
proximately 8:30 p.m. and 
will outline the proposed 
activities of ,the theatre 
group. This will be "followed 
by a social get-acquainted 
• evening. 
The social membership 
committee is currently 
formulating plans for the 
I September drive. People 
buying this membership will 
be given a pass card that 
will entitle them to bar 
October, December and 
February. They will also 
receive a 'copy of the 
provincia l  newspaper 
Theatre B.C. 
Many volunteer hours 
have been put into com- 
pleting the Green Room 
facilities. By the end of 
September or early October 
it will be opened each 
weekend for club members 
and their guests. 
Complete bar facilities 
and a comfortable cosy 
atmosphere will make this a 
popular meeting place .this 
season. Due to vamous 
regulations the number of 
social memberships will be 
limited, so anyone in- 
terested in getting their 
name down early should 
contact Merry Hallser, 
membership chairman, at 
635-9717; Betty Stewart at 
635-2435 or Nick Nattress at 
635-2048. 
FULL FALL 
SCHEDULE 
This fall Terrace Little 
Theatre will have a full 
schedule of entertainment 
beginning with three nights 
of short sketches, some 
music and a very amusing 
one-act play by popular 
Vancouver playwrite Cherie 
Stewart, called "One Spring 
Morning." 
Robin McColl is now 
casting the fall production of 
"Relatively Speaking", a 
three act comedy whicn is 
presently enjoying great 
success in London and New 
York. 
This performance is 
scheduled for the R.I~,M. 
Lee Theatre in mid-October 
and the final casting for the 
play will be  tonight !Sep- 
tember • ,,. Anyone in- 
terested please attend at the 
Little Theatre at 8 p.m. 
Plans are also in the offing 
for a Christmas Pantomine, 
again at the R.E.M. Lee, the 
week endin~ December 18. 
RI~NTAL 
Apyone interested in 
renting the Little Theatre 
should note the following. 
The Green Room is upstairs 
and has a lounge style at- 
mosphere with kitchen 
facilities. It seats ap- 
proximately 40 people. 
The main theatre 
downstairs has moveable 
seats. It will accommodate 
approximately 120 people. It 
is useful for lectures, 
meetings, ocial gatherings, 
etc. - 
For further information 
regarding bookings contact 
Molly Nattress at 635=2048. 
t ~ 
See 
GORDE DICKIE 
at ~ 
WAREHOUSE STUDIO 
\ 
4602 Lazelle 636-4666 
.Relaxing after an evening of rehearsal in the Terrace Lmle t nea,re 
Green Room, (left to right) Lyle Petch and Jennifer Langley, cast and 
Sharon ~.ynch and Molly Nattress, co-directors, ioke about some of the 
goofs that would make "One Spring Morning" even funnier. See story for 
more details. 
t _ . ,  .,- .--- ~~__~~~, \ ,~  ~--_:~S :,~.- %-~_.. ~1 
Some Polynesian people believed float fire exists within trees, from which it can be 
liberated by rubbing. 
films: Academy award 
winner Dersu Uzala by 
Kurosawa in 70 ram, a new 
comedy by the Czech 
director of Closely Watched 
Trains J i r i  Menzel 
(Seclusion Near a Forest), 
the cream of the best new 
films from Britain, Canada, 
Czechoslovakia, France,  
-. Germany, Italy, Russia and 
the United States --  with 
sneak prev iews of 
Hollywood blockbusters. 
Six Big Parties 
Each •night a gala to 
honoui" a major film and the- 
producing nation: 
Monday -- Los Angeles 
Internat ional  F i lm Ex- 
position. 
Tuesday - - i  -Taormina 
International Film Festival. 
Wednesday . - -  Moscow- 
Karlovy Vary International 
Film Festival. .• .. 
Thursday---: Cannes Film 
Festival. 
Friday -- Berlin Film 
Festival, 
Saturday-  Edinburgh 
International Film Festival 
(including the world 
" premiere-of the new Imax 
film .,'To Fly" bY Francis 
Thompson). 
Film Cr~ft 
Six super sessions with- 
( masters of the various 
crafts that make.up films, 
eg, Verna Fields (editor of 
Jaws). And see how : Martin 
Scorse~e directs films like 
Taxi Driver. 
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Fest,vai of fest,va Is ~ " ' "1 
The first annual "Festival .m, ovies you hate to love: ~ ~ ~ ~ - i  -~  - 
of Festivals'wil l  takeplace Little Shop of Horrors, The ~ ' ~  ~ I ~  :l~iI~: 
in Toronto, Canada from Raven, The Pit and the 
October 18to 24, 1976. • Penduluml and many 
The Festival of Festivals others, " • • ~ ~  i ~ i~ ~ ' " 
first tinge in Canada one . . . .  womanscene _ . 
h"'~A~'t'rl~e°°tztr"; f i lms  an~ IFllms Dy women adorn 
t tuAz~t~u A .~, .~ . ,v  ==-  " "  ~ . ,nmnn A nn l lnn f ;nn  O f 
ntw snorg.suvjec . - • -~ - "" I of Festivals features and shorts in 'rne resuva 
,,,.,,,,~h,,= , non comnetitive concert with personal ap- 
v,Z:'~_"~__" ,,._ ~___~'nt~t.on pearances -- attending will 
setung zur  me pr t~ ~ • . • ~ - - - - - - - - - - . -  -~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  -' "-'-nt be Claudia Weft] (director 
or. me. neStout mmSof theanUtop ~a,eworld 'me-" -therO " Half of the Sky), ~ '  ~:*~± IV~.'~,~ ~ :  ommg o .... "o  oo - " - "  m::/ RusY; You 
Film Festivals. " ~?~='~ ,? . . . . . .  ' = . . . . .  - 
The . . . . . .  L,esuvat'of ~es~ tivals rresents . . . .  ),~.Vicki Polon ~:[  ~0T T~)UO~ WIT~ ] i~ i~ 
means the "Besto f  the ,uzrec,or t'leasantville). ~~:.~C.~j.~,~C~r~,~.i~~ii!!i~~:.~!!i!~::~l~ ' ~ ' : " - ~ ' ~ ~ /  I 
- -" . . . . . . . . . .  ~-at-res and others. " • ' 
ues , , , , , ,  u M COME AN' 
around the world. Not only Italy's top producers have i!:~ i 
does the Fest iva l  ot put together a dozenof the :~ ~!i:~:i;! 
Festivals offer-this but it biggest hits produced in  i~g:~ ~ |~[~ 
also provides a venue for the Italy this year, including a ~,~i  
gathering of top in - .g reat  comedy that ~L .  " ::i)i:ill i 
ternational and lo~al film outgrossed Jaws in Italy --  
industry people -- a venue Dear Michele by Francesco 
where business, art, ideas Rust. 
and enthusiasm can rub r-'~-= ...... .-.~--:.-~=; .................................. "--~"~' 
shoulders as they never New Films and Locations ~ r=-~ " "I 
have before in Canada. New Directors THEATRE 
Whatis the festival about? A unique .preview of The Festival-of Festival.,;• • 
• tomorrow's big. names in will take place throughout n lt(~(~'(~ 
First Time Around filmdom. Directors Will be the city including the] [ ]  l ~ .~ rtOOLO 
following theatres: New.~ [ l k~] [  " 
One hundred feature in attendance including Yorker (Yonge and t ~ . __  
Paul Barrel (Director Death Wellesley), Backstage Onyx_..., . . . .  - 
Race 2000) and Don Owen and Two (Balmuto, south o~ I ~ ~ " " 
.(Director Partners Bloor) and Cinesphere at' 
Canada). Ontario Place. I ~,4[F Hidden somewhere in the ads 
Children's P rogram ~ in the entertainment section 
Six hours of film to be held 
at Cinesphere on Saturday ~ i~  . . . .  morning. A special event are two Terrace phone numbers. 
honouring the Tenth An- , if.one 
niversary of the Tehran paRr/f/pa non o Find them, and is yours you've w0 .. , 
Children's Film Festival, Walk a block.Today.., .~  
showing their biggest hits . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  =. :~ 
fromovertheyears, i --~,,~vv~'t,,~,~ ~ ~ "  7 ~  Making Movies ] , V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " -  ~ . . . .  
:Six exciting sets ions by ~ ' @ ~ ~  ....... . . . .  i 
critic, teaclier and author /~m'w'~ 
William Wolfe... Featuring ' i 
• ! Saul Turell and his definitive study of film #- g-g/ff 
craft, The:Art of Film, and a ~ .' 
superb series of "shorts on. • " " 
the making:of big name ~0~ ~ ~  ~ #t~,~'00 ft,~, ~ ~  S ~ ~  i : l 
movies. ' " ) 
• National Film .Board SE PTEMBE.R  8 - .14 I • 
of Canada 
two .ou  of.ort "All The  Pres ident '  Men" subjects including the - ~ l 
winners :of the Animated " • ; " 
i film festival of Ottawa and .. two major new works: The Starr ing  Robert  Redford and Dust in Hof fman : . ,
Street and Mind Scal~e. " " Seldom has there •been a motion p icture wh ich  has at- , I 
Including.Academy Award ' t racted more  attent ion or generated more discussion than 
winning shorts to open the i " ibis,one. The detailed story.of  two young Washington Post. .. : •: ... ) .  
gala premiere" programs reporters: and the i r  invest igat ion and uncover ing of  the .,. ) 
• .each evening at Cinesphere. ) " ~i J .Watergatescandal .  Th is f i lm is a must  for  a l l  mov le fan  s -a  
S i lent  F i lm C lass ics  I suspense story:especial l~ te r r i fy ing  because of its f ront ;page 
Hand-coloured prints of ).. , trutfis. ) • 
six silent film classics: The. !) - 
Hunchback of Notre Dame, .) 
i I 
Blood and Sand, Dr. Jekyll " ) ,,~,~z~/_.m~ 7:00 d~ 9,'00 P ,~, .  ~~- -~:00  ~,~,  ~ i ,, 
and Mr. Hyde, The B lack  ) : .SEPTEMBER'  8- 11 . ,~ . 
Pirate, The Mark of Zorro, ±via[lug 
The Thief of Bagdad.. ~ 6 6 ~ ~ , 
How to get tickets: , ., •. 
I Festival of . . . .  
Producers  Conference  - •Fest iva ls  Pass  ) . . Siai 'r ing Diana Ross, B i l l y  Dee Wi l l iams,  Jean Pierre : " :  : . -  
, Six sessions dissecting the i ,~ For. $6 -- three daytime l Aumoni  and Anthony Perkins. • .. ' ' 
making, selling, promotiiig : shows and. seminars. " " A t remendous ly  talented and ambitious young secretary is 
ahd producing of feature, uam rremzere • determined to f ight  her way  out of poverty and to achieve --. .- 
.films. 'The world's best • & Party success in the g lamourous  wor ld  of high fashion. A br i l l i ant . . :  . . . . .  - 
known directors will " .be Premiere film, gala party " . . . . .  b i t  eccentric international fashion photographer  scoops her . -  
taking .part  --- Dino de till midnight with celebrities, up, renames her  MAHOGANYandturns  her into the wor ld 's  • " " " " .. 
Laurentiis, George Barrio and personalities to:be held: most famous model. She moves al~ead to triumph as top ' , 
" haute couture designer in Europe, but i t  is only af ter  her " ' - .  
and others, at Cinesphere. En -  tertainment, food and drink personal success is achieved that  she f inds thecourage  to = " - .  
- " lea~,e i t  al l  and look for  the' love she has lost. New German Cinema -- $25 per person: 
This • is a collection of the Laisser Passer • ). . :-' 
current work by the major Semiiiars, films, access to p sEPT'EMBER 12 - 14 
new young"  German all..festival events (except , . "Emmanue l  I I"  ii:. I 
d i rec tors ,  including some of gala premieres) and special • ~ . • 
the most outstanding.works events -- $50. I ,:.i~ :~.. 
of Fassbinder, the first ..Student Laisser Passer: . ~ . . . .  sequel to Emmanue l  l ,o,o~,,,,,~ . . . 
- Nor th  Amer ican  "With identification .half ) . :_.- . 
retrospective of the works of price --$25. t ) .. 
Wire Wander withWender in VIP Membership . .. '- " • = S~¢c~=y ~;~/~ ~ ~,~0 ~,~.  onl@ 
Attendance. Absolutely everything, ! .. :". ,~.: ~=, * ' : 
Midnight films, parties, seminars ,  | , "Hook, Line & Sinker'" i 
i Movie Marathon _special events, and sur- 
. An all night review of the pi-ises. The best value at the ~ ,..' • ..,~:.•:• " 
greatest hits from Samuel Z.. biggest film event ever held :: ' • 
: b=rkoff.,, the 'master of the in Canada -- $150. " 
P. •. 
I . . 
I' 
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Life and times of Lord Beaverbrook_ 
Canadian-born Lord his own feelings about Beaverbr0ok's messianic country to win the Battle oz' Janet K i t t -  and intimates 
Beaverbrook's international success and failure." tendencies were nowhere Britain. -- including John Bassett, 
renown rests not only on his McGreevy's richly visual better indulged than On . Yet -- ironically -- Lord Thomson of Fleet and 
rep,'tation as a British press portrait opens with Fleet Street, as owner of the wealthy, prominent and Lady Diana Cooper -- are 
baron, but also on the in- Beaverbrook at age 85, Daily Express, Sunday powerfulas he was, whenhe woven into a dramatic 
fluence he exerted in the played by John Colicos, 'Express and the Evening looked back on his life atage portrait that is made 
world of business and dictating his memoirs to a Standard. A zealous press 85, he considered it a failure, authentid not only by a cast 
politics, as well. On secretary. The highlights of baron, he devoted the last 50 Portraying Beaverbrook of skilled actors; by John 
Tuesday, September 14 at 9 his past unravel in a series years of his life to the in the special will be three Colicos' outstandin~ per- 
p.m., CBC-TV launches its of flashbacks for~the next 90 pursuit of a variety of actors: Daniel Hare as Max formanceand close pnysical 
documentary season with minutes, causes, many of them Aitkenatagel0;NeilMunro resemblance to Beaver- 
Beaverbrook: The Life and hopeless, .some of which playing Beaverbrook age 17 brook; but also by producer 
Times of Max Aitken, a 90 Lord Beaverbrook -- Max achieved an importance to 35; and John Colicos: who McGreevy s plush back- 
minute drama-documentary Aitken -- was born in New because of the onslaught of bears an almost uncanny drops --cars, costumes, tea 
portrait of his colorful and Brunswick in 1879. Through his propaganda campaigns, resemblance to Beaver- ceremonies • and mansions 
"controversial,Canadian. a combination of per- Beaverbrook's papers, for brook from the age of 35 to that.reek of the turn of the 
"Having grown up in. serverance, energy and example, were the leading 85. century. Illusion and 
England under thef sheer bravado, he became, propagandis ts  against  John McGreevy explains reality, interwoven here so 
propaganda onslaught of" by the time he was 30, one of  Britain getting involved in that he chose the drama- finely-that he line between 
English press barons", the wealthiest men in the Second WorldWar. documentary format to them is virtually 
explains John lVlcGreevy,. Canada-  the first in this His finest hour came recount hestoryoftheoften obliterated. 
the film's producer, "i country to develop the idea during the Second World controversial press baron 
.always thought the of rnerging small companies War; when his close friend because "this kind of Beaverbrook: The Life 
Canadian-born Beaverbrook into large combines. Having" Winston Churchill appointed framework straddles the and Times of Max Aitken -- 
to be the most colorful and achieved enormous wealth, him Minister of Aircraft fine line between illusion a 90 n~inute documentary 
pugnacious of them all. I he headed for England, Proddction. Within a few and reality", film by John McGreevy, 
.was fascinated to do a where he involved himself in months, Beaverbrook In terv iews  w i th  produced for  CBC-TV's 
program that would explain politics and quickly became turned the industry around, Beaverbrook's relatives,. Current Affairs department, 
as much as possible from acquainted with the prin- using every means including his son Sir Max will be telecast at 9 p.m. on 
Beaverbrook's point of view cipal figures of the time. available to enable the Aitken and his daughter Tuesday, September 14. 
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CCM Tacks I CCM Jr. Tacks 
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Doust National 125 
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CCM..Pro Goalie Pads 
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ICCM Athletic Supportsl 
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5 Oz. Tumblers 
48 Glasses per case 
at =15° per case 
!i . 
3 oz. Wine Glasses (stem) 
48 Glasses per case 
at ~15° per case 
F 
Gordon & An derson 
Ltd. 
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By Victor Hayes 
The .British province of 
Nova Scotia was years  
ahead of the rest of Canada 
in discontinuing the use of. 
private tokens in common 
business. In 1817 (as op- 
posed to 1858 for Upper and 
Lower Canada) officials in 
• Nova' Scotia applied to the 
British .g°vernment for 
permission to disallow 
private tokens and to strike 
copper coins. 
Permission was granted 
and 1823, an issue of almost 
a half a million half-pennies 
was circulated. The coins 
were struck with a Greco- 
ROman ~styled portrait of 
King George the Fourth and 
the legend 'Province of 
Nova Scotia' on the .obverse, 
and the date, a thistle and 
the inscribed value on the • 
reverse. 
In 1832 the province issued 
pennies and half-pennies to
meet the public needs. 
Again]n 1840 and 1843 mope 
'thistle' pennies and half 
were cir(mlated with the 
same design. 
In 1860 the government of
New Brunswick switched to 
a dec imal  system of 
coinage. The next coin. issue 
was in 1861 and the Royal 
Mint in London mistakenly 
minted half-cents, that had 
not been Ordered by the 
colonial authority. These 
were so close in appearance 
to the N.S. halls that some of 
them found their way into- 
circulation regardless ofthe 
mint's efforts. 
,,One cent coins were 
minted for New Brunswick 
again in 1864. 
Silver five and ten cent 
coins were minted for use in 
NewBrunswick in 1862 and 
1864. 
Before another coin 
mintage was required for' 
New Brunswick, the colony 
had joined Canada and 
begun using Canadian coins. 
In Prince Edward Island 
the coin situation was rather 
unique. Owing to the small 
population ~tnd the resultant 
lack'  of need for any 
significant number of coins 
• In 1856 an issue of penny 
and half penny coins-were 
minted with the bust of 
Queen Victoria on the ob- 
verse and a mayflower (the 
official N.S. floral emblem) 
on the reverse. 
In 1860 the province of 
Nova Scotia• adopted a 
decimal system of coinage. 
Coins were issued in 1861, '62 
and '64 and half-cents in 1861 
and '69. These were the last 
N.S, coins. Nova Scotia had 
joined Confederation before 
a new issue was required. 
in circulation,, tokens 
remained in popular use 
until 1871. In that year, a 
large bronze cent  was 
circulated. The piece was 
the first coin in. Canadian 
history to carry the Queen's 
inscription in English in- 
stead of Latin. • 
In Prince • Edward. Island 
after Confederation, the 
coins• of the Dominion of 
Canada became legal 
tender. 
In the other settled areas 
of the territory that was to 
-NO SAD SONGS FOR ME 
1950 Stars Margaret  Sul lavan,  
Wendel l  Corey,  ' Nata l ie  Wood.. 
Woman,  • learning she is to' die,  
devotes her  l i fe to insur ing  the 
fu ture  happiness  of her  husband 
and daughter . .  
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL 
GUNFIGHTER 
1971 Stars  _ James Garner ,  
Suzanne P leshef l ,  J ack  E lam.  
Sauve con man takes  advantage  
• of a smal l . town d iv ided  by r iva l  
mine operators  and passes of f  a 
druf lken dr i f te r  as a h i red  
k i l l e r .  
THE JUGGLER 
1953 Stars Kirk Douglas, MIIly 
Vitale, Paul Stewart. Once- 
fan~ous juggler  arr ives in 
Israel, a .survivor of Hitler's 
concentration camps where his 
wifeand two Children perished. 
- STARS.ON ICE 
A ONE HOUR SPECIAL IN- 
TRODUCING THE NEW CTV 
show from Toronto.Ashowcase 
of both Canadian • and in- 
ternafionai: skating stars. This 
Show will be seen in a half hour 
form on Tuesdays af 7:30 p.m.. 
starting next week . .  , 
*LOOKING FOR TROUBLE 
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country and great segments 
of what is now western 
Canad'a  (Man i toba ,  
Saskatchewan, and-Alberta) 
the most common tokens in  
usewere  those of '  the 
Hudson's Bay company. 
These tokens were. 
evaluated in terms of pelts.' 
Some tokens had a value of 
one or one half made beaver 
pelts, some were measured 
in white fox pelts and some 
were s~uck in the  metal 
aluminum and were Valued 
at five cents, tencents, .  
twenty five cents and one 
dollar. 
.These tokens were in -  ; 
tended to be redeemable at 
the Hudson's Bay trading 
posts and stores in the 
region but were so common 
that they. became accepted 
coinage m private business 
and other non-company 
trade deals. 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With.View 
Color TV,  Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shi)p; Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, BInquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
REE Reservations- 
100-261-3330 
Owned& Ol~rated 
[O PRYSTAY • 
vie 
Engl ish Bay  at  s tan ley  Park Bus Stop 
1933 Spencer Tracy, Constan'e 
Cummings, Jack Oakie. Two 
telephone linemen have a fight 
over a girl'al~d.the loser qu!fs 
his j0b and joins aLbank:rob.binjg 
gang.:, "'~ - . ' : ' :  • . . • 
. - . . " 
- 3&6 
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CBC NEWS 
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BRITAIN SPEAKS 
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.F~..EST RANGERS. 
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11 :00  
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• 12 :00 .  
. 12:30 . 
. -1 :00  
1:30 
In 1843 almost a half- become Canada, private 
million pennies and the  tokens• were used fa i r ly  
same number of half- generally. Prior to 'their 
pennies were issued in the respective, entries into 
Province of New Brunswick. Confederation, there was no 
These bore a diademed authorized system of 'of- 
portrait of Queen Victoria. ficial' coinage in any of 
• Again in i854 mintages of these areas, rexcept for 
half-pennies and pennies Newfoundland. ' . . 
,were circulated inthe same i i,All throughout wha t was  
numbers as ~e '43 issue, at the time called the North - 
:Thesecarried the portrait of west Territories, ,an area-: 
Victoria, uncrowned. . that' included the '  north 
3100 
.... 3 :30  • 
'4 :00  
.4 :30 .  
5 :00  " 
, r '5 :30 '  
' 6:00 
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at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Tickbt, : 
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GOOD MORNING, B.C. 
KAREEI~$ YOGA 
JF_4N C,~d'INF.M SHOW 
IT'S 'YOUR NIOVE ' 
OEFINITION 
HO'I" HANDS 
NOON N~S :- 
'MOVIE MATINEE. "Sq). 
Your .  Local Gun- 
figlllE~' 
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ROAM AT HOME 
A TRAVEL BRITISH COLUMBIA FEATURE 
ELEGANT 
IRVING HOUSE 
By Ron Gadsby 
When William Irving of 
Annan, Scotland, came to 
American in 1849, he 
brought with him all of the 
attributes it took to become 
a successful frontier 
businessman. These in- 
cluded the desire for 
quality. . 
So, when he finally settled 
in New Westminster in 1864, 
after living in Victoria, 
Portland and San Fran- 
cisco, he constructed a 
house that was built to 
endure: 
And endure it l~s. Today, 
Irving House is part of the 
historic treasure trove of 
New Westminster as it sits 
on the south side of busy 
Royal Avenue, where it has 
watched more than 100 
years file .by. Sharp-roofed 
and sturdy, it shows few 
signs of a century of wear. 
In some of the rooms, the 
original wallpaper con- 
tinues to demonstrate the 
gracious living that has 
existed in this fine old 
mansion. 
William Irving's desire 
for quality encompassed all 
details. The records show 
that the house' was allowed 
to stand for a full year 
before the plaster was 
.applied to the walls. This 
was to ensure that the 
.settling of the building 
would be completed and that 
.no cracks in the plaster 
would appear. To date,none 
has. 
Lumber for the house was 
carried by winding trails 
from the Fraser River up 
the hill to the spot chosen by 
Irving -- a spot from which 
he could keep an eye on the 
harbour and coincidentaUy 
on his investments in ships 
• that plied the river. 
The bannisters in the 
sweeping hall were brought 
from Scotland and every 
nail was hand forged. There 
seems • to have been enough 
time in .those days to do 
things right. 
The main drawing room 
with its massive log-sized 
fireplace is one of the rooms 
with the original imported 
wallpaper. It is furnished 
with much of the original 
furniture, augmented with 
other pieces of the era. 
Across the central hall is 
the smaller parlour, with its 
horsehair sofa and the 
original decoration. It alsb 
has a mirror framed in gold 
leaf that was a wedding 
present and its own 
fireplace. 
Behind the small parlour 
is the breakfast room and 
behindit, the dining room. It 
is a sunny friendly room 
looking toward the river, 
adjacent to the huge kit- 
chen, with its massive stove 
and potsand pans that must 
have cooked a million 
meals. 
- When you ascend the open 
stairway .from the hall, you 
discover-three bedrooms 
and behind them the ser- 
vants' quarters. It seems 
ironic that  the bathroom 
was at the extreme end of 
the servants'  quarters 
~beyond a storeroom. No 
ensuite here. 
The master bedroom was 
almost as large as the 
drawing ropm beneath .it 
and much larger when you 
consider that it had a 
.dressing room. The other 
two bedrooms were smaller, 
but huge by today's stan- 
dards. 
No matter where you go in 
the house, you will find 
elegance and evidence of 
gracious living. No wonder 
they talk about the "good 
old days". 
When the City of New 
'Westminster purchased 
Irving House in 1950, the 
house was occupied by a 
fourth generation member 
of the original Irving family 
a unique phenomenon i
this century of transient 
living. 
Irving House is open to the 
• public; hours .of operation 
may be obtained from the 
New Westminster Chamber: 
of Commerce office. 
(This Roam at  Home 
article is one of a series 
provided by the. Department 
of Recreation .and Travel 
Industry.) 
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   l DFLakelse Hotel 4620 Lakelse 
635-2287 Terraoe 
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Tha nks for  the mor i  -- ,, w. :. • me es  ~. . , ,o : ,  ~ . .  often made . . . . . .  : the  statement that during 
it to us without charge, sons of members -  who 
That's the type of support looked after our Green  
that can never be forgotten. Room bar every night. They 
Thanks must also go to the were really great and by the 
great bunch of men -- weekend very t ired, as  
members of Terrace Little work!ng till the early 
Theatre and husbands and morning hours and then 
.-ByMolly Natiress 
Although ~t seems sum- 
,mer never-came fall will 
soon be. with us andthat  
means the start of the new 
season for Terrace Little 
Theatre. 
However, before we talk 
of the 'coming events, "one 
last word from me to say 
ThankYou to Terrace for 
the wonderful support given 
to "Festival '76". My main 
" r ~ ~ ' " the* 16 ]e .~s  I have  been  - 
getting up for work was not ;involved wzth Terrace Little 
easy. However they too Theatre we have on ly  
earned areputationfor their needed to ask the people 
h~ ~pitality and that is what 'when we were in need and 
it ~ all about. _ they. have never let us down I
Finally -- many, many -- and this came true -- 
thanks to the people who once more.: ._ 
:• ";r'.;• "• ',%1 
L job during4hathectic week 
in June was-hospitality for 
all the. registered par- 
] ' ' .  
* .q• : .  . 
*icipant'" Thi' °'an* * I . .  " needed volunteer helpers . . . . .  -0 :~L  
f rom 9 a.m. -t i l  ap- " 
proximately 2 a .m. -  17 ) . . . . .  
hour. e er, a,. , 
..... My. ~support in keeping :. , ! 
open the Little Theatre with 
refreshments always ready, DISCOTHEQUE 
Beta Mu and they did,a. The F inest  $o imd: / *  
tremendous job, never B lOW OP lN  in Disco I 
ra i l ln ,  to be there on t ime ~ PLUS I 
i/i 
. . . . . .  
JOO~ .. .i f i g  re 
and dispensing the kind of 1 9sO0 P ,N ,  , , ODAFF I I ' I  , i 
friendliness we shall long be 
remembered • for. My sin- ~ i f0  2 |00  AeN.  - : :  . . . . .  DOCK 'N'. ,ROLL 
Cere thanks tOthe  s veralof Terracehardw°rkingy°uall andLittletO ~ " .~ ,  , " 'O ld - "  " i"... ; ;  ; :  D ICODD O'¥ iAW'¥$TL ,  " - 
members ~ ~ to Saturday : ' :  " [ HIGH I Theatre plus *volunteer l 
day every individuals who worked a l l c o f f e e ,  t  ordaYmilk--andfreshServing I " '  " ''~ " ' " ' " V A R !  " .  m_ll illl:9116i i'i:
doughnuts - -  free of charge. ' 
Many thanks to the Co-op 
wh0 supplied our doughnuts, ~ 43:~12 ¢ake lse  Ave .  . ll 'i . i ~ ' ~ l ' ' ~ ~ '  : : ~'' " 1 , l j 
bread etc. and donated all of .~ .~~ ~,~ ~, . ,  ~ . .~ ~, .~ ~, ,~ ~. .~ ~,.~.,~,~.~,,~,.~  ~ ~ ~  
d, , .  
- , , . )  , 
t 
- , j , j  " "( 
NEW IN TOWN? 
LIT USPUT 
: OUTT~EMAT ~: 
-FORYOU! (.~, :- 
rl~oiie 635-55il :")-, 
~ :631i.T91'~ : '~. 
J:...__ II • . ".-iiI~l~i~!ii~i'~!iiiii~ - 
FANo AT THE ENDOF THAT "~J 
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"I"H ~ EUi~A~I~TT/~R~ ~U'RY ~ . 
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1 
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4523 Scott Ave. Very reasonably priced, 
wBfl located bi-level home. 1100 sq. ft., 3 
bdrms, all carpeted. New nat. gas 
heating system - utility rm. with wash~ . 
& dryer. Garage, house on complete 
ax~crete foundation. $29,000. Call Bob 
Sheridan fo r  all details. 
/ 
• 
4017 Yeo St. Quiet dead.end street. 
Carnpletely finished up & down. 4 bdrm- 
s., 2 fireplaces, 4 pc. 10thrm. plus V2 bath 
in bsmt. Cozy family rm., double car. 
port, 80'x120' lot with fenced yard. House 
& property in excellerff condition. Range 
& friclge included. Possession can be. 
irm'~diate. Asking $53,(](]0. 
III [U'I, E SILT:II !URRIE - 
) ,  - 
4848:LAKELSE,AVE. r= Jb 
Serving your 
IT'S IMMACULATE 
This cleancut home has 3 bdrrn., ensuite, 
.2 fireplaces, dbl. carport & paved 
driveway. Bsmt. has lovely rec rm. with 
pnofessimal ~ bar plus games area, 
Indry,:& V2 bath. Large 80X136 lot IS 
landscaped. Exterior Is flnishad in white 
alum. siding. Located in good quiet area 
en ben~. Dwain McColl ~ould be 
Gold t~ l .  home situated on 
of secluded treed property. 1240 sq. ft., 
full bsmt. L.R. & D.R. combine for 40' of 
luxury, nat. rock fireplace, built.in china 
cab. &buffet, exc. wool carpeting, every 
rm. has indirect&closet lighting, bsmt. 
has 16'30 Rumpus rm., fireplace, add.. 
. bthrm., bdrm. & w~p.  Convenient 
1o town, taxes & utilities •reasonable. 
$58,500, Give Bob Sheridan a call. 
Real Estate requirements 
i COMPLETE TO THE SAUNA 
This 3 bdrm. home has 1133 sq. ft. 8, 
features cedar siding exterior, ensuite. 
" plbg., fireplace, sundeck &.carport wi.~ 
covered entrance access. Large ~r. ~ 
has large garden area all fenceo e, 
comes complete with outside storage 
i: bldg. Full bsrnt, has 4th bdrm., rumpus 
• rm., 3 pce. bath & sauna completed & 
large area for workshop & storage. 
Dwain McColl would be happy to show 
. -u-this home located at 4020 Anderson. 
: i  ~' ~,~ .......................... 
over V2ac. down. Features include 2 fireplaces, 3 
full baths, large carport, sundeck & 
many more extras. Full bsmt. is finished 
to include den, large rumpus rm. with 
wet bar, games room, bthrm. & storage 
area plus fully fini~ed Indry. area. 
Asking price of $69,500 will include stove, 
fridge, dishwasher, wasl~.'., dryer, .bar 
fr;rlr~ ~,~11 tl~ to view this excel ent 
is our  only business 
COPPERSIDE ESTATES 
Aquiet area with all the services. You 
could he very comfortable in this 3.' 
bdrm. doublewide on large lot, w.w & 
vinyl floors throughout. Erffrance mud 
room added. Laundry is off modern 
kitcllen which has range & fridge in. 
eluded. Franklin fireplace in spacious 
LR. Dwain McColl would gladly show 
~ou this home. C.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-~d value at asking 
price of $28,S00.00. 
;; f~. ~. 
This very attractive home lust listed. All 
the extras. 3 lodrms, on main floor, LR,  
has fireplace, newly carpeted. Kitchen is 
a delight for any homemaker, cabinets 
galore, breakfast nook. Bui!t.intel. desk, 
dishwasher, dbl. sinks. Sundeck 
overlOoking lovely yard, garden fruit 
trees; Large rumpus rm. in bsmt. paved 
dbl. dl'iveway. 1 bdrm. self-contained 
bsmt. suite with fireplace in LR. Home 
is in new condition. Call Bob Sheridan 
for details. 
Gracious older home with over 2 acres ot 
attractive surroundings with many trees 
which will provide complete .privacy.. 
This 4 10drm. 1422 sq. ft., storey & a halt 
home has fireplace, hardv~od floors, 
partial bsmt. & glassed.in s unpor. ~ .  
F.A~ oil heat & hot water. ]here is aout)m 
detached garage. Located in .no. I ar=ep.. 
on bench on Westview. L,wa~n nnc~o. 
would be haPPy to show you this one. 
~ ~ , ~ .  ........... .,., ~,; ~ ....... 
;mm m. .~ ........ ! 
APPEALING HOME IN EXCELLENT, 
QUIET AREA 
This 31~rm. 126ESCl. ft. split.level home 
; has fireplace, en suite plumbing, w.w, 
nook&dining room. This well built home 
is 2~.~yrs. old and is in quiet R-) area on 
the Ioer~h on a 80x13~' lot. Drive by 4716 
Gair Ave. and call • to 
view. MLS. 
TUC.K AVENUE BUNGALOW 
Neat & compact his 3 bdrrn, full bs .mr.. 
home has w.w carpeting in .LR.., hle 
bdrm. floors & easy to ma;nta;n ex- 
terigr. Lot is nicely landscaped & fenced 
in the rear. . . . .  
Feature of the Week AGAR AVENUE .4 Ioclrms., full Iosmt., 2 bdrms, up & 2 
dovm, al! nicely carpeted. Rumpus rm., 
modern kitchen. Bsmt. would cenvert 
readily to 2 bdrm. suite. Priced in the 
very low 40's. Only 4 yrs. old. 
A LI 'n'LE BIT ENGLISH 
Attractive 3 bclrm: home with over 1200 
sq.. ft. of living area, 2 full red brick 
fireplaces, ensuite ,plbg., .large dining 
area leading to large sunaeck & many 
other extras. Lot is 94x127 & is in a quiet 
area. 
i " . . . . .  " ' I  " " "  ' '  ......... I t " "  . ~ '~ '~ I II l l ;: :=:':~ i : '  II II 
.'i, .~[~ . ~ .I,,~LJ~ 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS 
Open post & beam interior with an A. 
frame front entrance gives this 3 Iodrm. 
full bsmt. home a lifile bit different look. 
Home is heated with gas & there is an 
attached carport. The corner prope~ is 
landscaped & fenced. 
Another trailer in Thornhill but this one 
you should see because it has 80x200 ft. 
lot on corner & has a 500 ft. addition 
which is well comtruded & provides 
comfortable living. Privatewell, heating ' 
& hydro costs are really low. Call Rusty 
or, Bert at ~.b'/54 or 635-6142. 
,r-OUR BE OOMS : 1,/, 
ACRE FOR ~S, SO0.O0 
Yes, this 1248 s q. ft. doublewide is now 
.reduced to sell fast. Call for more in. 
~0rrnation. MLS. 
HANDYNIAN'S SP~ECIAL - ' 
Located lust o~dside municipality this 3 
10drm. home needs interior & exterior 
finishing. LR. has Franklin fireplace & 
there is a deck off rear entrance. Lot is 
partially landscaped&there is a well & 
sel~tic service. 
, / 
1810 DAIRY AVENUE 
Just listed & just like new. For a quiet 
rural setting this is i t .  1120 sq. ft.; full 
bsmt~, nat. gas heating, 3 bdrms: An 
immaculate home. Just drive by & call 
Bob Sheridan to .view. 
"KENWORlrH RD. SPACIOUS 3 BI~RM. 
• ON 1 ACRE OF GOOD SOIL ,, 
- This house has 1400 m. ft. with full 1o~mt. '  
floors, built-In dishwasher & laundry' 
~ea on main floor. Exterior is stucco.. 
Land Is flat vvlth la~ & trees. Very gaocla 
value for asking priceof $40,000.00. Call 
Dwaln Nt~7.oll to show you this home.. 
BEAUTIFULLY BUILT 
This house is built on solid rock with 
attractive rock faced siding & fireplace. 
NUlfl.level home has 4 bdrms., 2bthrm- 
s., sunken L.R., finished playroom, dbl. • 
windows & balcenies off 2 levels. Plan to .j 
view this unique home...ph0ne Rusty' 
Liungh. - 
m ii 
RUSTY LJUNGH 635.5754 
• i 
4109 SKOGLUNDDRIVE " - '  ' 
Very  a t t rac t ive  four  bedroom home.  2 f i rep laces  - -  
ensu i te  o f f  •master  Bedroom.  A lso  ha l f  bath  in 
basement .  Comfor tab le ' fami ly  room.  Doub le  carpor t ,  
Wrap-around sundeck .  Shake ' roo f .  Ma in tenance  f ree  
a luminum s id ing .  Located  ~in one  of the  n ices t  Sub- 
d iv i s ions  in town.  Our  s ta f f  w i l l  be p leased  to  show ~/ou 
fh is  home.  ] • " I "  
I • I I Thinkingofselling? 
" ASK AnOUT OUR .i. 
CATALOGUE OF 
' IT WORKS. 
Maybe Y0UrS should be 
ACREAGE ON KALUM LAKE 
Wild land on the east side of Kalum 
Lake, approximately' 18 acres-with 
shoreline on Ka um Lake. and a creek 
running thro0gh the property. An old log 
cabin on" the property could be re.built. 
PRICE SLASHED TO SELL 
Simpson Avenue-  deublewide on 
c~hcrote ringwall foundation only five 
y~ars old and in very good condition. 
Also on this prol~rty is a ~'x28' shop 
w i th  concrete floor. Was asking 
$32,500.00.-Owner says sell now for '  
$26,500.00. Call Bob sheridan for all the 
details. " " • . 
I | 
. EVENiNG PHONES - 
JOHN CURRIE 635-5865. 
PINE STREET • ' ' "' 
Compact 3 Iodrm. . ne.bsmt, home 
IoP.ated in Thornhill with ds own well, 
septic tank, separate storage shed & 
fully.fenced yai'd. Full price $32,000. 
Contact Rusty Liungh. 
DWAIN McCOLL 635.2976 
ON WOODLAND.PARK DRIVE 
Affractive 3 bdrm. home with w.w 
carpeting, oil furnace heat, wood in- 
terior, full bsmt. & set on ~ooded lot of 
nearly 3acres. For viewing phone Rusty 
Liungh. MLS. 
NICELY DEVELOPED 
Covered entrance leads to attractive 3 
.bdrm. cathedral'entrance home with w- 
wcarpeting, eating area in kitchen, dbl. 
fireplace, patio doors to rear sundeck & 
pub type finished rumpus rm. Lot is 
lightly treed & attractively landscaped. 
Phone Bert Liungh 1o view. 
"4  
CENTRALLY LOCATED AND NEW 
Nearing completion thiS 3 Ixtrm. home 
has w-wcarpeting, gas heat &hot water,. 
1075 sq. ft. of living .area, attached 
carport & natura l  wood exterior. 
Located.on Soott Ave. the house is dose 
to schools. Full price $47,800.. 
DOUBLEWIDE IN'COPPERSIDE : 
Beautifully gardened & landscaped this 
3 bdrm. fully furnished home has w.w 
carpeting, oil hot air furnace & attached 
"carport. There is rear porch, 
greenhouse,~ established berries & fruit 
trees & property is fenced. Phone Rusty 
Liungh. 
BERT LJUNGH 635-5754. 
BOB SHERIDAN 635.2664 
• . " . 
I . . . . .  ' " " 
